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TOMOKAN
Rollins College
1000 Holt Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
(407) 646-2000
Enrollment: 1406
Our Life
Classes
f*fr 20
Groups
jffift Ml
Greeks
fAfr 162
Sports
f*fy 216
Community
f^ty 250
Ayear in the life ofRollins College
began with the infusion of
freshmen to a spruced up,
renovated campus. Elizabeth,
Rex Beach, and Holt were
redone during the summer
months, as well as Beans and
the bookstore. • As the year
waned, we were forced to deal
with the barrage of parking
tickets as we tried to create a
parking space, took our life
into our own hands entering
the bathrooms and survived
not having a balance on our
Validine to get us through J-
Term. • On the upside, the C-
Store debited our meal plan
instead of billing our pur-
chases home and the
DownUnder finally opened.
(cont. on next page)
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For nine months, we
are bound to these
sixty-five acres. It is
here where our lives
are shaped to face
the future.
Friday afternoon at
Rollins: Will Wright
and Laura Hall take
time out from the
concert to throw a
football around.
Opening* 3
Fox Day,
a Rollins
tradi-
the one
day in
the
f COLLINS
The new Rollins Beans began the
bookstore offers stu- year with a new
dents more than just look, as well as more
books to charge on selection for that
our R-Card. diet conscience
Rollins student.
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• RCP went six feet below,
and was replaced with ACE,
All Campus Events. Kappa
Alpha finally called it quits, as
XLR8 affiliated with Kappa
Delta and the Residence Hall
Association was created. •
Students, suffering from burn-
out due to the elimination of
Fall Break, unified and voiced
their concerns at the Student
Forum in January. Fall Break
was promised to be resur-
rected next year. • Our safe
campus was tainted by rape
threats during December, but
luckily, the threats were not
executed. • It was no ordinary
year. It was a year of making
friends and learning new
things. A year of dreams,
hope, fun and love. It was our
year. A year in our life ...
together.
Opening* 5


Baby Tars
Flood Rollins
During the week of ori-
entation, those much antici-
pated six days that mark the
beginning of one's college
career, hundreds of new
students flooded the
Rollins College campus.
Freshmen and transfer
students from as near as
Orlando and from as far as
Europe began their trek to
college life. Students
toured Rollins and felt anx-
ious, scared, excited and
ready to grow up.
Papers were signed, pic-
tures taken, class schedules
handed out. Students were
so busy those first few days,
it was easy to get swept up
in the crowd. By the end of
the week, however, all had
settled down. Students
were moved into their
dorm rooms and class-
rooms were eventually
found. School had begun
and it was time to be an
adult. Responsibilities
ranged from what to eat at
Beans to what classes to
take. Homework began al-
most immediately and pri-
orities had to be set. Every-
one matured significantly
in just a few days time.
As the year comes to an
end, these Baby Tars will no
longer be the new kids on
campus, they will have be-
come sophomores and up-
perclassmen. Most of the
freshmen and transfer stu-
dents will have made it
through that first year, and
next year, we will have to
make way for the new flood
of Baby Tars.
Almost all freshman and transfer students partici- During one of the events from the ice breaker, fresh-
pated in social activities at the ice breaker during man Brian Maloney waves to those around him. In an
orientation. Here, when the announcer picked a attempt to encourage people to get to know one
group, each member had to try to guess what the other another, the announcer had the students wave to each
members were thinking. other and shake hands.
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As a way of helping students relax, the announcer had
everybody turn and give the person in front of them a
back massage. Students were asked to give the person
in front of them either a back rub or a therapeutic
"beating" on the shoulder blades. Very relaxing.
As an exercise in trust, students were instructed in the
art of lap walking. Each person was to sit on the bended
knees of the person behind them and try to walk with-
out knocking the group off track. Students had to trust
the person who's lap they were on not to drop them.
The first day of orientation was hectic. Freshmen and
transfers had to pick up their schedules, have their ID
pictures taken and fill out at least a ton of forms. Here,
freshman Brendan Gunn waits patiently in line for his
ID/R-Card to be developed and laminated.
This exercise was geared toward allowing students to
relieve some of their stress by arguing about something
obvious. Here, freshmen Linda Nigro and Leigh Selby
argue about the color of the curtain hanging from the
ceiling.
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Happy Tenth
Birthday
Writing Center!
The Rollins College Writ-
ing Center celebrated its 10th
birthday this year. We've
come a long way from the
early days, when a handful of
Peer Consultants, three com-
puters and a couple of part-
time staff members set up
shop in one room of Woolson
House. This year, you could
discuss your writing with any
of nearly fifty Writing Con-
sultants, Volunteer Commu-
nity Consultants and a Faculty
Consultant.
We served the Rollins Com-
munity for more hours than
ever before, providing both
top notch writing advice and
word processing abilities on
our fifteen IBM computers.
But it wasn't all work — we
did our share of partying, too!
We hosted midnight parties
complete with birthday cake!
President Rita Bornstein at-
tended a picture hanging cer-
emony and called the Writing
Center "a miracle". Pinehurst
threw an ice cream social in
our honor. Our three service
learning projects (with Up-
ward Bound, senior citizens
and emotionally distraught
children) kicked into high
gear. Faculty joined us for a
Colloquim on "learning
through Collaborative Com-
munity Building". We ran spe-
cial programs for Parents'
Weekend and Alumni Week-
end, including a Reunion Open
House for Consultants of Yore.
Twenty Writing Consultants
presented formal papers at six
professional conferences. And
we initiated our Faculty Con-
sultant Initiative, our Retired
Professional Program and our
Adopt-A-Professor Project.
All this in addition to our
usual long hours of consulting,
our computer work shops and
our end-of-term All-Nighters.
King of makes you wonder next
ten years will bring...
At Pinehurst's ice cream social honoring the Center's 10th birth-
day, consultants Scott Carlton, Julian Gonzalez, Mimsi Rouse,
Leslie Gibson and Carrie Tucker pose with Twila and Joe Papay.
Consultants and clients watch with anticipation as
consultant and concierge Carlos Dayao cuts one of
the many birthday cakes.
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RITA
When the Class of 1994 walks down the aisle, and out of Rollins,
President Rita Bornstein will have to say good-bye to the class that
entered Rollins with her. In her four years here, President
Bornstein had changed the college dramatically. Gone are the
days of keg parties on the Sandspur and a Residential Life House-
keeping staff.
President Bornstein has given much to the college. She cut the
budget in order to keep Rollins in line for the future, and has raised
millions of dollars for the new Campus Center. Donations came in
for the dorm renovations, not to mention the rose garden. Al-
though student opinions regarding her vary, one thing about her
remains certain... without President Bornstein, our quality of life
and college amenities would not be the same.
Always in touch with the students, President During the month of January, renowned poet
Rita Bornstein poses for a picture with senior and professor Maya Angelou came to visit
Christina Dettore and other Tars. Rollins College. Here, President Bornstein
gives Ms. Angelou a tour of the campus.
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HABITAT FOR
HUMANITY
Building Dreams
One Nail At A Time
For the second consecutive
year, Rollins has expressed its
commitment to the Winter Park
community by, once again, con-
structing a Habitat House. On
December 1 1, 1 9 93,
groundbreaking began for the
new house, which is located di-
rectly behind last year's house.
Unlike the 1992 house, contri-
butions were fast in coming,
and especially helpful was
S.G.A.'s donation of ten thou-
sand dollars. Angus
Guberman, Habitat for Hu-
manity Chairman, was very
proud of the college's contribu-
tion to the community, adding
that "no one wanted to build
another house after last year
because the money was so slow
in coming."
A problem which plagued
the 1992 house was lack of stu-
dent donations and participa-
tion. Traditionally, Rollins stu-
dents have had the reputation
of being snobby and apathetic.
The past two years of Habitat
Houses have proven this im-
age, without a doubt, to be a
fallacy.
Sophomore Leslie Hickey and Junior Amanda Rutherford put on a fresh coat of
paint on their model Habitat House.
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ROLLINS
REMODELED
September marked not only the return of students, but the first images of a
newly renovated campus as well. The summer months were spent remodeling
Holt, Elizabeth and Rex Beach Halls. The iron spring beds were thrown out and
replaced with loftable furniture. New carpet, fresh paint and matching maroon and
blue lounge furniture came along with the renovation.
Over at Rose Skillman Hall both Beans and the bookstore had a makeover.
Beans service area was expanded to include the new vegetarian bar and specialty
bar. The renovations did not, however, help the long lines at check-out. The
bookstore, taken over by Follett Bookstores, got a modern, spacious look, although
some students complained it lost its character and looks a lot like Wal-Mart.
During the year, more changes were made. The campus was enlarged by
the Samuel Lawrence Center, and a rose garden, a memorial of the gift from the
Nelson Estate, was finally finished. The only question left in the students' minds
now is, "Sure the campus looks great, but can I park on the grass?"
O 66$
The bookstore offers a wide variety of gifts and Junior Sybil McKinzy checks out the display for
souveniers for all people, including sorority and Black History Month in the newly renovated Rollins
fraternity memebers. bookstore.
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Parking fit
Rollins
Autos, autos everywhere
and not a place to park. To say
that Rollins has a parking prob-
lem has to be one of the biggest
jokes of the year. If there was
one thing that everyone on cam-
pus would agree on, it's the
parking situation. With over
2,000 people on campus and
only about 900 parking places,
chaos is everywhere.
We rush to school earlier ev-
ery day in hopes of getting a
parking place... any parking
place, even the dreaded K-lot.
And they told us universal
parking would be easier.
How we long for the days of
being able to park behind the
library or in D-lot. This is im-
possible now, since these lots
are for faculty and staff. Cam-
pus Safety has been busy issu-
ing parking tickets to students
and visitors who have either
parked illegally or in a reserved
spot.
Hopefully, in order to pre-
serve the sanity of the Rollins
College students, more parking
places will be provided... or at
least there could be a stop put to
allowing freshman parking
stickers!
No matter what you where doing, or where you had to do it, parking was a problem.
Students at Rollins were either trying to cram their cars into the tiniest possible
parking place, or they were suffering the consequences when campus safety caught
onto their "creative parking".
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HALLOWEEN AT
Sophomore Jennifer Gossett, Sophomore Jennifer Crawford, Senior Kristina
Wegman and Junior Dawn Henderson venture from down on the farm to party
at one of Rollins' Halloween parties.
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ROLLINS COLLEGE
The Phantom, Junior Dexter Zaring, and Cat Woman, Junior Jennifer Two of Chi Omega's ladies, Senior Carol Picton and Junior Katie Rasmussen, are caught
Candee, pause for a quick smile during a celebration of All Hallow's partying, and drinking, at a party during the Halloween Weekend 1993.
Eve.
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Concerts
During one of A.C.E.'s concerts, the crowd was brought in to
entertain any and all who wanted to listen. The lead singer, Senior
Bob Rice, attends Rollins and is
,
among other things, a theatre
student. Hi IHI^HHH
At one of the outdoor A.C.E. con-
certs, Junior Melissa Arnold sits
down and rests on the lap of her
boyfriend Senior Tim Waisanen.
Sitting in the sun and relaxing,
Freshman John Sullivan, Junior
Fran Grasso, and Freshmen
McLean Shaeffer, Trish Carroll.
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Dancing
Down Under
Junior Mike Porco struts his
stuff on the dance floor in the
Down Under, with a non-alco-
holic drink, of course.
Sophomore Curtis Bouknight
gives a good show for the cam-
era during a dance contest, in
which he won first place.
Three of Rollins' most attractive
ladies do their thing during a
Saturday night reggae party in
the world below.
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Party
On! «
If there isn't a party on
campus, then there's bound to be
one at one of the local dance
clubs. When the natives get rest-
less and feel the urge to dance the
night away, Orlando's hottest
clubs and night spots get a little
extra action.
From two-steppin' to al-
ternative rock to hip-hop, there's
always a place to go. The Edge
and Deco's are two of Orlando's
most popular dance spots on the
weekends or whenever people
need a place to unwind.
However, it isn't abso-
lutely necessary to travel to Or-
lando to have a great time. Right
around the corner from Rollins is
a traditional spot, Harpers.
Harpers always has a steady
crowd of people who want to so-
cialize, dance til morning or just
get drunk until they forget their
problems.
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Whafll You
have...
Coming of age is one of the most important occasions in a young
person's life. Whether they're turning 16 and can drive by themselves or
they're almost 18 and can smoke, vote and be legally called an adult, it's a
big moment in life. However, the most important age to many is that
magical 21.
For most, it's the age to be. When you're younger, you wish with all
your might that you could be 21 for just a day. It's the age not of maturity,
responsibility of adulthood, it's the age of alcohol.
Even though many students have been drinking since high school,
when they turn 21 itbecomes legal. They can walk into the bar or night club
of their choice sit down and order anything off the menu. From beer to sex
on the beach to shots, it's all at their fingertips.
When asked for ID, they proudly and defiantly hand the waitress or
bartender their license, (the real one, that is) and wait patiently, with a
smile on their faces, for their alcohol.
Junior Amanda Fowle and Senior Josh Wulkan meet
at Harpers, one of Rollins students' favorite night
spots, for a pre-weekend drink.
One wild weekend, Senior Brian Hill gives into a dare
and climbs to the top of the Rollins College sign, drops
his pants and takes long drink off of a bottle of Stoli.
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OLLEGE
Maybe Tony Lawlor and John Smith had a little too
much beer.
Senior Brian Hill talks over drinks to 1993 graduate
Melissa Smith about what life is like after Rollins
College.
At Harpers, two TKE brothers, Jim Damm and John
Tucker, share a man to man talk over a pitcher of beer
Our Life • 27
ROLLINS
Roommate
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From the beginning of time, the way people
look has been a hot topic. Whether it's the ladies of
the eighteenth century who squeeze themselves
into corsets and girdles in order to impress the
gentlemen, or it's people of today who wear clothes
that are five sizes too big, fashion is everywhere.
People dress the way they do for many
different reasons. Some dress to impress, they want
to look good for the people around them. Some
people dress just for themselves and the way they
want to be seen. Others dress to be comfortable and
feel relaxed. Whatever the reason behind their
appearance, all people have their own senses of
fashion.
Shelley Queeley
Sleep Fashions
Yecenla Daweon
Always Classy
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Zjmaalii Lee
Baggy with Boxers
Andy McGinnis
Slick in Velvet
Christopher Munchel
Casual and Oh So Sexy
Nicola Weaver
Party Girl
John Tucker
Keeping it Clean
Max Ka'wlo
Gothic Black
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"Breaking Barriers
to Build Bridges" was the
theme for this year's Diver-
sity Celebration. The pur-
pose of the Diversity Cel-
ebration is to promote unity
between peoples of differ-
ent ethnic backgrounds.
Beginning the celebration
was an event called "Guy
Fawkes Day." Soon follow-
ing was the burning of effi-
gies in a bonfire. The week
ended with a showing of
the film "Like Water For
Chocolate." Through these
and several other events,
the week of November 5th
helped draw the
multicultural community
of Rollins into one.
Students had many
opportunities to expand
their minds, not to mention
their palates. As usual, the
most popular events re-
volved around free food
and beverages; the Taste of
the Orient and the
Multicultural Food Festival
were well attended.
Through these events,
sponsored by the Cultural
Action Committee, the Di-
versity Celebration pro-
moted not only unity
throughout the Rollins
community, but an under-
standing of the people of
the world.
Freshmen ShannahSimon and Brian Maloney patiently
wait in line to sample some of the cultural cuisine
provided during the Diversity Celebration.
Two Asian actors take control of the stage in an
afternoon display of Oriental pageantry.
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Junior Tyler Carlson takes advantage of the free food
booths set up on Mills lawn during the Taste of the
Orient aspect of the Celebration.
A pair of showmen, sporting authentic fight wear and
customary garb, put on their own rendition of a Japa-
nese sword fight.
DIVtKM
In addition to the Japanese sword fighting, this young
man demonstrated the art of self defense using swords
and body movements.
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Se*tionr/4Cca#uti
As seniors were about to enter
the realm of alumni status, the Senior-
Alumni Talent Show was a great way for
seniors and alumni to mingle and get to
know one another. The evening began
with the Senior Video and Slideshow
which featured seniors' most memorable
moments and allowed the alumni to take
a glance back to their days at Rollins.
Performers showcased included
Rusty Blackmer and his alumnus-
mother, Jennifer Rhodes, Dana Royce,
Nadine Huggins, along with her daugh-
ters, and a jazz band to conclude the tal-
ent. As the Class of 1994 sat with alumni
going as far back as the Class of 1927, a
bond was formed. The alumni told stories
of how Rollins used to be, and seniors
gained insight on how some things never
change, like Harpers, a Rollins hangout
for students since the 1930's.
As the evening came to an end,
one thing remained in the minds of those
who had attended; they realized how
true the concluding statement of the Se-
nior Video really is, "Remember Rollins...
We'll Always Remember You."
A well enjoyed part of the entertainment
was a performance by a student jazz
band.
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Miguel Lewis gives Rollins some good
sax.
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A Jamaican
J-Term
While most of Rollins' students were back in Winter Park facing one
cold front after another, some lucky students got the opportunity to spend J-
Term out of the country. One of these fortunate groups had the pleasure of
spending their J-Term on the beautiful Caribbean Islands of Jamaica and
Barbados. They spent part of the term trapped in a Bush Science Center
classroom, enduring concentrated lecture and laboratory sessions, but as of
January 10th, they were outta here!
The class focused mainly on the ecology of tropical marine systems of
the Caribbean as well as the familiarization of each student to the ecology and
systematics of tropical marine life. Living in the McGill Marine Station on the
west shore of Barbados, the class spent most of their days in the water
studying marine life. Most evenings were spent in the laboratory or in
informal seminar discussions focusing on the ecology of the habitats being
observed in the field.
While the traveling groups of students were away, members of the
administration of Rollins began discussions concerning the possible elimina-
tion of J-Term. The demise of J-Term would certainly affect the "hands-on"
approach that is so important for many course curriculums. But, not only
would students' educations suffer, but so would their tans.
Diana Rudolph, Krissy Krapf and Laura Matt McLean, Dave Lairson, Dr. Small, Dr.
Tucker take a break from work to soak up Richard, Erin Thomas, Laura Tucker, Rob
some of theJanuary sun and admire the deep Wilson, Francis Klase, Gretchen Wisner,
blue water of the Carribean. Tom Griffin, Krissy Krapf and Zabia Malik.
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The Halloween Howl '93 was
a Residential Life and Residential
Hall Association (RHA) sponsored
event in which children of faculty,
staff and special need organizations
visited the Rollins campus to Trick-
or-Treat. The project's aim was to
foster community service among
Rollins students. In addition, it pro-
vided an opportunity for different
residential groups and Greek organi-
zations to work together for the ben-
efit of our communities youth.
With help from our ghosts,
goblins and other assorted creatures,
over five hundred children had the
chance to get their faces painted, tour
the ATO Haunted House and go
Trick-or-Treating around the Rollins
campus. This service event proved to
us, and society, that even around
Halloween the spirit of community
can continue to haunt the halls of
Rollins.
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity brothers,
with witches Meredith Inglesby and Kate
Sadowsky, prepare to scare the pants off
little ghouls.
Kevin Colbert "hangs loose" waiting to ter-
rify children as the he plays the role of Hal-
loween Howl Zombie.
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FAMILY
WEEKEND 94
For one cold weekend in February, families from across the nation and
the globe came together to become one family: the Rollins family. February
11th marked the day they began to arrive. As students headed to the airport
to greet their families, and the Langford and Park Plaza filled to capacity, flags
from all fifty states were adorned around the Walk of Fame.
Rollins was ready for the parents and siblings of its students. Theweek
before, grounds crews were busy making the campus look its best, and even
Beans put tablecloths out, so parents would think that's how it always is. Most
parents didn't have the chance to see Beans, since their schedule was filled
with receptions, a baseball game, and plenty of food.
By Saturday night, parents could be seen out at Harper's and Fat
Tuesday bonding with other parents and downing beer with their kids. As the
weekend concluded Sunday afternoon, the families left their students here at
Rollins to get back to the books, and between the tears at the airport, they knew
their students were in good hands.
Mrs. Estabrook discusses drinking at
Rollins with Tom as he enjoys his Miller
Genuine Draft.
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Tessa and Patricia Rowan strike a pose as
they worry not about food in their teeth.
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Freshman Bolko von der
Schulenburg shares his
first Family Weekend
with his mother at the
President's Reception.
Arriving from south Florida, Derek
Landry's parents make it on time to the Fri-
day reception.
Bug Poole and her family
about to begin a heated ten-
nis match as the men com-
pete against the women.
42 • Our Life
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October 22-31
The Annie Russell Theater proudly opened its 62nd season with the
romantic musical, She Loves Me. Bringing about both the craft and art of
theatre, the students, faculty and staff put forth the enduring love story
about "dear friends," which met with great success on stage.
The performance begins with Amalia, portrayed by Christina
Apathy, securing a job in a Budapest perfumery. Trying to find love,
Amalia answers an ad in a newspaper, which was placed there by co-
worker George, played by Christopher Fitzgerald. As tensions arise
between them at work, their secret romance blossoms through the pen.
This romance climaxes when they discover true love is not far from the
workplace.
Christina Apathy and Christopher
Fitzgerald know that true love conquers all.
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Dr. Nassif, as Mr. Marazczek, painfully ac-
counts his shortcomings to Rusty
Blackmer's character, Arpad, as Chris
"George" Fitzgerald listens intently.
Chris Fitzgerald musically exclaims a joyful
"Good Morning, Good Day" to his friends
and colleagues, Jeff Datillo and Allison
Snyder.
The cast of She Loves Me.
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Martin Luther King, Jr.
Celebration
v /
Celebrating Martin Luther King Jr. Day has become a tradition at
Rollins College. The events that take place are planned and carried out by the
current Black Student Union. This year, the 1994 Black Student Union had
various events. There was a candlelight ceremony, in which members, and the
rest of the Rollins community, came together to commemorate his dream.
People gathered to watch films based on his life, and celebrate Dr. King's
birthday with a big bash. Winners of a speech contest from local schools had
the opportunity to share their thoughts with over eighty people that were
present. Velda Flewelly, a local author of children's books about diversity,
told one of her stories, gaining her a standing ovation.
Members of BSU had the chance to get dressed up, eat, and enjoy each
other's talent. Junior Renee Walker sang the Black National Anthem, and
junior Sybil McKinzy, along with president Pascale Salomon, touched the
crowd with their eloquent words. The evening was a great success as the '94
Black Student Union, along with their friends, showed their reverence for Dr.
King, Jr. by having a joyous occasion.
Tracy Wilson, along with two of the local
public elementary school participants in the
"What Does Dr. King's Dream Mean to
You?" contest.
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153k
Best friends Isoke K.O. Jacobs and Terra
Wright show off their party best.
President Pascale Salomon presents a token of appreciation
to author Velda Flewelly after a stirring presentation of her
latest book.
Shelley Queeley and Naomi Harrison
catch up on what's been going on as they
share a quick conversation.
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And Miss Reardoai
Drinks a Little
December 3-12
In the second play of the season, And Miss Reardon Drinks a Little, social
concerns of drinking, death, and pretensions were addressed. Catherine
Reardon drinks to forget her problems as a school teacher while her
younger sister, Anna, hides from reality by being consumed only with
death. As the eldest of the Reardons, Ceil, played by Alexa Royden,
selfishly moves forward at the expense of her sisters. As the Reardon
sisters confront each other and themselves, the audience realizes our
authority figures are not necessarily without their problems and vices.
Melissa Cook, as Anna, recounts a puppy's
demise when a tractor trailer runs him over,
as Shannon Wisne looks on in terror.
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Allison Snyder's Anna exemplifies that even
an authotity figure can have faults as the
delivery boy, played by Craig Campbell,
delivers not only food, but plenty of drink.
The cast of And Miss Reardon Drinks a Little.
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Non-traditional
Students
at Rollins
.
While the 1993-94 academic year had its usual bunch of applicants, those students fresh out of high
school, it also brought a higher number of non-traditional students to Rollins. The Rollins Hamilton Holt
School has had non-traditional students in its program since its founding, but with an increase of non-
traditionals returning to school, Rollins has seen more non-traditionals in Arts & Sciences over the past few
years. Non-traditional students are most frequently described as undergraduates, age tenty-five years or
more, who have returned to the academic arena after an extended hiatus. Many of these students entered
Rollins after marriage and children. For example, Valerie Murphy, who proudly calls herself the "oldest
non-traditional at Rollins," returned to college after five marriages. Her reasons for returning include
wanting the challenge of college classes and to learn throughout her life. A challenge she has confronted
at Rollins is the apathy of the younger students, and their acceptance of her as one of them. After a period
of time the barriers between her as a non-traditional and traditional students break down once the class
gets to know each other.
Valerie raises a
point about the
communication
process in Dr.
Gardner's
Interpersonal
Communica-
tion.
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Valerie Murphy
and Liz Finberg
look over some
material before a
class.
Liz Finberg catches an
empty classroom in
Cornell to grab some
last-minute studying
before an exam.
Cornell Cafe: Where traditionals
mix with non-traditionals,
Valerie Murphy, Christine
Harland, Liz Finberg, and Robert
Guillem.
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Porco discusses
his role as Vice-
President with
one of his
predecessors,
Woody Nash
*90.
0LL1«Sl
Students had to
cast their vote
for the leaders
to run SGA in
'95, twice!
"You see, we have to take the power from
the administration and put the decisions
more in our hands, however small those
hands may be."
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No one was safe
from Mike Porco
during his cam-
paign trail. The
Alfond Pool is sup-
posed to be our ha-
ven from school,
but he even infil-
trated that.
FIAT PORCO
SGA VP SUCCEEDS TO THE
TOP SPOT
The campaign of the year: Could Mike Porco, who
came from obscurity to capture the SGA Vice-President title
last year follow it up with his bid for the presidency? After not
one, but two voting periods, he did just that.
The debate with Shanna Spak seemed more like a
reunion of old friends rather than attacks, but Porco had the
advantage over Spak since he was experienced in the
interworkings of Student Government.
The candidates agreed SGA has become more active
in voicing the concerns of the students over the past year, and
this certainly helped Porco in his victory, owing to his tenure
as VP. There is only one question remaining, though. "When
do we get cable?"
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PRESENT LAUGHTER
March 11-20
Present Laughter, the third play of the season, is a madcap story of an actor
given to acting off stage. The actor hero is a man who lives under the
profound illusion that he wants to be left alone and is greatly disturbed
by intrusions. Actually, he is never so happy as when in the midst of
activity and confusion. Rollins Visiting Professor, Bill McNulty played
the role of Garry Essendine, the vain actor with a rapier wit, a fiat that
regularly overflows with friends and admirers by younger and older
women.
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Din 1VU.TN uny wdiLiieb uvei nib
mischievous ways.
Chris Fitzgerali
again serves uj
laughs wit!
Wendy Speaks.
Kelly LaGreca ai
Sally Wood reali
they're in love wi
the same man.
Wendy Speake and Bill McNulty at work
playing their farcical love game.
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94 \
It comes but once a year, that one week in the end of March we've been
waiting for all semester. With mid-terms behind us, and two months of school
left, it is SPRING BREAK! The campus begins to filter out by Wednesday,
and the first official day, Saturday, March 19th, Rollins is a ghost town.
Whether we go to the Keys, the Colorado Mountains, Europe, or, if all
else fails, home, it is a welcome vacation from the usual grind of college. We
can sleep in until noon, and stay out til the sun rises, yet we cannot escape the
inevitable headache the morning after. But, with a few beers for breakfast, by
the evening everyone is ready and rarin' to make the best of another night.
The end of the week and the end of our money comes all too quickly.
The nine days are over and we climb out of our hotel rooms to make the trek
back to Rollins, the whole time thinking about the great time we had, wanting
to turn around and do it again, and, in the back of our minds, we're already
making plans for next year.
Tim, Anthony, Phil, Scott, Valerie, and
Holly on the front porch of Seashell Motel
(part of the International Youth Hostel).
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Mike Sawyer, Caryn Addabbo, Christa
Wren, and Cathy Silver at Snowshoe
Mountain Ski Resort.
Chi Omegas had an early Spring Break at
Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
Andy Hill and Stacey Burnett having a
couple drinks. Maybe Andy's is kinda
strong.
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Kim DtartDro, Krisren Deig4ius>i, cinu oicn-y iiuium
Miami. head for the
mountains in Lake Taho.
Stephanie, Don, Nury, Linda, and Chrissy, sauce itup
on a Sunset Booze Cruise in Key West, 94.
Heather Moore, Valerie
Lawerence, Julie Morris,
Kate Johnsos, and Holly
Poehlman ready for an-
other Key West night.
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iviereuirn v^amsie, Diacey Durnert, iviegnan joraan,
and Abby Drosdal in Key West.
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Rollins
Leadership
Conference
Ya know, we don't want to put this in, and there isn't really
anything to say about it since no one wanted to go, and most of
us don't care. But at least fifty-five people showed up to try to
change Rollins and work on their leadership skills.
Oh well, the next pages will be on the pool!
Dee Caliskan, Rhonda Neuhaus, Kurt Wells, and Daniela Brenha gather
around free food, which is a motivator to attend the Conference.
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Erin Mc Cormac, Jen Garcia, and Mike Porco
get contaminated by nuclear waste.
Pete Kramer, Marc Consalo and Todd Norton skip
out on the day's events and wait for everyone to go
to their meetings so they can steal some free food.
Ready for a session of teamwork,
enthusastic leaders pile into the
Galloway Room.
Creighton Knight helps a one-armed Vicki Elwood
tighten the rope on their contaminated waste.
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Flo where else, but
dLFOIID POOL!
After a hard day of classes, how could there be a more
enjoyable way of relaxing than to lay out and catch some rays.
Come about two in the afternoon, hordes of Rollins students
can be found capturing the last of the PTH (prime tanning
hours).
Although the high dives have been taken down for a
few years now, the popularity of the pool is constant, even
more so than Olin Library. Oh sure, we may do some
studying out at the pool, but it sure ain't the books! As one
Rollins student puts it, "I came to Rollins for the academics
. . . and the sun. Where else could I go to a college and have
the benefits of all this?"
Tanning 101 is the most popular subject at Rollins, and
it doesn't even require sunscreen as a prerequisite.
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cool, hanging out at the pool.
TANNING 101
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Even before daybreak, we knew this special day was upon us. Awak-
ened by the ringing of the chapel bell, we staggered over to Warren Hall and
greeted President Bornstein with a yawn. After filling up on jelly doughnuts
and getting our Fox Day Proclamation and button, the campus dies down for
a few hours as everyone goes back to bed.
Then the party begins. There is a constant stream of cars leaving
campus on the mad dash to the 8th Street ramp at Cocoa Beach. With kegs in
hand, we arrive at the beach and celebrate the joy of having classes cancelled.
Finally, the weeks of playing Fox Day Roulette are over, and boy were they
worth it for this one fantastic day under the Florida sun.
All too soon the beer runs out, and the sun begins to go down. With
sand on our feet and in our suits, we head back to Winter Park. Once on
campus, we satisfy our hunger, and lessen our buzz, at the Fox Day Picnic.
Throughout the whole day we keep one thing in perspective: what a great
tradition this is, and how lucky we are to have it.
In the wee morning hours, President
Bornstein hands Trevis Certo his Fox Day
Proclamation and button.
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Matt Williams poses with the fox, Tracy Allison carefully tips her cup to cut
our idol of the day. down on the amount of head on her beer.
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Kappas show off their Fox Day spirit with the fox.
Out of classes, it's time for the beer
and the sun.
A very thirsty John Tucker won't even wait for a cup,
and takes it right from the tap.
After the beer and sun,
crowds of students, faculty
and staff come out to Mills
Lawn for the Fox Day Pic-
nic.
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Ensuring everyone is having a good time, Dr.
Bornstein makes rounds talking to the students.
Fox Day just would not be complete without
keg stands on the beach.
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14th ANNUAL
ULcntd
Through the rain, hundreds of Rollins students came out for the annual
World Hunger Concert. Featuring bands like Refried Confusion, Mega
Banton, Red Fox, Sir "D," and Emphasis, we ate, drank, and danced up into the
night hours. Sponsored by the Rollins College World Hunger Committe, the
concert benefits Oxfam America, Christian Service Center, and Rollins Third
World Projects.
This year's concert marked the return of its founders, Rick Taylor, Bruce
Threlkeld, and Scott Ashby. It is events such as the World Hunger Concert
which show to the outside world that Rollins is not just a college, but a group
of students that care and give to the community.
Trish Young protects herself from the rain as
she enjoys the entertainment of the concert.
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Laura Hall rocks away to some good rock and roll music by Robin Sutliff doesn't care about the rain as
Refried Confusion. long as she has a beer in her hand.
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MACBETH
April 29 - May 8
A successful season for the Annie Russel Theatre came to a close
with William Shakespeare's Macbeth. Macbeth, a chilling tale of a man of
honor tempted into unspeakable crimes, is a tragedy based on an early
Scottish legend about a nobleman. Macbeth was inveigled by a prophecy
of witches and by the spurring of his ambitious wife, to murder a king
and seize his throne. The terrifying scenes of the play develop out of the
remorse that wrack Macbeth and Lady Macbeth as they move toward
their deserved sentences. In no other Shakespearean play is such
substained power of poetry combined with such a surging emotion and
such unremitting force of action.
Christina Apathy's Lady Macbeth commits
suicide as Macbeth watches her die.
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The cast of Macbeth.
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Exams are otter, and now
ifs
Senior Week
With the end of finals, and the departure
of most underclassmen, the seniors had the
campus to themselves. Not since their 1990
Orientation Week had the class solely ruled
Rollins.
The celebration began with Happy Hour
on Wednesday, and of course almost every-
one showed up at Fat Tuesday that night for
free beer. On Thursday, seniors went on a
beach trip, and then onto a barbeque where
the Alumni House welcomed them as
alumni with free T-shirts. But, the highlight
of the night was The Mill for yet more free
beer.
Friday brought out everyone for the Bar
Crawl, starting at Border, then to Fats and
Seaside. Bonefish Billy's certainly lived up
A buzzed Lynn Waterhouse forces a smile while
David Both is all too happy to have a full beer at The
Mill.
to their name as the boned us out of the free
draft. The Mill and Harper's rounded out
the Crawl as most participants weren't re-
ally crawling because these were Rollins
drinkers.
Saturday started off with the keg party on
the Sandspur. After the kegs, seniors put on
a smile and acted as they were sober for the
President's Reception with their families.
Finally, Senior Week ended on Saturday
night with One Last Time, Baby, at Harper's.
The free pitchers of beer ended when Rollins
drank Harper's dry!
Throughout the week, there were many
laughs, tears, memories, and hangovers to
remind the seniors that "the grass is always
greener at Rollins College."
John Myers and Penelope Richey take time out from
the keg to catch up on post-graduate plans at Fat
Tuesday.
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moment together at the Bar Crawl on Friday.
Jennifer Jannette smokes a fattie in celebration of her
imminent graduation.
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John Steele, Andy Hill, and Staci-
Ann Patrick party it up at The Mill.
IThetas Amy Reynolds and Amy
Marinari introduce their families
to each other at the President's re-
ception.
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commencement.
For four years, the class
of '94 looked forward to this
moment in their lives. On
May 22nd, the time had fi-
nally come for their gradua-
tion. This day marks the
end of cramming for exams,
writing papers, and staying
out at Fat Tuesday and
Harper's until the early
morning hours.
Shortly before one
o'clock, the chapel bell
tolled, as the parade of se-
niors in their black gowns
processed to the Enyart-
AlumniFieldhouse. Within
hours, the years of hard
work would yield the se-
niors their diplomas.
From this moment on, the
seniors are alumni. Some
may never see each other
again, while many will re-
main connected for years to
come. Through the years,
many close relationships
were formed, and whether it
is weeks, or years before see-
ing each other again, the
graduates know their
friends here are like family.
In his speech,
valedectorian Todd Wills
spoke of the extended family
we have at Rollins.
"... To memories of all the
friends with whom I have
formed such a tight bond in
these four years. Much like
the students of any other col-
lege, we have become a fam-
ily unto ourselves. And as a
family we share a common
family name. It is the name
of Rollins College . .
."
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President Bornstein recieves a Rollins
banner flown aboard space shuttle Co-
lumbia, on its twenty-fourth flight,
from Congressman Bill Nelson.
Dean Patrick Powers presents Presi-
dent Emeritus Thad Seymour with the
Sullivan Medallion Citizens Award.
Holt and Chase Avenues become a
river of black caps and gowns as the
seniors approach the Enyart-Alumni
Fieldhouse.
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The Seltons come out to the reception and celebrate the addition of yet
another Rollins alumnus into the family, Bob Selton III.
Provost Charlie Edmonson and David Cookson '93 wish their best to
graduate Kellie Gardner.
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Scott Andrews
Philosophy
Christina Apathy
Theatre Arts
Bartley Argo
Sociology
Darci Bailey
English
Kristen Broadhead Daniel Brooks Mark Brown Ginger Bryant
Politics Psychology English Studio Art
Stacey Burnett Ian Butler Peter Crocker Pamela Cutrone
Politics Environmental Studies Psychology Sociology
82 'Seniors
Donald D'orto
Politics
Josette De Courten
English
Audery Duke
Education
Emily Emerson
Philosophy
Katherine Davis
Elem. Education
Yecenia Dawson
Sociology
Amy Denison
Elem. Education
Christina Dettore
Psychology
Kathryn Edwards
Sociology
Lynda Ehle
Psychology
Carlos Dayao
Environmental Studies
Christina Dorhout Mees
History
Monique Elias Demari
Politics
Amy Eslick
Psychology
Kellie Gardner
English
Stacy Garfunkel
Elem. Education
Seniors*83


Virginia Gavin
Elem. Education
Kimberly Glisker
Art History
Lisa Goldberg
Psychology
Philip Hale
International Relations
Alice Anne Hardee
Psychology
Christine Harland
International Relations
Shannon Harrison
Politics
Aleese Hartman
Art History
Daniel Hazlett
History
Jonathan Heckscher
Psychology
Romy Hefner
Psychology
John Hermansen
International Relations
Andrew Hill
Psychology
Brian Hil
Politics
Tara Hively
English
Shannon Hunt
History
86 'Seniors
Suzanna Jarrett
Psychology
Omar Jebailey
International Relations
Kelly Jenkins
Art History
Elaine Kelpien
Area Studies
Cameron Kennedy
International Relations
Heather Klinger
Environmental Studies
Richard Lacle
Latin American Studies
Nury Lavandier
International Relations
Donald Leblond
Psychology
Paige Jensen
Psychology
Nicole Korn
Theatre Arts
Miguel Lewis
Environmental Studies
Allan Livesey
Environmental Studies
Amy Marinari
Psychology
Jennifer Mc Cormack
Theatre Arts
Candice Mc Coy
Sociology
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Ryan Saniuk
hits on Kelly
Hicks and
Suzanne
Nicolosi.
Nury
Lavandier
and Emily
Emerson
listen
to the
wisdom of
Junior Luis
Levy.
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Melissa Mulligan
English
Suzanne Nicolosi
English
Carol Picton
Elem. Education
Cameron Melvin
Computer Science
Thuy-Tran Nguyen
English
Trang Nguyen
Economics
Walter Niebling IV
Environmental Studies
Rachel Omo
Biology
Lara Poveromo
Foreign Languages
Kirk Putt
English
Jeffrey Morris
Psychology
Van Nguyen
Biology
Tracy Perkins
Elem. Education
Amy Reynolds
Art History
90 "Seniors
Penelope Richey
Politics
Darren Rothschild
Area Studies
Tania Sebastian
Philosophy
Rob Sivitilli
Economics/Politics
Brandon Rippeon
Politics
Robiaun Rogers
Philosophy
Susan Ross
Elem. Education
Pascale Salomon
Biology
Andrew Schwartz
English
Robert Selton
Economics/Env. Studies
Aliza Silver
Foreign Language
Gayna Skidmore
Psychology
Donna Smathers
Theatre Arts/Psychology
Brett Sealy
Economics
Douglas Sinclair
Philosophy
Heather Smiley
English
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Michael Smith
Psychology
Michael Spitzmiller
International Relations
Kara Spofford
Environmental Studies
Andrew Stepek
Anthropology
Alison Stroll
Psychology
Nicole Sullivan
Politics
Keith Swaggart
Environmental Studies
Felix Tejada
Latin American Studies
Erin Thomas
Biology
Claudia Torres
Economics
Michele Turton
Sociology
Paul Twyford
Economics
John Steele
Psychology
Lisa Sundvall
Psychology
1T k
Ruthie Thompson
English
Daniel Voccia
Anthropology
94 'Seniors
Timothy Waisanen
Psychology
Nichole White
Elem. Education
Kathryn Wilson
Psychology
Jennifer Wamhoff
Psychology
Amanda Whetsell
Anthropology
Paul White-Davis
Politics
Grayson Wilds
Psychology
Sarah Wiley
Elem. Education
Mark Williams
English
Tracy Wilson
English
Jon Wood
Economics
Rodney Woodstock
Economics
William Wright
Philosophy
Jeffrey Yochum
Economics
Patrica Young
Psychology
Dexter Zaring
History
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Senior.
Brian Hill and
Candice Mc Coy at
the TKE Toga party
(Before Chrissy
Dettore tore off
Brian's toga).
You know you are
growing up when
a classmate gets
married. Mr. and
Mrs. Jon Wood,
January 15, 1994.
Seniors*97
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Underclass • 99
Scott Carlton
Springfield, Missouri
Karen Chapman
Sherwood Forest, Maryland
Nicole Cirrito
Washington, DC
100» Underclass
You'll never
get into a
sorority
wearing
that!
Ryan Fitzpatrick
Worcester, Massachusettes
Jesse Fortner
Orlando, Florida
Chuck Gallagher
Orlando, Florida
Underclass • 101
102 • Underclass
Underclass • 103
1 04 • Underclass
Tara Stadelmann
Brockton, Massachusettes
Mikell Thaxton
Charleston, South Carolina
Jennifer Wade
Clermont, Florida
During a visit from
President
Bornstein, Twila
and Julie-Ann get a
sudden urge to
rearrange the
prints.
Kurt Wells
Evansville, Indiana
Maxwell Wheeler
Metairie, Louisiana
Richard Ford Wilkinson
Germantown, Tennessee
Underclass • 105
Marisa
Stubbs,
Hillary
Sheldon, and
Carrie Oliver
"get on the
sauce"
during
Halloween.
Jennifer Bannon
Oldsmar, Florida
Sharon Beville
Temple Terrace, Florida
Michele Blondel
Nyon, Switzerland
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William
Fiordalis
takes advan-
tage of the
cold weather
to hug Tessa
Rowan.
Daniela Brenha
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Abigale Brown
Leesburg, Florida
Alaric Chuy
Lincoln Park, New Jersey
Uderclass • 107
Shiella Davis
Orlando, Florida
Christian Foster
North Chelmsford, Massachusettes
Angus Guberman
Princeton, New Jersey
108 • Underclass
Christine Smilari
and Jen Gossett
show off their new
softball shirts.
Nadine Huggins
Maitland, Florida
Tim Kehrig
Ormond Beach, Florida
Kelly Klesius
St. Pete Beach, Florida
Underclass • 109
Daniel Mulligan
Mahopac, New York
Christine Ng-A-Fook
Plantation, Florida
Paul Nowicki
Orlando, Florida
110* Underclass
Derek Olson
Memphis, Tennesse
Shelly Ozark
Vero Beach, Florida
Amy Percy
Auburn, Florida
Margieric Rivera,
Jessica du Pont,
Vanessa Subotic,
Emily Hulley,
Amelia Fowle,
Nury Lavandier,
Patty
Vandemberg, and
Linda Sitek get
really to crash the
annual Sig Ep
Halloween party.
Nicole Pommiss
Longwood, Florida
Pamela Pushkin
Boca Raton, Florida
Kathleen Ronzi
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
Underclass • 1 1
1
Mims Rouse
Apopka, Florida
Jennifer Schaefer
Cape Coral, Florida
Greg Selkoe
Boston, Massachusettes
• f I nr
Shannon Shea
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
Kim Stanbro
Annapolis, Maryland
Nancy Stegmiller
Columbus, Ohio
i ¥
1 12 • Underclass
Sonny Sudler
Bear, Delaware
Kiet Tran
Atlantic Beach, Florida
John David Tucker
London Ontario, Canada
Wow, let's see
how many
people we can
fit on this couch
Colleen Walsh
Melbourne, Florida
Robyn Williams
Longwood, Florida
Underclass • 1 13
Tracy Allison
Bonita Springs, Florida
Laura Beck
Potomac, Maryland
Kimberly Berger
Clarksville, Maryland
Jesse Bloom
Mt. Sinai, New York
Tucker Bodine
Philadelphia, Pennslyvania
Gary Bosses
Lake Mary, Florida
Michael Boyd
Lake Mary, Florida
Abby Boyle
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Holly Brown
Fairfield, Ohio
Dilek Caliskan
New Britain, Connecticut
Patricia Carroll
Sarasota, Florida
Seth Caston
Boca Raton, Florida
Thomas Chilcoat
Baltimore, Maryland
Timothy Clayton
Baltimore, Maryland
Meli Ann Collada
Longwood, Florida
1 14 • Underclass
Sarah Cordi
Baltimore, Maryland
Stefano Costa
Piverone, Italy
Jacob Cutler
Winchester, Massachusettes
Michael Deaver
Longwood, Florida
Rachel Dikman
Brandon, Florida
Nancy Disher
Pensacola, Florida
Greyson Eves
Westerville, Ohio
Nancy Ann Fazio
Sarasota, Florida
Ashley Felton
Tucker, Georgia
Stephanie Float
Ellicott City, Maryland
Sean Flynn
Miami, Florida
Vanessa Garay
Winter Park, Florida
Gege Gateley
Apopka, Florida
Richard Gauntlett
Sunrise, Florida
Laura Gazzoli
Palm Coast, Florida
Underclass • 1 15
Adam Gerry
Liberty, New York
Jonathan Gilmore
Vero Beach, Florida
David Glucksman
Miami Beach, Florida
Julie Godwin
Satellite Beach, Florida
Don Golden
Corona Del Mar, Florida
Timothy Graff
Indiatlantic, Florida
Kristen Grassey
Cohasset, Massachusettes
Teresa Greenlees
Lutz, Florida
Victor Guarino
Gainesville, Florida
Kristen Guarisco
Metaine, Louisiana
Brendan Gunn
Canfield, Ohio
Laura Hall
Winter Park, Fonda
Shawn Hastings
Tampa, Florida
Abigail Hawkins
Cincinnati, Ohio
Luis Hernandez
Bronx, New York
116* Underclass
Jennifer Jackson
Fruitland, Maryland
Isoke Jacobs
East Point, Georgia
Kioshirah Johansen
Winter Park, Florida
Jill Jones
Green Cove Springs, Florida
Jennifer Judge
Sunrise, Florida
Kara Kidman
Easton, Connecticut
Robert Kueffer
Concord, New Hampshire
Adam Kutner
Miami, Florida
Zjymaalii Lee
Davie, Florida
Elissa Levin
Delray Beach, Florida
Frode Loftesnes
Bergen, Norway
Selena Longo
Manhasset, New York
Laura Mannix
Peabody, Massachusettes
Andrew Mc Ginnis
Scarborough, Maine
Juan Mercado
Orlando, Florida
Underclass •117
Nicole Metsisto
Scituate, Massachusettes
Dario Moore
Daytona Beach, Florida
Rhonda Neuhaus
Lido Beach, New York
Alison Nicholas
Old Greenwich, Connecticut
Richard Niebling
Bay Head, New Jersey
Linda Nigro
Holly Hill, Florida
Crystal Ohr
Odessa, Florida
Patricia Pasqual
Pittsburgh, Pennslyvania
Ann-Marie Puis
Miramar, Florida
Brandy Randel
Orlando, Florida
Natoshia Riding
Orlando, Florida
Andrew Ritchie
South Orleans, Massachusettes
William Rockett
New York, New York
Heather Rudolph
Dunedin, Florida
Lua Rudolph
Savannah, Georgia
118* Underclass
Kelley Ruff
Dunedin, Florida
McLean Schaeffer
Memphis, Tennessee
Matt Schmidt
Longwood, Florida
Allison Scott
Pittsburgh, Pennslyvania
Leigh Ann Selby
Finksburg, Maryland
Sandy Shillady
Brandon, Florida
Lauren Shrensky
Potomac, Maryland
Lauren Sikorski
Brantord, Connecticut
Shannah Simon
Miami, Florida
Tiffany Slizyh
New Smyrna Beach, Florida
Chris Smith
Oviedo, Florida
Delena Smith
Jacksonville, Florida
Michael Stiskin
Redding, Connecticut
Nicole Sydney
W. Simsbury, Connecticut
Leah Tiberius
Merritt Island, Florida
Underclass • 119
Mike Todgrovich
St. Louis, Missouri
Fred Toettcher
Farmington Hills, Michigan
Brian Travis
Gainesville, Florida
Guy Veysey
Boca Raton, Florida
Rick Vigo
Pensacola, Florida
Graham Wall
St. Criox, Virgin Islands
Kimberly Washington
New Orleans, Louisiana
Nicole Weaver
Lake Wales, Florida
Cristina Welsh
Miramar, Puerto Rico
120 • Underclass
Dawn Henderson
debates if she is
standing next to
Matt Raymond or
Vanilla Ice.
Nicki Weston
Channel Islands, U.K.
Matthew Williams
Orlando, Florida
Casey Wohl
Avon Park, Florida
Roger Wolf
Atlanta, Georgia
Christa Wrenn
Sanibel, Florida
Ryan Wright
Oskaloosa, Iowa
Bo Wulbern
Ocala, Florida
Karen Zagrodny
Parkersburg, West Virginia
Origin Zanders
Orlando, Florida
Underclass • 121


WoRLD
HUNGER
COMMITTEE
The World Hunger Committee
extends the knowledge to
Rollins that there are entire
countries less privileged than
we are, and we can help them.
We are the group responsible
for the annual World Hunger
Concert as we offer a fourteen
year tradition of not just giving
a couple of dollars, but a few
hours a week to helping those in
need. In the Fall, we sponsored
the Fast for World Hunger to
promote our cause in a way that
is both educational and enjoy-
able. We come together as one
to help the unfortunate.
The crowd enjoys the
fruits of the committee's
labor, The World Hunger
Concert, held in April.
In honor of the day, a gi-
ant world ball was avail-
able for students to play
with.
Suzanne Graham hoists a dog off the grill while Gary Winkler keeps on cooking.
124* World Hunger Committee
Circle
K
Nury Lavandier and Dan
Hazlett relax after a long
day of volunteering at the
homeless shelter.
Members of Circle K prepare peanut butter and jelly sandwiches for the homeless shelters of Greater Orlando for
the largest service project of the year.
CIRCLE K is a campus and
community service organiza-
tion that is actively involved in
volunteerism. This year we are
contributing to a different issue
each month. For example, the
month of October was the
Children's month, and the
month of November was the
Homeless' month. By dividing
by month, we made our smaller
projects from the past into
larger projects such as the
"Circle K Ranch" or the "Stock-
ing Stuffers". We also worked
with Headstart, Winter Park
Housing, Meals on Wheels,
American Red Cross, the Hurri-
cane Relief, and the Flood Vic-
tims Relief. In the Rollins Com-
munity, we participated in the
Halloween Howl, Habitat for
Humanity, Center for Public
Service Projects, Service Coali-
tion, World Hunger Commit-
tee, and LASA. Thanks to ev-
erybody who participated in
projects throughout the year.
Circle K» 125
Video
projects
So, you're having an event at
Rollins and you need to come
out and tape it? Who do you
call? VIDEO PROJECTS! Asa
part of the Publications and
Broadcast Union, Video
Projects tapes events through-
out the campus from Senate
meetings to speakers visiting
Rollins to the wildest Greek
parties. Without the help of this
fine team, there would be very
little television production at
Jolly Roily. Not only does the
Video Projects guild shoot foot-
age, but they have their own
digital editing facilities to allow
VP to do a great job from start to
finish! Recent additions include
a robotic camera system and an
advanced multi-media work-
station. The dedicated students
include Dexter Zaring, Sam
Gustas, David Axdahl, and
Chris Haak. The faculty con-
tributors are Mac MacDonald
and Jen Rhodes.
Dexter Zaring tries to
find a blank tape to
record the evening's
showdown between the
student senate and Lou
Morrell.
Dexter Zaring and John Langfitt go over a video recording of the new student orientation.
126 "Video Projects
R
The Dance Team gives
Rollins a show of spirit
during one of the home
basketball games.
OLLINS
DANCE
TEAM
The Rollins Dance Team was co-
founded by Yecenia Dawson
and Charmaine Josiah in the
Fall of 1992 under the instruc-
tion of Rossi Mills, their coach
during that year. The first year's
dancers enjoyed dedicating
their time and spirit to putting
on half time shows at the men's
basketball games and partici-
pating in fundraisers with the
varsity cheerleaders. For the
1993-94 year the dance team has
had a better season under the
direction of Paula Gale, dance
instructor here at Rollins, and
this year's captain Stephanie
Cohen. One of the team's goals
is to raise their level of perfor-
mance for this 1993-94 season.
With hard work and a lot of
energy, these ladies bring as
much spirit and enthusiasm to
the games as possible.
Front row: Pascale Solomon, Sili Recio. Back row: Rachel Omo, Kim Washington, Stephanie Float, Yecenia
Dawson, Robi Rogers, Stephanie Cohen.
Dance Team* 127
Sigma
delta
pi
Sigma Delta Pi, a National Span-
ish Honor Society, is repre-
sented at Rollins by the Omi-
cron Nu Chapter. Their goal is
to promote high academic stan-
dards and cultural appreciation
of Spanish heritage. Those par-
ticipants, or "amigos," of the
chapter who meet the national
eligibility requirements are in-
ducted as life long Sigma Delta
Pi National Honor Society
members. Omricon Nu has
twice been recoginized as the
best chapter in the entire United
States because of our extensive
programming and commitment
to quality education outside the
classroom. Two members were
also selected to represent Sigma
Delta Pi and Rollins internation-
ally by winning scholarships to
study in Mexico: Jasmine Rios
and Carrie Tucker. All of our
activities during the year are
open to all in the community.
Lucrecia Blair and Jes-
sica Smith are happy to
pose for a picture.
Nury Lavandier and
Carrie Tucker are wait-
ing for their meeting to
begin.
Sigma Delta Phi members share a hug with their advisor.
128
-Sigma Delta Pi
Phi
ETA
SIGMA
Vicki Ellwood poses with her parents at a Phi Eta Sigma reception.
Phi Eta Sigma is a National
Scholastic Honor Society for
freshman. The Rollins chapter
was established in 1980 to en-
courage and reward high scho-
lastic attainment. The students,
who are invited to become
members, have earned grade
point averages in the range of
3.5 to 4.0 during their first and \
or second semesters at Rollins.
Phi Eta Sigma emphasizes those
personal qualities which are es-
sential to a successful and
happy life. In order to succeed
,
one must have three important
qualities: vigor and discipline
of the mind, care and respect for
the body, and nobility and gen-
erosity of character. Phi Eta
Sigma is an outward
recoginition of personal accom-
plishment and serves as an in-
centive for continued high
scholarship.
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Art
CLUB
The Art Club at Rollins seeks to
promote a greater interest in art
on the campus as well as in the
Winter Park community. The
Art Club sponsers the Under-
graduate Art Show during the
Fall term. This show is open to
all undergraduates, regardless
of major. Work from this show
often catches the attention of
"Brushings" and is published
later in the year. Our most im-
portant project is the Senior Art
Show in which the seniors dis-
play their finest works. The Art
Club will also participate in the
Children's Fine Art Festival
which is sponsored by the
Hungerford Elementary
School. We operate a crafts
table where the children are
able to receive an introduction
to art by creating their own
works to take home. The Art
Club will continue to encourage
interest in the arts.
Ginger Bryant at the
opening of an art exhibit.
Kim Hart standing with multi layered art work with an aboriginal inspired "Totem Image."
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HEARING
BOARD
Chief Justice Rob Sivitilli
hands down the stiff pen-
alty for picking a rose
from the rose garden, as
John Myers holds back
tears.
Reid Boren and Jeannie
Infante ponder the guilt
of the defendant.
The Student Hearing Board is
the judicial arm of the Student
Government Association. It is
responsible for administering
violations of College policies,
settling disputes and assisting
other judicial bodies in the reso-
lution of grievances. The pow-
ers of the board range from
dropping charges to terminat-
ing student status. It is the aim
of the Student Hearing Board
that its deliberations will make
students more aware of the con-
sequences of their actions and
the responsibilties inherent in
membership in the Rollins com-
munity.
Front row: Alice Ann Hardee, Jennifer Smith, Rachel Jones, Jeannie Infante, Claudia Torres; Back row: Rob
Sivitilli, Jon Nesbit, Melissa Arnold, John Myers, Reid Boren.
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ISO
•
-
ISO members enjoying
ethnic foods during
Diverstiy Week.
The International Student Or-
ganization of Rollins seeks to
bring together students and
others who are interested in
linking people from different
parts of the world together for
social and cultural activities. Its
members include international
students and US students. The
countries represented at Rollins
are the Bahamas, Switzerland,
Aruba, Bermuda, Brazil,
Canada, England, Guatemala,
India, Italy, Jamaica, Japan,
Netherlands, Norway, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, Syria, Trinidad,
and Yugoslavia. We are a glo-
bal family living the interna-
tional scene through the mutual
exchange of cultural and social
values and ideologies. By ex-
amining universal human expe-
riences and concerns, we will Ethnic dance troop comes to Rollins during Diversity Week Celebration,
ultimately better understand
ourselves.
132* ISO
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Black
student
UNION
The Black Student Union was
established in 1967 by a group of
politically active students who
were concered about how they
were affected by being on a
predominatly white campus.
BSU is involved in community
service projects and social ac-
tivities. They also focus on the
administration and curriculum.
The sole purpose of the Black
Student Union has always been
to provide support for black stu-
dents in every way. BSU is a
place where students can come
to share their thoughts and
problems. In 1994 the Black Stu-
dent is losing some of their most
active members because they
are entering the "Real World."
This year the Black Student
Union's main focus was bring-
ing the student's together in a
social way to provide them with
additional support.
Pascale Salomon and
Paul White-Davis are
BSU Couple of the Year.
Front Row: Michael Bryant, Lua Rudolph, Valencia Richards, Sybill McKinzy, Ixchelle Queeley, Terra Wright,
Jorayn Lundy, Nelsy Perez, Yecenia Dawson, Sili Recio, Isoke Jacobs, Robi Rogers, Kim Washington, Mims
Rouse. Back Row: Dario Moore, Dawn Henderson, Pascale Salomon, Sharmaine Josiah, Dexter Vanzant, Paul
White-Mills, Sonny Sudler, La Shalonda Robinson, Herb Bennett, Damien Picquet.
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INEHURST
"We challenge our tradition be-
cause we believe truth without
questioning is false." This
Pinehurst motto hangs in the
lobby and presides over all or-
ganizational meetings and
activites has been around
longer than even the oldest
member can recall. Although
the picture is old and rooted in
Rollins tradition, the message
still rings true to its members
today. When asked to describe
Pinehurst, even the most active
members have a hard time com-
pletely illustrating its meaning.
In reality, Pinehurst plays two
roles in the Rollins community.
It is a residential community
which houses its most active
members, and it is a campus
organization open to all stu-
dents, faculty and staff. Often
discussing and rarely agreeing,
Pinehurstians always welcome
a fresh perspective.
Ed Scheer and Sally
Wood slide down the
stairs in the Mattress Slid-
ing Initiation, as
Penelope Richey looks
on.
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Pinehurst members watch the Mattress Sliding Competition from the stairs
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ROLLINS
OUTDOOR
CLUB
The Rollins Outdoor Club has
been an active part of Rollins for
over ten years now. It's purpose
is to broaden the environmental
awareness among Rollins stu-
dents, faculty and staff. It does
this by sponsoring a variety of
activities including clean ups of
the Florida beaches, rivers and
parks. ROC wants to help put
back into the environment what
they take out. We do this by
helping our members learn out-
door skills and become more
aware of their natural sur-
roundings. Members attend a
weekly meeting in Lyman.
ROC's all campus events in-
clude camping, white water
rafting, horseback riding, hik-
ing, canoeing, ropes course,
snow skiing, and an all favorite
SKY DIVING! We also sponsor
educational courses, lectures,
and films which we feel contrib-
ute to environmrental aware-
A ROC member shows
their courage by
reaching for the top.
Rollins Outdoor Club
spends an afternoon scal-
ing a mountain.
Happy to arrive at Fort Coop State Park, a group of ROCers smile for the camera.
ness.
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One of
ROC's
famous
skydiving
trips.
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VH E
WRITING
CENTER
The Writing Center proudly
opened its doors on September
20. With the addition of two
new computers, a new Assis-
tant to the Director, Beth Rapp
Young, thirty-three new con-
sultants, new posters and ban-
ners, and new hours, students
from all across Rollins were able
to use the facilities with greater
convenience. In celebration of
its Tenth Birthday, parties were
held all across campus as well.
The Writing Center sponsored a
Poster Contest and the Photo
History of the Writing Center,
as well as the R Contest. In
addition to providing services
on campus, Writing Center con-
sultants participated in service
learning projects throughout
the greater Orlando area. Con-
sultants conducted Fun with
Writing workshops while visit-
ing with troubled teens at the
Edgewood Children's Ranch.
Tonina Llul discusses
with Dr. Papay the diffi-
culties she had with a cli-
ent.
Julie-Ann Neubaum, sit-
ting pretty in the Con-
sulting Room.
The Writing Center staff finds food and drink a relief from a hard day of consulting. Pictured are Mark Huaman,
Julie-Ann Neubaum, Scott Carlton, Heather Garrett, Jennifer Mock, Brooke Loope, Angela Sucich, Tom Joyner,
Carrie Tucker, and Heather Smiley.
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ACADEMIC
RESOURCE
CENTER
The Academic Resource Center
is composed of over twenty-five
Peer Language Consultants
who assist students with late-
stage drafts of papers. The con-
sultants are trained to look at
paragraph structure, sentence
construction, diction, punctua-
tion, mechanics, and spelling.
Consultants know the chal-
lenges and difficulties of mak-
ing rhetorical decisions. They
are eager and willing to help
Rollins students polish their
writing skills.
Chantal Simpson is con-
sulted by Jessica Klarp.
One of the benefits of being an ARC Consultant: Conferences! Pictured are Peyton Waggener, Susie Robertshaw
Dr. Wendy Brandon, Jocelyn James, Chantal Simpson, and Beth Boiling.
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s TUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATON
The -1993-94 academic year
brought many changes to the
Rollins community, and the
Student Government Associa-
tion was responsible for many
improvements to student life.
Through the Academic Affairs
Committee, SGA fought to win
back fall break for students.
SGA passed legislation that
would slowly dissolve the old
party monitor system and re-
place it with student monitors.
Other accomplishments of SGA
were the support of Habitat for
Humanity and negotiating with
the Bursar's Office to allow stu-
dents to borrow money from
their R-Card spring account to
pay for J-Term meals.
Paul White-Davis, CAC
Chair, makes a point to
Eileen Fernandez.
Felix Tejada takes time
off from the presidency
for a jog.
Dave Nail leads the gang in a teambuilding exercise at the fall leadership retreat.
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ALLCAMPUS
EVENTS
All Campus Events is the orga-
nization responsible for bring-
ing the Fall concerts to Rollins.
In addition, we have pro-
grammed educational lectures,
non-alcoholic events, and
brought in comedians to the
DownUnder. Our members get
involved with the decision mak-
ing process of events for the stu-
dents as well as learn how to
organize and promote large-
scale events. We work prima-
rily for the Rollins community
and are not too involved with
typical "volunteer" community
service, however most of our
events do bring in members of
the local Orlando area. We try to
improve Rollins by bringing
students together for quality
entertainment in an alcohol-free
environment.
ALL CAMPUS EVENTS
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During the fall semester, we had Friday concerts behind the Student Center almost every Friday afternoon
through October. Here, a large group turns out for The Crowd, featuring Rollins' own Bob Rice.
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Ricky Briggs and Colleen Walsh enjoy The Crowd. Packing the Fieldhouse, Refried Confusion kicked off ACE with a bang!
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ENTER FOR
PUBLIC
SERVICE
The Center for Public Service's
members join because of their
interest in the community and
volunteering. We offer many
volunteer opportunities with
organizations such as Second
Harvest Food Bank, Coalition
for the Homeless, Habitat for
Humanity, and the Rollins Coa-
lition for Literacy. We believe
volunteerism gives a person a
sense of achievement and a
good feeling of helping others .
The Center for Public Service
promotes volunteerism which
can be a learning experience.
Through service learning
courses and individual volun-
teering, the Rollins community
becomes closer and more in-
volved with the Winter Park
community.
Kristin Zimmerman gets
a sweatshirt from Wendy
Brandon as her departure
gift.
Student Coordinator Ruth Mlecko spreads the mulch around
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EGINNINGS 94
The Beginnings '94 Committee
is a group of seniors responsible
for raising money from their
class to present Rollins with a
parting gift to be used by the
entire college for several years.
This year's project is a grill built
behind McKean Hall, dedicated
to Bill Morse, Manager of
Grounds and Landscaping of
Physical Plant. The committee
organized campus events such
as the Alumni-Student Talent
Show during Alumni Weekend.
As ambassadors between the
college, alumni and donors, we
attended the Donor Dinner at
the Radisson in October to share
the Rollins experience with the
individuals and companies
which make it possible.
Rusty Blackmer sorts
through slides for the Senior-
Alumni Talent Show.
Felix Tejada and Cabot Will-
iams discuss ideas for the se-
nior gift.
The Beginnings Committee have a rigorous meeting at Interlachen Country Club. Pictured are Jennifer Rhodes,
Felix Tejada, Darren Rothschild, Liz Goldhirsch, John Myers, Brian Hill, Todd Norman, Jennifer Jannette, Cabot
Williams, Allen Livesey, and John Hermansen.
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Members of the committe watch the Senior-Alumni Tal-
ent Show, an event they helped out with.
Co-chair Reid Boren gets in a quick game of tennis after the
Beginnings meeting.
Not only
the
advisor,
but
Jennifer
Rhodes
'92 sings
her heart
out with
her
rendition
of "Me
and My
Machine."
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Habitat
for
humanity
Habitat for Humanity is a non-
exclusive campus organization
with doors open to all who want
to participate. We are volun-
teers with the common goal of
eliminating sub-standard hous-
ing in Winter Park. The 1993-94
school year was an exciting one
for us. We received the Winter
Park Citizen of the Year Award,
and passed a proposal through
the S.G.A. in which $10,000 of
students' money went directly
in to this year's house, Rollins'
second in two years. Derek
Madison and his family are en-
joying the comfort of their home
we built last year, and Sunday
Preister and her family are pre-
paring to move into their own
home. Come join us!
The changing of the guard. Angus
Guberman prepares to take over from
Gretchen Pollom. "Remember hard
work, dedication, and commitment
leads to happiness, satisfaction, laugh-
ter, and peace."
Amy Sabatino drives nails into the roof
of the Habitat House.
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Leslie Hickey, Angus Guberman, Sharon Beville, and Colleen Walsh prepare to march in the Winter Park
Christmas Parade, where Habitat for Humanity had their own float.
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Student
ambassadors
As prospective students come
to Rollins, chances are one of the
first people they meet here is a
Student Ambassador. This
group of dedicated students not
only give tours of the college,
but also attend receptions for
scholars, hosts high school se-
niors overnight, sit on student
panels, and serve as a liaison
between Rollins and their high
school. The Student Ambassa-
dors are more able to give the
visitors to Rollins a realistic
view of life on the campus.
The professors and the
admission's officers provide the
visitors with another view of
Rollins. During our tours we
point out the advantages of at-
tending Rollins and project the
feeling of the of the college onto
the student. This year we saw
A group of Ambassadors get together on a Sunday afternoon for a barbeque. Pictured are Brian
an increase in the Size of the Elissa Levin, Origin Zanders, Brandy Randel, Andrew Roman, Lua Rudolph, Erica Bader,
Rhonda Neuhaus, Holly Poehlman, and Chris Wrenn.
Ambassadors group.
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WPRK
WPRK 91.5, the Rollins College
radio station, is a twenty-four
hour per day, seven day per
week FM station which is heard
by all of the Winter Park and
Orlando area. WPRK is one of
the oldest campus FM stations
in the nation and offers the lis-
tener a wide variety of musical
styles, from hip-hop to classical.
Students are involved in all as-
pects of the radio station from
advertising sales, music pro-
gramming, business manage-
ment to being an on-air DJ.
Without student involvement,
WPRK could not be "The Best in
Basement Radio."
DJ Robert Boisselle notes down a request from a listener during his radio show.
156»WPRK
B RUSHING
V
Kathy Eaton judges a few
quality poems to decide
which ones are worthy
enough for the magazine.
Melissa Lagood tries to
give her eyes a rest from
hours of reading submis-
sions
Brushing is the Rollins College
Literary and Fine Arts Maga-
zine. Through the year, we col-
lect submissions from Rollins
students and others in the com-
munity for our annual edition,
which is published in April.
This year we were especially
successful as submissions were
on the rise. We contribute to
intellectual and artistic growth
of the Rollins community by
providing a forum for artists to
show their work. Without
Brushing, many of these bud-
ding artists and writers would
not have the opportunity to
showcase their art.
Mims Rouse confers with Kathy Eaton about the quality of a submission.
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Sandspur
The Sandspur is Rollins' weekly
college newspaper and is cel-
ebrating its 100th year. It is en-
tirely student operated, but
seeks involvement from the
whole Rollins community.
Through its endeavors, The
Sandspur keeps the college com-
munity updated on current
events and provides a forum for
intellectual discourse on impor-
tant matters. The Sandspur pro-
vides valuable training for stu-
dents who seek leadership roles
on campus and experience in
organization, business, writing,
and computer layout.
Laura Gazzoli, Layout
Editor, struggles to check
layouts before the dead-
line.
As Co-Sports Editor, Dan
Kempinger makes sure
Rollins is updated on the
performance of our ath-
letic teams.
Co-Editor -in-Chief Shellie Olszeweski proofs stories for typos, making sure The Sandspur is grammatically and
journalistically correct.
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B EST
BUDDIES
R-FLAG
The academic year '93-'94 celebrated Best Bud-
dies second year at Rollins. Best Buddies is an
international college-based program which is de-
signed to promote friendships between college
students and persons with mild to moderate
mental retardation. The program involves an
entire academic year commitment from the stu-
dents through various outings where the Buddies
get to know each other and become friends.
Wheteher they share a day at a themepark, or just
lunch, it is a very special year that the Buddy and
the college Buddy will never forget.
SIS'? @tfgXS>DS£
Rollins Friends of Lesbians and Gays strives to
educate the Rollins community about issues con-
cerning gays, lesbians, and bi-sexuals and brings
students together with others who don't want
sexual orientation to be a forgotten issue. We do
what no other organization on campus does; we
actively and openly create an environment at
Rollins where homosexuals not only survive, but
thrive. In October, we sponsored, with
Pinehurst, a Cut-a-thon to Benefit CENTAUR, a
local AIDS support group. By educating the
Rollins community, we promote greater under-
standing for each individual.
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NOWLES
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
C HORAL
SOCIETY
The Rollins Campus Ministry offers an opportu-
nity to continue religious life in whatever faith
commitment a member prefers, at the same time
providing non-denominational service for the
entire Rollins community. We are involved in the
campus in such endavors as the Center for Public
Service, Habitat for Humanity, and Daily Bread.
This year we arranged talks by distinguished
personages, discussion groups, weddings for
alumni, and an off-campus retreat. We strive to
improve Rollins through prayer, worship ser-
vices, and musical programs as we bring caring
and pastoral counciling to all.
The Choral Society of Rollins actively encour-
ages, supports, and promotes choral music at
Rollins College. The Choral Society aims to foster
a greater interest in choral music, and to provide
students interested in choral music with an op-
portunity to further their understanding of the
music. Choral concerts for the 1993-94 year in-
cluded a Fall Concert on Novermber 10th, a Holi-
day Concert in December, and our traditional
Founder's Day performance on Novermber 7th.
Social events this year included a fall picnic,
monthly outings to music concerts, fun events,
and an End-of-the-Year Party. The Choral
Society's president is Beth Janke, and is sponsored
by Dr. Sinclair, Music Department Chair.
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LASA ADEPT.
The Latin American Student Association would
like to thank the Rollins commonity for your un-
conditional support. Without support, we
couldn't have met our main goal; to promote an
understanding of the Hispanic culture through
events such as lectures, performances, discussions
and dinners. We were happy to sponsor the His-
panic Awareness Month, dominoes tournament,
Diversity Week, and Carnival Latino.
ADEPT, the Alcohol and Drug Education Plan-
ning Team, is a group of students who are Peer
Educators on drug and alcohol issues. The group
is funded by SGA as we sponsor weekly educa-
tional programs and social activities, such as Bo-
hemian coffeehouses, dances, parties, mocktail
Happy Hours, trips to comedy clubs, miniature
golfing . . . you name it. ADEPT is not a "Just Say
No" group which condemns those who choose to
use alcohol and drugs, but it serves a positive peer
pressure, discouraging uneducated, irrespon-
sible, and unhealthy abuse of drugs and alcohol.
This year, ADEPT put together a Safe Ride pro-
gram, weekend shuttles downtown, community
service with cocaine babies, field trips to local
treatment centers, and much more.
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Zau fcqppa €psilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon, founded at Rollins in 1959, hasbecome a leader on the Rollins campus through our community
service efforts, contributions to student social life, and academic endeavors. Beginning in October with our
"Friends for Jenna Benefit," where we raised over fourteen hundred dollars to help a little girl in her battle with
leukemia, we have striven to make Rollins a better place for everyone. We were an active participant in Halloween
Howl '93, and in November we hosted TKE Toga IV, an event enjoyed by many on campus. In February our
contributions to the campus included the newly adopted Fairbanks Avenue as a part of the state's Adopt-a-
Highway Program. This year, rush yielded us the largest pledge class of all fraternities. These thirteen men will
certainly carry on the tradition of TKE at Rollins for years to come because our members are not only students at
Rollins, but contributors to the campus.
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Doug Satzman, Todd Norton, Tara Stone, Nick Panagakis, and John Tucker at the Holiday Formal.
Karl Mueller and Pat Head take the challenge to lead
Brian Hill and Don Leblond lean on Jen Janette at TKE Toga. TKE to a top intramural season.
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Greg Selkoe, sauced as usual with Kristen Letiere, Courtney Richardson and
Ashley Bastholm.
Living it up at the Spring Weekend in Clearwater. TKE Rush '94.
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Senior mil
Bill Altman: A copy of the Walton's, beware of Unidentified Flying Objects on your next trip,
crewmanship on the S.S. Skipper. Matt Beckoff: Strap-on farm animals, starting position on the baseball
team, VIP pass to Decko's. Xander Borsoi: "I joined because they asked me to." A large paddle for your
next girlfriend, time away from Tucker. Chris Brandaniso: tan from a car, Year of the Dego Award,
brainscan from Trey, your own bar tab. Alex Castro: 2 new roommates, a bottle of Visene, speech class.
Alaric Chuy: Alarm clock, guest spot on new Hulk Hogan show, a copy of the Joy of Sex. Marc Consalo: a
life without woman troubles, stationary to write home to Mom, an opinion. Jim Damm: Dan's fake smile,
growth hormones, a copy of Liar's Poker, most meat in da house. Trey Eckles: Life without Mary Jane,
Dego's brainwaves, lifelong subscription to Horror Magazine. Tom Estabrook: a spot to puke in your
own room, an attitide, shoes that fit, crewmanship on the S.S. Skipper, caution. Zane Fansler: servants to
answer the phone, polish for Dave's Polo shoes, a date. Brian Hill: a closet for your shoes, lifetime supply
of ephedrine, driving lessons, a roommate you can live with, a weekend at a Marriott. Rob Harralson:
granola bar, a copy of Trevor's hit list, L.L. Bean vibrator for when Ford's not around, a chia pet. Patrick
Head: a Kleenex, a fraternity that cares what you think, a date with Jim Poling, a roommate that doesn't
beat the !@#$ out of you. Dave Herzog: date a Theta, marry a Chi-O. a sober roommate, threesome with
your little brother. Pat Kelly: a club for late night with J.C. and company, postage for your mountain bike,
a return trip to Winter Park. Creighton Knight: master-debator, a hooker, a copy of Reverand Farakahn's
Muslim Manuscripts. Pete Kramer: a new story to tell, a mute button, a date to the formal, crewmanship
on the S.S. Skipper. Amir Ladan: a new sex candle, another Columbia House membership, engagement
ring, shorts that fit, sound-proof walls, "Ahh . . . mir!" Don Leblond: Good Housekeeper of the Year
Award, King size can of Ozium, 12 pack of Bud Ice, 40 hours of "Ren and Stimpy." Paul Mascia: copy of
Mein Kampf, Dan's wardrobe, freshman virgins, smaller shoes to fit into, the Heissman, taste in formal
wear, tolerance level. Jon Meiss: Red Barron, a girlfriend, one-way ticket to New Jersey, perfect score on
the next trick run. Karl Mueller: stitches from Dr. Norton, a manhood to rival a lion's, a safe trip. John
Myers: your own credit card, a date with Jenny Craig, a toothbrush, dinner at Beans, a legacy. Pete
Nelson: a diploma, "College: the best seven years of my life." Jessica stories, a golf cart that floats. Todd
Norton: picture of Cheryl for your bedside table, Rogaine, your own Sega, a night with Yeager at
LeCordon Bleu, an extra leg. Nick Panagakis: "How to be a Professional Athlete Handbook for Sega
Users," a new roommate, Greek Orthodox Bible, a brush for brow lint, position on Chi Psi executive
board, a copy of "How to Win Friends and Influence People." Matt Pfohl: long lasting friendship with
"Beavis and Butthead," date with Chris Farley, a van down by the river, the high life. Jay Rewalt: a copy
of "Jesus Christ Superstar," Jah! a Cruz on the beaches of Clearwater, lead role in Dram Stroker's
"Dracula." John Roberge: a little bear with many rackets, a new Mustang, stilts, chapel for all your
candles, The Seawake receptionists desk. Mark Rowe: a valium, a pile of lumber, nails and a hammer for
our new deck, inflatable doll, silver tray for Thursday nights with Theta, application to Valencia, "I took a
digger officer." Tom Rubino: membership in the WWF, late nights with Jay at Oz, a girl that treats you
right. Kirk Rudolph: life outside of Bush, Nobel Prize in Chemistry, New Gator's hat, a bodyguard for
your sister, a bottle of Beam to replace Nick. Doug Satzman: M.I.A., Pinto Night, Mongolian BBQ, 24 hour
tape of your own voice, shopping spree with Don Ho. Greg Selkoe: some respect, a bottle, a real Boston
accent, just one more, a new freshman class to corrupt, anthropology degree. Alex Skodnik: cattle scale,
Camarro with fuzzy dice, a new suit, poor Italian family to leave your Z Cavaricci clothes, ticket to the
World Cup. John Tucker: some time, a girlfriend so your parents won't think you're gay, a can of Lysol
and a maid to clean your room, a copy of Strange Brew. Paul Twyford: lifetime supply of Jack and Coke,
"I Love Rush Limbaugh" T-shirt, visit from Keena of the Jungle, a better first impression so you won't get
lectured from Alabama and back. Dan Voccia: boxing gloves, a new bumper car, good-luck charm, limo
ride with Kirk, one girlfriend, a wallet to match your attitude, varsity letter in any sport. Tim Waisanan:
lifetime supply of Chapstick, a mean streak, one good hangover, mystic ankle potion for those hands-on
experiences. Trenton Ware: fountain to swim in, a talent agent, a trip to planet Earth, our boat to skipper.
Ford Wilkinson: new computer, condo in Miami, a stiff drink, eye to skull !@#$, limitless trust fund,
sanity. Gary Winkler: M.I.A. sound equipment, a gig at Madison Square Garden.
Special Thanks to Knights of Classic Lore, JCM III, Ken Posner and Staci-Ann, Board of Advisors, and for
receiving "The Pit." Thank you alumni.
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Cbi Omega
Chi Omega was founded at Rollins in 1931, and has since been a force on the campus. Chi Omega provides a
favorable environment that encourages the development of its members. Besides its overall objective, to help each
member develop her potential in a setting of warmth, support and friendship, ChiOmega is vitally concerned with
the academic achievement of each active and pledge. In keeping with our high standards, and our national
heritage, Upsilon Beta Chapter is involved in every aspect of both community as well as college affairs. You can
find a Chi Omega in theatre, varsity and intramural sports, Resident Assistants, Writing Center and ARC
positions, and student government positions. We are very proud of our diversification, butwe most dearly cherish
the bonds sisterhood, friendship, and of all the fond memories from our days as Chi Omega actives. We are an
anxious group of hard working young women doing our very best for our sorority, our college, and our friends.
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Liz Folger, Jamie Jennings, Chris Smilari and Jen Maloney at
Big Daddy's for a game of pool and some beer.
Monica Hunsader, Beth Boiling, Karen Peed, Tata Stadelman, Adriana Valdes, and Jen Bannon, Kara Birbrower, Holly McCannon and Pam
Stacey Burnett hanging at the Chi-O house. Pushkin celebrating new pledges on Bid Saturday.
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Chi-O's getting ready for the Spring Lu-au.
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Alice-Anne: Oh Fairy Rushmother, How is Craig's magic wand? Beth: What about Bob?
Stacey: Galoof couldn't light your fires so you found a Dan that does. Meghan: Slippery
when wet - in the shower. Meredith: Meredith + alcohol + Mary Jane = a random. Abby:
We hear that "French Men" do it anywhere. Ruth: You didn't have to go to London, you
have a limey right here. Romy: First comes love, when comes marriage? A Polok in a baby
carriage? Jeannie: A minute in the spotlight; they're getting younger and younger.
Michelle: Chad and Steve on the same night? Those two out of town boys must be good
in the sack. Tracy: House family or House manager? Did Robert steal your "Hartley?
Kristie: We hope Ted Fred is good in bed since Floyd failed. Carol: You made him wait that
long? You must be good. Sarah: What or who is at Fat Tuesday? Adriana: How big is
Vlasic's pickle? Is he into his/her matching garmets yet? Vanessa: We miss the good ole
days. Kim: A pack = $2.17 at Cumbies; you owe the house $279.99 in smokes. Futch: "But
she only comes when she's on top." Robianne: How's life with the inbreds? Ruthie: It's
finally your senior year . . .again. Cynthia: Has ATO elected you housemother yet? Jen B:
Bowler, your freshman year was a bit "fuzzy," but your sophmore year "Mcleaned" to be
even worse. Jen G: Pick a guy, any guy; way to be our athletic supporter. Tara S: Now that
you've cut off that "hair" you can see much clearer now. Jamie: "She ain't afraid"; double
major: smoking and drinking with a minor in volleyball. Liz F: smokin' those "fatties.";
Lynley: Pick one from the "crowd." Kim R:We leave you a bulldozer to plow a path through
your room; also thell them to leave their sexual identity at the door. Jen S: Are you paying
rent to Chi Psi yet? Seven nights at Chi-O. Monica and Allison: vacancy in 212. Amy S:
You've got a lot of "Gall." Fox day doesn't come at Rollins only once a year. Dent: Nice
coordination; roller blading + Dent = disaster. Elisha: Barbie, Ken has blonde hair, not
BROWN. Kim M: Missing in action. Katie R: treat yourself to gynelotremin. Megan B:
Ever experiment with a banana in Bush? Chris S: "the farter" Marilou: Queen of Wales.
Holly: Which one are you going to "Chase" next? Julie: What exactly do you do at 4:00 a.m.
downtown in your formal dress? Jen W: Keep on "exploring." Sophia: Your true love's in
London, your second in jail, hopefully this one stays "Strong." Rachel: Rugburns don't look
good in a low cut dress. Deanne: You've found a great "Connexion." Erica: Next play: Lion
in the Wizard of Oz. Jen C: Where's the ring? Suzzane: How was Aussie . . . Loony Tunes.
Kara: Is there going to be a Jackson 5? Shannon: yeah . . . we've been drinking! Amy P:
Random in room # 404. Geraldine: Why don't you come 'caroling' more often? Melanie:
How's playing house? Margey: Do Austriand like red-heads? Jen CR: How was the crush
in the park? Jessica: Heard you've been hoppin' around DownUnder. Liz L: How many
home runs has pooh-bera made? Tara M: You've got a great "personneF'ity. Carrie: How
many rounds does it take to knock your "boxer" out? Karen: Open ticket to Australia. Do
you prefer "Hellmans" or Miracle Whip? Bug: Good thing you chopped the "Oak," with
Scott there will be no "Payne." Dana: How often do you go "skian?" Pam: Is Chuck a
good ? Anne: Chi-O's don't "depend" on you.
Pledge Class:
Here's to you, here's to me.
Chi-O sisters we'll always be.
Remember us, we'll remember you.
Don't worry, we went through the "zero" phase too.
^ . _ — _ _ ,
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Alpha Tau Omega has been at Rollins since the late'80's, but in that short amount of time, we have made an impact
on the Rollins community. ATO is a place that Rollins can look at and say they are a well run group. We are
involved in many ways with school organizations such as SGA, athletics, and community service projects. This
year, ATO started, with Residential Life, the first annual Halloween Howl. We have trips to help feed the homeless
in Orlando and get involved with other charities. ATO offers its members a chance to get involved with their school
that they may not otherwise have. They get an opportunity to have some say in some of the policies and rules that
affect the Rollins community. They also have a chance to belong in a diverse group. We are a tight group that is
here to support the individual whether it's dealing with a problem or an athletic event. The experience that anATO
gains by contributing and holding their own will go with them out into the real world.
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Mark Brown, Matt McLean, Rotz, Simon Wiseman, Joe Iarrobino, Chris Fitzgerald,
Edwin Hendriksen,Tracis Dickson, Andy Hill, and Reid Boren at the ATO and Chi-o Fall
'93 Formal.
Andy Hill, David Shpiz, and Eddie Hendriksen get
ting ready to scare kids at Hallowen Howl.
ATO Brothers on a scuba trip in Key West for Spring Break.
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FOR THOSE BELOW, THE SENIOR CLASS LEAVES THE FOLLOWING:
Lou "Club R" Addesso: a razor blade, turtle food, the A2 award, a payroll, The Patch, a diploma, an AARP
membership card, No Noooos, and the "if you like it we will do it a lot award". Rusty "Rusta" Blackmer:
a spackled room, a rainbow flag?, a mean streak, a class full of ADD children, and a photo shoot for J.Crew.
Mac "Belly" Bornhauser: a back brace, 8 more lives, a single in NCM, a private Kiss concert, a tan, a credit
card for Wendy's, and a campaign poster for David Duke. Reid Boren: a spot appearance with Robin
Leach, dad's credit card, married women, dressing up with Sasha, the Presidency, aT- shirt, the Kuafis
Heismann, the "You're Not That Important" award, a Kleenex, a proctologist, and a salad. Rick "Dezzie"
Briggs: rubber checks, a BMX bike, autographed volleyball by Sinjin Smith, a phone list of all the girls at
Winter Park Junior High, directions for "Where's Rickey", a subpoena for Sol, the coherent drunk award,
and six inches. Mark "Bruin" Brown: Rogaine, another man's trash, a beer can full of water, another ring,
alcohol paraphenalia, corrective shoes, a gooody girlfriend, nair, a bib, a single in Holt, a VIP card for JJ's,
and a poster of Thurston. Trevis "Have you seen Brown" Certo: playing time, freshman girls during
orientation, leadership by example, a fire hose, a replacement for Brown, a splinter, Rotz's legacy, a photo
of Pat Head, an orange jump suit, a homeless roommate, a head big enough for your ego, Thurston's nuts,
and 18-foot par putts. Kevin Colbert: a ticket to NYC, a carry from NCM, "Saniuk Fun," the M. C.
Hammer award, a starring role, two tickets to New Kids On The Block, and a Marshall plan. Travis
"Tommy" Dickson: a Miracle ear, radial keratautomy, a Tommy's Gym Franchise, a Catholic girl at
Rollins, a take a number machine, a tour card, your missing videos, a steel door, the Jeff Grasty award,
Andy's answering machine, and our future. Chris "Fiatz" Fitzgerald: callbacks, a fire bush, Carnegie Hall,
a clean basement, a Maine squeeze, a sense of humor, and a few inches. Jon "The Duke Of Soul"
Goldfarb: dedication, free ride to USF, a mind, weight gainer formula, bootless lap dance, lambada lessons
in the basement, Robin and steeling at the formal, and a diet with new horizons. Chris "Do You Know
Who My Dad Is" Guokas: a seat next to the water cooler, divorce papers, new shoes, credit for Finite
Math, the truth, and the freeloader of the Key's award. Mark "Opie" Hatch: his 21st birthday, the biggest
single, the seal the deal award, the she is my best friend's girlfriend and she use to be mine award, Ryan's
rap, hairy chest, and tan. Edwin Hendriksen: the farmer's tan award, a drivers license, Bu and her rackets,
a new roommate, and a pair of beer goggles. Andy "Tukar" Hill: a one car parade, a new VCR, a Joyless
future, a chapter room stereo and TV, the laziest man alive award, Vaseline intensive care award, and a
room on Stacy's Hall. Joe "Bino" Irrabino: a gift certificate to Chess King, hitting lessons, a prize fight with
SHAQ, the cabbage patch, a book on how to talk trash, and a rotator cuff. Ted Holt: A haircut! A goal, and
an impure thought. Jay "Ba" Hsiao: a 2.0, law school, a gold in the Asian Olympics, a 48 hour nap, an
"Underground Railroad", another roommate, the major and minor award, and the intramural MVP award.
Remy "Rocko" Keating: one more year, a seat on the Exchange, an AA meeting, rogaine, Hebrew lessons,
the latest spread, Dad's credit card, an AA meeting, the Rosie palm and her five sisters award, an attention
span, a Concord to Asia, and another AA meeting. Derek "Beavis" Landry: an orthodontist, a Joisy girl, a
place in the net, no smoke detectors, speech lessons, pecs, and the Word legacy. Mike "Butthead" McKee:
a jam with Ace Frehley, an amplifier, an unexpired passport, a house in Puerto Rico, the couch from
Andy's room, More visits from your parents, and a CLUE. Matt McLean: the bathroom at Remy's house, a
formal date without gloves, a blue Marlin, the penthouse, two consecutive semesters at Rollins, and ROC
groupies. Rod "Curly" Melzer: a new car, shoes, stock in Heinekin, rogaine, a baseball cap, gold plated
frisbee, Dad's credit card, a room in Club with Parks, a 2.1, a Rose on your pillow and no more Angers.
Mike Nelson: more women, an accent, a few rounds with Guokas, the chow box award, a police proof lock
for your door, and an ATO scholarship. Jon "I am a lover not a fighter" Nesbit: a periodontist, Slim Fast,
the coalition, the I have better stuff than you award, speech therapy, a DJ, and his Dad's pull. Ognen "Yogi
Bear" Nikolovski: six inches, army boots, one favorite NBA team, a haircut, and an ATO scholarship. Matt
"Eddie Vedder" Parks: an interior decorator, incense, a double in Club with Melzer, DH on the softball
team, a bail bondsman, a port-a-potty, and pink lungs. Scott "House of" Payne: a stable mood, starting
position on any team, another best friend, midget sex, the "I played against in high school" award, ex-lax,
and a used Beetle. Darren "Doogie" Rothschild: a cure for schizophrenia, a speeding ticket, cable, six
inches, your twenty-first birthday, the "Rob Emerson look alike? award", Beeper, and kids with colds.
Greg Sager: Thanks for the memories. Ryan "Shady" Saniuk: a blemish, a plaque at the pool, cyborgenics,
a mirror, a stable mood, an abacus for your women, abstinence, the model aryan award, a shirt, phone calls
to Andy's mom at 3am, Nalley's sister, the you're so vain award, and a chest (with hair) to pin it on. David
"Oh Canada" Shplz: midget sex, an all hockey channel, "I cant play I have a test" award, a little toughen-
ing up, timber award, Cam Neely. Gary "Interlachen" Stewart: a vacation with David Leadbetter, forty
pounds, full blown, an Oedipus complex, a mental game, dedication, and some fun. Gordon "Anal"
Uehling: season tickets for Rollins tennis, dedication, a rap, the backseat driver award, stock in DuPont,
and the constitution. Simon Wiseman: a marriage license, a bid to Kappa,conversation with anybody, a
hair dresser, an ATO scholarship. Chris "Stork" Witherall: The welcome to the real-life award, a tan, forty
pounds, Stork, Jr., and sincerely our best wishes.
VTL
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Kappa Kappa Gamma has chosen the Challenge to Excellence as our chapter goal this year. Individually, we are
striving to better our grades, and as a sorority to make Rollins a better place to go to college. We participated in
this year's first Halloween Howl while continuing help with Habitat for Humanity and Rollins Fund Phone-a-
thons. We are unique to the Rollins campus because of our diversity, and yet all Kappas come together with a single
bond. Kappas can be themselves without a pressure to be a "certain type" of person. Kappa provides a support
system for our members academically and socially, while trying to improve relations with faculty and other
organizations on campus. Kappa is special because we provide strong and lasting friendships that are genuine
and true.
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Kappa's 1993 pledge class celebrates their initation in September.
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Holly Bassett: Get off your Matt and come hang out at Kappa. Kristen Bergquist; We hear you can take
charge in the pool as well as at Kappa. Katie Bernan: Have you found a clue yet? "X" marks the spot.
Caroline Briggle: Why don't you take the freshman to Texas next time—We'll miss you!! Vibecki Bu:
After going to Woodstock, grabbed a muffin from the Mill and headed downtown. Claudia Cellini: After
a semester on the boat, you are still lost at sea. Ginna Christianson: After your trip to China you wish the
"Rippster" looked good in your Porsche! Alison Hillegeist: Kappa Photographer of the Year Award.
Sara Huin : We can't write a book but check out the Sig Ep composite. Kim Ketchow: Drinking Foster's
on a flying carpet. Sarah McGann: With hair as white as snow, you dissed Leigh-bo. Katie Ottaviani:
While pirouetting through Club, are you dreaming about England? Dayna Royce: Between all your
classes you've still found time to "Nibble". Ambervision: It's Miller time. Wendy Swanson: Granma got
run over by Spanky, coming home from Harper's one random eve. Mimi Tran: Hey cosmo babe! Did you
find your "Farmer" as Barbarella's? Betsy Angers: Lost your way to Kappa on the trip to Titusville.
Louise Barroll: Is it time for a liver transplant yet? Vivian Blanchard: The goldrush is over, Babe!! Alicia
Bullen: We "Hobe" You'll spend more time at Kappa next year! Janey Burley: Ty one on now that the
Cow is gone. Shannon Burns: We're glad you are back from Down Under! ! Karen Chapman: After last
years honey, your voice is so sweet! Nancy Del Percio: We've heard that Frenchie's seen you with out
your Fancy PJ's!! Suzanne Falloni: Hard ass teddy bear you finally broke the "Seal." Caroline Fentress:
We have a "bone" to pick with your little Muskateer. Andrea Gregg: When you're not surfing you're out
to sea. Alison Grewell: Have a Pepsi and a smile!! Jessica Jensen: Take your shades off so you can see
the right man. Anne Keeble: After cutting down the Maple, you planted an Oak. Eli Kessler: Your
"Matt" turned into a vibrator!!! Krisi Krapf : While wearing your Carters were you thinking about Larry?
Hunter Lemanski: Last night jitters, "I want Kappa! Kappa Kappa Gamma!" Jen McB.: Whether you're
packing a Fatty or eating Graham crackers, you're always over the Edge with a Guido. "You go girl."
Heather McConnell: Tweety, you've flown the coop one too many times!! Cary Mc Whorter: After the
Beach, the Kissing Dixie Bandit returns!! Heidi Morton: Get out of the house and fly back to the bar.
Melissa Morton: We thought you were all "Dunn" after the Christmas formal. Jen Mowbay: We hear the
Bartman likes Mulberries!! Lacey O'Donnell: Who? What? When? Where? Why? Daniel la Restivo:
Don't try to be a Bama girl when you are a 7-11. Parrish Robe: Do they serve Tophfu in England?
Courtney Thompson: Lighten up Fonz!! Laura Tuck: You "Drew" your own conclusions about "Tarzan."
Sara Wiley: Don't be shy when your travelling with your suitcase, especially not with your tall man.
Nicole Berg: The Volvo & "Carter's" are not far behind. Noelle Bither: We're worried you might like
Denver almost as much as Heckscher. Wnat happened in Colorado anyway? Julia Cuddihy: Like Vodka
for Water, how's the draft? Chata Dickson: You are our Friend of choice!! Kathy Kalin: Trav'ling to the
Hill to get your fill. Kate Gillett: After four years at Rollins, Why are those Jersey Boys still on your
mind? Doer Ands, Don't forget about your Bowe while Putting around in your car. P.S. Where did you
park it anyway? Shannon Harrison: Shandog, Shady woman of the third floor—After Clubbing the tree
you finally tapped some Maple syrup. Aleese Hartmann: Are you going to wear Armani's in MoBealle or
in Guatemala? Holli Highfeld: After France you opted for the Rocky Mountain High!! Christine
Holden: Will it still be a Small world when you get to the Big Apple?? Holly Hollingsworth: Aren't you a
bit dressed up for Winn Dixie? Amanda Home; She parked her "Hurst" at the theater. Sue Jarrett: Sue B-
Where, oh where, do you spend those afternoons? Paige Jensen: After little "Teddies" you've moved
onto bigger and Barrett things!! Rylie Mc Ham: After Africa, keep California in your dreams. Jen Meli:
Since Borden's Dead you can still have a Victory!! Don't ever change!! Kerri O'Neill: From Woodstock to
Spain, you've used your Powers to rack up the hours to make it through Jay-term. Lara Poveromo: We
know you love England but will you still dream of Argentina? Mandy Risley: Even though Borden's milk
went sour, the ratio in Aspen is 10 to 1 ! Diana Rudolf: Is runner's high your drug of choice? Heather
Smiley: We cant Smile with out you!! Cathy Smith: You finally Crossed out Jimmy. Yee Haw for Bama!!
Heather Sward: How can you wake up so early after doing the Charleston all night long? Jen Wamhoff :
Still the scammer after four years, Don't worry Warmmer, you'll never be washed up!! Grayson Wilds:
Will the Porter carry your bags to Atlanta?
PLEDGES OF 1994— You rock our world!!! Have a great three years. Don't let time slip away, it goes by
so quickly! By the way— Who's the Fox?!!!!!
^ _ . . jfj
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Sigma Pbi €psilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon offers its members something no other fraternity can. A Sig-Ep not only gets to be a part of one
of the largest fraternities in the nation, but a member can experience life in Chase Hall. Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon join to be a part of a close knit, well organized group with a great amount of diversity and strong
brotherhood. Sig-Ep as a group has participated this year in such community service efforts as Habitat for
Humanity, Halloween Howl, and the Winter Park Library. Sig-Ep has many individual leaders involved with
Student Government and Senate. We offer our complete cooperation and services to the betterment of the Rollins
community.
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Mikell Thaxton learns the fine art of Rodney Woodstock, Larry Niebling, Bob
controlling his drinking. Selton, and Cabot Williams in Australia.
Sig-Eps enjoy "The Day After" party.
Jason Gall and Wes Sorenson toast Sig-Ep.
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Cabot Williams, Peter Crocker, Larry Niebling, Keith Swaggart, Ryan Miller, P.J. O'Donnell, Rodney
Woodstock, and Reed Potter go out to sea for Spring Break!
Ted Smith and Guy
Eldridge try to look like
bad asses.
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We would like to dedicate this page in the memory of David Mills. You shall always remain in
the hearts of your brothers. May the Lord bless you.
1993-94 was another year of outstanding academic achievement at Chase Hall. Once again we
remained the campus favorites of Rita, Campus Safety and Penny Schafer.
Teddy: Butt- Muff; Nice T-shirt man. Bill- Wackmaster #1; Only Rollins male virgin. Doug: We
leave you the key to Gloria's Box. Wes: 3 phones, a fist full of dollars, a BMW and no beaver; No
Jewels. Gall: Crash test Dummy; Who's the Fox? Spend much time in the "Fox Hole". Diz:
Wackmaster #2; Mighty Mighty Bench Rider. Sam: Duck- Jibing with Wammer. Chad: President'
Member of Cy Sperling's Body Hair Club. Foster: Psycho/Not afraid to Ketch some soul (five
finger discount). Guy: Living with 2 dogs, 3 bitches, but no K-9 style. Kaz: Who really bombed
the World Trade Center? Potter: Shy Boy; Get off the Greene stuff! McLean: Get a salad Fatboy;
Come out of the closet you communist fairy. J.P.: Just Peanut Butter, Just Pro; "A dozen doughnuts,
steak cheese and a milk shake please." Miller: Trades Sega for Buddha, Booty for Beer, Fat Boy
BBQ for Nature's Table. Jobe: Cajun Hippy, There is no light at the end of Ramsey's tunnel; Joanne
forever, No Wiley, but you kind of look like her. Kick: Best drunk ever; Transferred to the
University of Stuart. Josh M.: Shawn College Wannabe; Will you remember us after Meredith
graduates? Ramsey: Still Holden on but can't sober up. Nice to have around but can't afford to feed
her. Collins: Still the cutest chick on campus; Keep running for that figure. Josh H.: I suppose
there's not a big audience for malado comedians. Sorry, your show is canceled SinBad. Barta: It's
Pat, The Preacher. Maple: Keebler Elves, Tweety Birds and Whisky, ain't the only thing that's wet
in Alabama. Boomer: ? Thaxton: "Nice guy, Get to know him." Too bad the north won in the end!
Grandma: L.O.D.; Are you from New York or Jamaica? Hung like a horse. Larry: Most Generals
know how to lick the envelope and seal the deal. Jon: Caesar; youngest man at Goldman, Sachs
to have a heart attack; Butt's will Bither be there? Crocker: Frenchy in three years... Captain
Crocker playin Abbey Road an a guitar in Key West. Swaggart: The simple things in life. ..Fast cars,
fast boast and fatwomen.Brandon : Combat boots, tattoo, 1 miles a day and 100 push- ups. . . Kind
of reminds us of someone; You're still "Dazed and Confused". Putt: "I can't live without a Miller";
Running from a 2.0 to a 4.0; "Hey Officer, where's the Fourth Fighter?" P.J.: May's here, its Miller
time... Minnesota or NYC, where the Nunz live? Yes, I am the Phantom shifter. Brett: Under-
ground Production or just plain shady? Rolling inmy 5.0. Schwartz: I thought Bagels were fat free.
Yes, we all love Skyline Chili. Bird: Clean, Sober, but still Did. Bobby: Smithers: "You can trust
me." "I love you." "I'll call you in the morning." Florida's not the south. Rodney: Kappa Kappa
Gamma Wannabe; Swimming in Laura's Bubble Bath...Just another notch in the belt. Cabot:
Rabbi, We heard you got a 3.8 in Australia, but a 4'8" at Rollins is a bit ridiculous; Blond, Red,
Brown...We thought sprouts were green. Binney: The funniest Joke yet- What's White and Bin all
over? Mulligan: Used car dealer. Rashkow- Club is in Pugsley...Sig Ep is in Chase.
Special Thanks to: Loretta + Gloria, "All the Girls We've Loved Before", Chase Hall, Buddha,
Busch, Alfond Pool, J-Term, Key West, and the Red Door Society.
Special No- Thanks to: Dean Nielson, Campus Safety ('92-'93), P. Schafer, Scott Payne, The
Chief and Boyfriends at home.
MLA...Steve Horn. ..Bill McGee..Terry Ryan..Jason Lee. ..Tory Enerson...Chris McLean...?
To the Boys of January 1994: We know it's ahard act to Follow. Bleed Purple and Red, and
watch over Chase Hall forever.
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Kappa Alpha Theta was organized nationally in 1870 as a women's fraternity. At Rollins, Theta women see a
chance to learn and socialize. The two become connected in our sorority where much of the value of a college
experience is learning about others and therefore, ourselves. We create a strong sense of sisterhood and a group
of mature, independent women. For the Rollins community, we participated in Halloween Howl where kids of
staff and the community came trick-or-treating at our house. We also raise money for the college through the
Alumni Phone-a-thon and participate in Special Olympics as an annual event. We encourage and are involved
in all-campus activities, which promotes campus spirit and enthusiasm. Our members value high scholarship and
participate in a diverse range of student activities.
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Kappa Alpha Theta: Friends and cocktails.
Carrie Hodges and Kim Glisker taking time
for a quick Theta hug.
Thetas go to the Bahamas for Spring Break! Nick Dose < Mandy Whetsell, and Nicole Cirrito ready for the
town on Halloween.
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Schwa: Wham! Bam! On to another man that's not so trashy. Born Again V. Heather:
Married, Carry your own tray after Katie leaves. Kari: Fax, The boy, "Not 1, not 2, not 3
but 4!",DKNY, the clothes source, cheese. Kelly Hicks: Directions to Harper's-go left
out of Theta, take a right before Cumbies, Take care of Cross for us. Encyclopedia Ann:
Hey Babe, volleyball is out! Catherine Jennings: Have another! She's one original girl!
Lindsay: What? Are you hungry? Charge hard and get an edge. Laundry anyone?
Shady Shana: Shana Express- never leave home without it., Honestly, did you really
want to be Pres.? Theta's #1 bacon. Smiley Karl: Chronic PDA and back together
someday...you're just a wino with no eggs. Meglit: Cat scratch fever, Cabot, manicurist
from hell, decorator queen, Soul Train dancer, Wicky-Wicky. Cary "Pink" Lewis: Disco
fever boyfriend, resident 3 months, bet those chocolate covered strawberries are a
change for the better! Sharon: Indian princess, learn to grind and go for the gold!
Tiffany: Kar Wrecker, dirty dancer at Chi Psi, your Guatemalan stalker liked your
*@#%. Brooke "What y'all?" Stemmons: Who's been sleeping in Shelby's bed?, high
drama, Luke, sandals. Sutliff: Solid gold dancer,swinger walker, Primadonna bow-
head, Sydney on a hike, Norway or bust! Vallante: We all need something to Neil on;
get a cushion for your hard ass. Marisel Valerias: Donde estas? Mary Worthen:
Always to the max! Put another shrimp on the Barbi. Worth: Tennis anyone? Did you
give Tex your baby blues? Pack it in Patty Jr. Ptak: Pack your sweaters and put away
the bikinis, Well all miss you! Nance: New look, Boorn again, Kappa killer, enjoys a
nice glass of vinegar and water on a Summer's Eve, the high drama of your life is so
exciting, shift into low gear, Who's going to take the place of the heart of Theta? Pow-
ers: Attitude, the back woods man from Tennessee, fines suck! Whitney: Mary," never
made it through the month, Mike Mullen, Peter, the Niki Taylor of Rollins. Liz Ross:
Get some wine and raise your 1.9. Savage: You've shed your Scales but where have
you been now that you're a Daddy's girl? Nix: You loudmouth, Backgammon and
Cutcher are what make life so great, you're such a world class clogger. Katrina: Old
habits die hard but try to break the Stephan. Boyer: "Oh my Gawd!", Valley girl,
James, Fonzi, snoring, Look us straight in the eye! Lori Child: No Mas Ed and no mas
in general! Get some good vibrations so you won't have to fake it anymore. Amy "Ice
Ice Baby": Sandwich artist, you got that new attitude. We give you an A.. J. Eileen: "Fait
lux," We know you're shady. Jenn Finn: Most Photogenic, All you need is a nice boy to
sweep you off your feet. Huffer-cia:We're glad you came, Gumby all Sandy?, Most
likely to..., hot uncle, Hot Rod, Rock the Cazra, Who do you love? You're such a "10"
Bo! Jessica "Pinchy" Harvey: Just taking a stroll down the lane, Please don't forget to
take your pills. Nick: Dick Nose, Booger Picker #1, Nate really knows how to put out a
fire, Wont you fece take me to the land's end? Nicole "P.P."Cirrito-: Booger Picker #2,
Patty-pack-that-plant, "The child is black", the mile-high club, Don't look so grumpy
when the sun shines down, always remember 227!
Special thanks to: Robert Hartley, E.J., Jesse, Steve and Eric, Sharky—for those Thurs.
nite dinners, campus safety—for the parking tickets, Steak & Shake, Jen G's saxo-
phone, KD—for the alumni house, Roland, Gorky, Nick Varney—for the great convo.,
Caroline Irving—for the mini side shows and scaring the shit out of us, Malibu, Boston
Chicken, our beautiful pledge class—for keeping us young, Ruthie-a.k.a. T.T.,
Dexter's, Evelyn, Douglas, and Gladys, TCBY, Tari & Cami—for the use of their house,
Juanita Galdwell, Ben Neibling—for the comedy, and finally, thanks to Rita Bornstein
for the rose garden—now our boyfriends won't have to buy them.
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Kappa Delta's first year at Rollins was 1994. Evolving from XLR8, we are a new sorority aiming to improve Rollins
through participation in the community at large. We are involved in many aspects of the Rollins community and
seek to break down existing barriers and bring organizations together to create a larger circle of Rollins friendship
between groups. KD encourages academic achievement, respect for learning and development of organizational
skills that prepare college women for attaining their goals in life. This year, we were involved with such endeavors
as Special Olympics, Halloween Howl, the United Way Blitz, and the Shamrock Project. We offer a bit of
everything, both to the community and to its members. We have a glimpse of sports, theater, dance, residential
life, honors groups, and more. KD also provides the opportunity for leadership, campus and community
involvement, and sisterhood.
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Christa Whitehouse, Kara Kidman, Erin Thomas, Jenny
Toilette, Jen Schaefer, and Lisa Basurto at a KD party.
Kim Thoman, Heather Garrett, Jenny Toilette, Eileen Fernandez, and Melissa Bundy KD pledges build a human pyramid on Bid Saturday,
huddle together hoping to win a game.
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Penelope Richey, Holly Smith,
Kara Kidman, and Erin Thomas
eat pizza at a KD party.
Nicole Metsisto, McLean Schaeffer, Kara
Kidman, and Holly Smith playing games at
a pledge retreat.
Kappa Deltas having a great time on Bid Saturday. Penelope Richey and
Cristina Whitehouse
share a KD smile.
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Michelle Field, Leslie Witthohn, Jen Bachnik, Penelope
Richey, Amy Denison, McLean Schaeffer, and Erica Bader
on Bid Saturday.
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After attending the Phi Mu Leadership Conference in Mobile Alabama, the executive committee of Phi Mu
successfully planned a three month calendar of events. We started with the annual Alumni Luncheon held at
Townsend's Plantation. Here, we met two of the founding members of the Alpha Omega, which was founded
65 years ago.
Our fundraiser, Light Up a Child's Life, benefitted the Children's Miracle Network, our National Philanthropy.
During the Halloween weekend, sisters, with help from the Orlando Alumni Association, sold glow- in-the-dark
sticks at Fashion Square Mall. Hundreds of children, dressed as their favorite characters, attended a picture sitting
with the Great Pumkin, played by Lynn Zimmerman and Julie-Ann Neubaum. It was a very successful weekend
which raised close to $1000.
Children from around the Rollins community and Winter Park area also visited Fox Hall during the Halloween
Howl, the campus wide safe Trick or Treating special.
During the National Panhellinic Conference, National Officers visited the campus and Fox Hall. President Lynn
King and Membership Director Kathy Browning attended a reception meeting with all the sisters of Alpha Omega
and chapters throughout Florida.
Another volunteer service Phi Mu provided was free babysitting during the President's Third Square Dance and
for the Rollins Women's Association.
We celebrated our efforts with our annual Fall Formal at the Park Ave Grille. Our Winter Celebration was held
in Fox Hall with an elegant dinner and the Spring Weekend at Daytona Beach.
Special thanks goes to the entire executive committee for such a successful year—especially to Susan Ross, our ' l|
Rush Chair for a wonderfully successful Spring Rush. Congratulations to all our new Phis—we LOVE you!!!
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Sally Fleishmann, Colleen Fleharty, and Vicki Ellwood at the Bar-B-Que.
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Amy McGuire and Karen Schatz at Winter Formal, 1993
Laura Koo, Caryn Addabbo, Jillian Smith, Christine Ng-A-Fook, and
Ingrid Hammond take a rest from the dance floor to capture a
moment at the 1993 Fall Formal.
Play Ball Girls! Spring Rush 1994.
Amy McGuire, Christine
Ng-A-Fook, Ingrid
Hammond, and Susan
Ross put on their finish-
ing touches for the Fall
Formal.
194»<DM
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Congratulations
Today is ijoiir day
You're ofj to areat places
You're off ana away
You have brains in your head
You have feet in your shoes
You can steer yourself
Any direction you choose
You're on your own And you
Know what you know
And YOIA are the girl who'll
decide where to go
Out there things happen
And frequently do
To people as Brainy
And footsy as you
And when things start to happen
lo'on't worry don't stew
Just go right along
You'll start happening too
You'll be on your way u^>
You'll be seeing great sights
You'll Join the high fliers
Who soar to great heights
You're off to great places
Your well on uour wau
Remember PHi JVlL/i faces
We're behind you all the way
Congratulations to graduating
seniors Susan Ross
and Jill ian Rounds.
PHI JvllA would also like to
welcome and congratulate
our new initiates-. Laura
Qazzoli, Rebecca Hammock,
Jennifer Harris, Jordan
Lundfy, Lindsay Poulton,
Shelou
Shaffer, Colleen Fleheartu,
and new Phi, JCim Henderson.
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Chi Psi
Chi Psi is a private fraternity of gentlemen devoted to the personal and collective needs of its
members. A selective association of diverse individuals, Chi Psi is dedicated to the cultivation
of a unique environment which instills a lifelong commitment to brotherhood.
The mission of the Chi Psi Fraternity is to create and maintain an enduring society which
stimulates intellectual, ethical and social growth and encourages the sharing of traditions and
values. In this pursuit, Chi Psi will encourage leadership, respect for oneself and others, and
responsibility to the college and community.
In this spirit, we seek to initiate and support endeavors which will promote the unity of our
brotherhood and the betterment of academic, athletic, community, and campus life at Rollins
College. Chi Psi seeks self-motivated hardworking individuals who wish to work individually
and together for the success that helps to make Chi Psi stand apart from the other fraternities.

Ken Foreste and Tony
John Boxer, Kelly Robinson, Oga O'Callahan, Kurt Wells, Rick Rowan, and Orlando Mendoza show some Konkel at Spring Week-
Chi Psi spirit at the Fall Formal. enc(
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Alyson Vallante,
Kurt Wells, Carol
Picton, and Neil
Cohen toast to the
holidays at the
Christmas Party.
Past Prestident, Dave
Zeller relaxes after a
hard day at school.
iJnt&zfiatzznLtij
The Interfraternity Coun-
cil is the governing body
that overlooks the six fra-
ternities on campus. It
consists of an executive
council, two delegates
from each fraternity, two
faculty advisors, and five
committee chairmen.
These committees coordi-
nate community service
projects as well as educa-
tional and developmental
programs designed to in-
crease awareness of con-
troversial issues. The
main benefit the Interfra-
ternity Council has is that
some three hundred fra-
ternity men are at its dis-
posal to use for worth-
while community service
projects.
The judicial branch of the
IFC, the Interfraternity Ju-
dicial Board, is composed
of one chief justice and a
single justice representing
each fraternity. This body
hears all cases involving
fraternities, and delivers
sanctions to those found
guilty of violating the IFC
constitution and By-Laws.
The IFC is also responsible
for overseeing Fall and
Spring Rush. Fall Rush,
which normally takes
place in October, is open to
all returning students
while Spring Rush, which
ounai
occurs during Winter
Term, is open to all new
students. Of course, any
student interested in join-
ing a fraternity must
maintain a minimum
grade point average of
2.0.
Members of the IFC and
individual members from
each fraternity also con-
tribute to the Greek Coun-
cil. The Greek Council is a
collaboration of the IFC
and Panhellenic, the
governign body that over-
sees the sororities on cam-
pus. The Greek Council is
responsible for planning
Greek Week and the
Greek Awards Banquet
that takes place in the
spring. Community ser-
vice projects that the
Greek Council is respon-
sible for include Safe Walk
and GAMMA (Greeks
Advocating the Mature
Management of Alcohol).
In the past two years, the
Interfraternity Council
has made great strides to-
ward becoming self-gov-
erning. With the help of
future leaders, the IFC is
sure to reach its goal of
becoming one of the
nation's best.
Chi Psi await their new pledges.
Jeff Crumb at the IFC retreat.
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Michael Thaxton swings the Sig Ep flag as other fraternities gather old and new IFC officers: Brett Kittle, Mac Bornhauser, Trevis Certo, Kevin Chambers Dave
in the background. Zeller/ Kurt WellS/ chris Sameth, and Mike Mullen.
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Rollins Panhellenic is
composed of Greek
women interested in
strengthening the bonds
between the sororities.
Their purpose is to main-
tain a high standard of fra-
ternity life and
interfraternal relationship
within the college.
Panhellenic seeks to fur-
ther intellectual and schol-
arly achievement. We also
work closely withthe col-
lege administration in the
maintenance of high social
standards.
The Panhellenic Council is
composed of the executive
board and the elected del-
egates from each sorority.
Any initiated member of a
sorority is eligible to be-
come a Panhellenic del-
egate, and is selected from
her chapter. The Greek
system is like a prism:
multi-faceted, and
Panhellenic strives to co-
ordinate all the many
events sponsored by
Greek women, including
Rush. Rather than Pro-
moting one sorority, the
Panhellenic Council
works to coordinate
events with all sororities.
Panhellenic offers a type
of knowledge that is irre-
placeable. New friend-
ships are formed. To see
your chapter working
with other chapters brings
a sence of accomplishment.
Henry Ford once said,
"Coming together is a be-
ginning, keeping together
is progress, working to-
gether is success."
The Rollins Panhellenic
Association is governed
by the National
Panhellenic Conference.
National Panhellenic
Conference is composed
of the 26 National Sorori-
ties. Each college woman
choosing to affiliate with
a National Sorority be-
comes a member of the
National Panhellenic
Conference at the time of
her initiation.
Panhellenic Executive Board 1993-1994
From left to right: Cindy Karlovec, Treasurer; Anne Stone, Secretary; Holly Hollingsworth, Vice President; Ingrid Hamann, President;
Stephanie Bothwell, Rush Chair; Mona Elkabani, Kappa Delta Representative.
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Rush is a busy, rewarding, and challenging time. As you go through Rush you will not be
alone. Of course, you will be meeting new people and developing friendships among your
fellow rushees. In addition, Panhellenic has selected and trained a group of women to serve
almost like a big sister to you throughout rush. You will often hear thesewomen being referred
to as Rush Counselor or "Rho Chi". The term Rho Chi is the greek term used for Rush
Counselors.
Every Rushee is assigned a Rush Counselor after officially registering for Formal Rush. A
Rush Counselor is the woman who is there to provide you with support, friendship, personal
guidance and information during Rush.
The Panhellenic Association has recruited and trained these women, all of whom are
members of sororities at Rollins. Rush Counselors have been through Rush and are trained
to answer any questions you might have about the Rush process. They are all Panhellenic
sisters; thus, knowing their particular chapter affiliation is not important. It is however,
important for Rushees to look to them for support and to trust them as a good friend.
1994 RUSH COUNSELORS
From left to right, Back row: Jen Smith, Liddy Ehle, Andrea Pellegrini, Sally Fleischman, Mandy Risley. Front row: Alexis Savage, Kim
Cohen, Cynthia Pascual, Julie Depue, Stacy Corley, Rylie McHam, Suzanne Nicolosi. Not Pictured: Kelly Hicks, Candice McCoy, and
Emily Emerson.
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Kappa Alpha Theta, Fall Formal, 1993.
Shannon Harrison, Jen Meli, Holly Hollingsworth,
and Aleese Hartman at the Kappa Crush Party, 1993.
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Kappa Delta Pledges, Bid Day, 1994.
Phi Mu Sorority puts on a show during Womens
Rush in 1955.
G
Sometimes it's tough going Greek. Just ask Karl Mueller of TKE.
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Kappa's Laura Tucker gets "support" from little
brother, John Tucker of TKE at Fat Tuesday.
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PJ O'Donell, Jen Wamhoff, Nancy Del Percio, and Dave McClain
socialize at the Kappa Crush Party, October 15, 1993.
Doug Satzman and
Alison Hillegeist
enjoy a dance at the
TKE Spring Formal
in Clearwater, FL,
1994.
The ladies of Pi Beta
Phi, once a sorority
at Rollins, congratu-
late their new
pledges on Bid Day,
1962.
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The Phi Delts weren't always in their blue blazers, 1967
The seniors of Kappa Delta experience their last Bid
Day with one of the largest pledge classes of the day.
As seniors, Noelle Bither, Lisa Meehan, and JenWamhoff,
experience their final Bid Day, 1994.
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On your mark, get set, Stacey Burnett pushes
go!! University of froward in the U Florida
Florida Invitationals. Invitationals.
218 • Sports
Matthew Williams struts
his stuff , to a victorious
finish at the U of F Invita-
tional.
SCOREBOARD
MEN WOMEN
North Florida Invit. 7th 5th
Stetson Invit, 10th 5th
Univ. of Tampa Invit. 7th 2nd
Univ. of Florida — 14th
Florida State 10th 17th
SSCMeet 7th 3rd
The 1993 Tars Cross Country team added
a new member on the starting line this
season. He is Rollins basketball coach
Tom Klusman, who took over as head
coach for the men and women runners.
Rollins feilded full men's, and women's
teams for the first time in years in 93' and
the women were third in the Sunshine
State Conference meet. Stacey Burnett
and Diana Rudolph were the stalwarts for
CROSS
COUNTRY
STEPS UP
TO THE
MARK
the women. Senior Kirk Putt Became the
first Rollins man to make All
SSC in over ten years as he was third in
the SSC meet. The 93-94' Cross Country
team greatly improved in terms of size
and strength of the runners. The Rollins
team earned the admiration of their peers.
With a new coach and a new attitude the
Cross Country team finished the season in
good standing.
Front Row: David Herzog, Matt Evans, Steve Ross,
Stefano Costa, Dan O' Callaghan, Travis Dickson.
Back Row: Kyle frakes, Head Coach, Kelly Robinson,
Dan Hall, Jason Gall, William Christensen, Craig
Matheson, Michael Todorovich, Gary Stewart, Ken
Foraste.
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Andrea Latina takes a
swing as the rest of the
team watches in support.
(L to R)- Cherie Hansen, Andrea Latina, Alisa Hardy, Keri
Mulloy, Jennifer Toilette, Melissa Lagod, Iris Schneider,
Head Coach.
SCOREBOARD
Women '
s
Men ' s
Lady Gator Invit. Univ. of Georgia Invit.
Spartan Invit. Southereastern
Spalding/ Peggy NGCA Nationals
Kirk Bell Invit. Intercollegiates
Sunshine State NCAA Division 1
Confernce Tnmt. NCAA National
Flordia State Cham- Nationals
ionships Tournament
Jacksonville St.
Rollins
,
which was one of the dominate
golf schools in the 1970's and 1980's,
returned to the NCAA II National
Championships for the first time since
1989 last season. The Tars have a solid
nucleus of four players who have vast
tournament experience. Matt Evans,
David Herzog, Trevis Dickson, and Dan
O'Callaghan have played a lot of golf for
Rollins. The Men's Golf team has been
coached by Kyle Frakes for the second
year in a row. Frakes, 27, who also
serves as assistant Basketball coach to
Tom Klusman, stays very busy keeping
track of two of the school's most success-
ful teams. His enthusiasim for his team
is the driving force of the team.
Men's and
Women's
Golf Right
On Par
"We're new, we're small, but we're
big!!" Those enthusiastic words from
Iris Schneider, the LPGA's 1992-93
Coach of the Year, describe the 1993 -
94 Women's Golf team. With a
powerpacked squad of six players
the Tars return only three golfers
from last years team. The new lineup
begins with senior Ail-American
Andrea Latina, who finished sixth at
the 1993 NGCA Nationals. "This
year's team is very self-motivated
and is striving to improve."
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A look of
accom-
plishment
after a
successful
regatta.
L-R : John Tucker, Shawn Pistor, Mike Spitzmiller,
Xander Borsoi, Coxswain, Seana Staley, Alan
Hancock, Bolko Graf V.D. Shulenburg, Chip
Rupured, Andy McGinnis.
After a competitive The Rollins Crew Team
match the team pulls into prepare for a regatta,
the dock.
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Shawn, Xander, Bolko,
and Andy along with the
rest of the team tow the
boat back to the boat
house
.
earn
The women's crew team made up of 5 strong women
consist of : Briana Solomon, Shelley Charron, and
Angela Sucich.
The Rollins College Crew worked hard
throughout the fall semester with practice
for head races and a fundraising goal of
$25,000. The Men's Crew returned 9 and the
women returned 7, all of whom have been
providing leadreship in training for the
novices. The Men's Varsity 8 rowed with
two novices and finifhed fifth out of ten at
the Head of the Tennessee in Knoxville. The
Women's Varsity 8 Finished 29th out of 39 at
the Head of the Charles Boston on October
Men's and
Women's
Crew
Pulls Hard
24th. The team gained great experience in a
regatta this size against some formidable
competition.
The 24 hour Row-A-Thon sposored by
Rollins Crew was held October 9-10 on cam-
pus during the Winter Park Autum
Art Festival. The fund raiser was very suc-
cessful, raising $5,500 during rainy
weather. The team sold mail order
fruitbaskets in order to raise funds for the
purchase of badly needed equipment.
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The
Rollins
1 i>nnis
team is
made up
of a
friendly,
but yet
competive
players,
which
Ramon Tissler, the men's
tennis team wins by
keeping both feet on the
ground.
Jon Goldfarb's under-
hand is one of the reasons
why he is #5 in NCAAII.
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The perfect shot of a win-
ning serve, the way only a
Rollins player can serve-
it-up! earn
Front row: Barbara Feller, Alyson Vallante, Stacy Moss, Kim Glisker,
Jennifer Mowbray. Back row: Judy Hu, Vibecke Bu, Carol Picton,
Elizabeth Dessler, Nancy Stegmiller
SCOREBOARD
MENS WOMENS
Saint Leo 9-0 Saint Leo 9-0
Barry 8-1 Barry 9-0
Flordia Tech 6-0 Tampa 9-0
Southern Miss.5-2 Flordia Southern 9-0
Eckerd 6-0 Lynn 6-3
Tampa 9-0 Flagler 6-3
Hampton 5-3 Armstrong State 5-4
The men's tennis team started off the
new season with a new coach. Jim
Poling a Winter Park native and
veteran tennis mentor, took over for
the legendary Norm Copeland, who
was head coach at Rollins for 38 years.
Returning players include sophomore
Jon Golfarb who has a chance to win
the a national invidual title. Junior Jim
Powers played doubles with Edwin
Hendriksen, along with senior Mark
Brown and junior Mike Kerr. Sopho-
more Ognen Nikolovski alone with
Alaric Chuy and Patrick Head also
played in one of the top six spots.
Newcomers to the team include
transfer Loren Kahle, John Roberge,
Stephen Schier, and Darren Thorsen.
The Rollins College men's tennis team
defeated #2 ranked
HamptonUniversity of Virginia. This
victory guarantees that the Tars will be
a threat at the NCAA II champion-
ships.
Rollins
Tennis
Serves It
Up
The Rollins College women's tennis team
entered into its inaugural year in the
NCAA II. The team is also a member of
the Sunshine State Conference this
season. The Tars returned the top six
players from last year. Top returnees for
the tars are senior Carol Picton, junior
Jennifer Mowbray, and sophomores
Vibecke Bu and Barbara Feller. The pair
of Bu and Feller competed against
Mowbray and Stacy Moss, a junior
transfer from the U of F for this year # 1
doubles slot. Senior Kim Glisker special-
ized in doubles play with Picton and
junior Alyson Vallante. With the addi-
tion of Moss, Coach Buckley has added
depth to the Tars' lineup. Vallante, junior
Elizabeth Kessler and freshman Judy Hu
competed for the #6 singles spot along
with sophomore Nancy Stegmiller.
Junior Elizabeth Kessler has been consis-
tent play, she has been undefeated in
seven matches.
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The
devel-
opment
of a
good
team is
made
possible
by a
strong
coach-
ing staff.
earn
Front Row: Daniel Parke, Trevis Certo, John Steele,
Brad Ash, Mike Holmes, Brian Travis, Chris Guokas.
Back Row: Kyle Frakes, Assistant Coach, Tom
Klusman, Head Coach, Sean Flynn, Chris Munchel,
Frode Loftesnes, Derek Burrell, Greg Sager, Paul
Shipe, Bobby Hewitt, Assistant Coach, Chip Morris
Assistant Coach.
The intensity of sitting
on the sidelines, is just as
great as playing.
Frode Loftesness looks to
steal the ball.
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Chris Munchel takes the
ball to the hoop while
everyon stares in awe.
Mike Holmes Shoots
for the free-throws at
the Tangerine
Tournament.
SCOREBOARD
G# DATE OPPONENT
1 11/30 Central Florida 57-52 L A
2 12/ 3 'Bluefield State (WVA) 48-50 L H
3 12/ 4 * Kentucky State 66-65 OT W H
4 12/ 7 Embry-Riddle 69-83 L H
5 12/ 8 Warner Southern 88-58 W H
6 12/18 # Florida Southern 74-82 OT L %
7 12/27 Milw. School of Engr. 74-37 W H
8 12/28 Denison (OH) 75-67 W H
9 12/29 Hanover (IN) 71-83 L H
The Rollins College Men's Basketball
team opened their season with two
exhibitions. The Tars host ed the Ukrai-
nian National Team on November 21st.
Rollins also the Gainsville AAU, which
featured numerous former University of
Florida players on November 23rd. The
93-94' Men's Basketball team lost it's
entire starting line-up from last year.
They brought in six Freshman players to
make up for the loss. This year's team
consisted of three seniors, and four
juniors, as well as the new Freshman.
Rollins despite having virtually a brand
new team, did not back off on it's 1993-94
schedule. The Tars lost their opener to
UCF 72-57
, but edged by Bluefield State
Men's
Basketball
Hoops It
Up
of West Virginia 50 -48 in the first round
of it's Holler Cheverolet/Tangerine
Tournament. Jhon Steele was named to
the All Tournament team in the Tanger-
ine. Despite a heartbreaking 82-74
overtime loss to #17 ranked Florida
Southern in the Milk Challenge at the
Orlando Arena on December 18th, the
Rollins College Basketball team looked to
that game for solace and experience in it's
home basketball game. The Tars ended
up in the number eight spot and had to
face the unenvitable task of playing #1
University of Tampa at home. Although
the results weren't favorable, the Tars
returned home with a substantial season
record.
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SCOREBOARD
# 54 Frode Loftesness
goes above the rim as
North Florida just stands
back.
On the ground or in the
air , the Tars will do any-
thing to keep their ball.
10 1/4 Shippensburg(PA) 78-68 WH
11 1/5 Bentley{MA} 59-65 L H
12 1/8 Gardner-Webb (NC) 80-79 20T W H
13 1/12 # St. Leo 59-77 L A
14 1/15 # Florida Tech 63-65 L H
15 1/19 #Tampa 63-88 LA
16 1/24
'
Mississippi 46-67 OT L A
17 1/26 # Barry 61-66 L A
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I 'Livers
and the
cheerteam
huddle
together
to build
momen-
tum.
# 50 Derek Burrel gets
playing time, and blocks
a shot which gave Rollins
the chance to tie.
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# 42 Dawn
Henderson,
the Tars
leading
rebounder
and a solid
forward.
Front Row: Tami Newcomb, Melissa Gavin, Jennifer
Gossett, Dawn Henderson, Ashley Felton, Krissy
Wegman. Back Row: Eddie Cole, Assistant Coach,
Kelly Klesius, Jennifer Crawford, Dory Schofield,
Kellie Gardner, Lyn Waterhouse, Glenn Wilkes, Jr.,
Head Coach.
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# 12 Krissy Wegman
poses with Head Coach
Glenn Wilkes at Senior
Night.
# 21 Kellie Gardner at it
again!
# 14 Kelly Klesius, fights
for the ball. This just goes
to show the game is
about "survival of the fit-
test".
# 21 Kellie Gardner tries
to maintain her ranking
as top scorer for the 2nd
straight year..
SCOREBOARD
Franklin 89-72
Nebraska 61-79
Brewton 81-57
Monmouth 120-73
Clinch Valley 102-73
St. Francis 82-25
Florida Tech 74-73
Barry 92-65
Barton(NC)
Flagler
Webber
Phili. Tex.
90-76
81-52
72-48
77-90
E. Stroudsburg 82-76
St. Leo 96-53
Tampa 79-85
Eckerd 99-56
Women's Basketball returned three
strong starters: Kellie Gardner, Dawn
Henderson and Chrissy Wegman. The
rest of the lineup is a strong freshman
crop which includes Converse All Ameri-
can Dory Schofield, Tami Newcomb,
Ashley Felton and Melissa Gabman.
junior Dawn Henderson poured in a
carrer high thirty one points against
Franklin (IN) in the team's opener.
Rollins was ranked second in the Sun-
shine State Conference Coach's pre-
season poll. The Rollins women's
basketball team entered it's annual
"Holiday Blitz" of games with a 5-1
superb winning record heading into
Women's
Basketball
Shoots for
the Top
Sunshine State Conference play January
12th at St. Leo.
Senior forward Kellie Gardner needed
just thirty one points to become only the
eighth woman in Rollins history to join
the 1000 point club. Rollins ranked #5 in
the south region, which was a positive
sign because the top six teams from the
south will make the NCAA Tournament.
Coach Glenn Wilkes had his team in high
gear for a run at the Tars first SSC title
since when Rollins won three straight
from 1988-1990. Rollins finished third in
the SSC chase this season.
Sports • 231
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#23 Pitcher
Gregg
Smyth
,
pitches a
fast one
against N.
Florida
*>* Iff
Front row (L to R): Joe Iarrobino, John Hernandez, Peter
Leopardi, Harrold Garrido, Steve Ulicny and Matt Bekoff.
Middle Row (L to R): Matt Dzuree, Justin Hesenius, Tom Peck,
Ryan Alkire, Matt Scales, Tony Rich, Ben Fleetham, Jason
Lunetta, and Jorge Perez. Back Row (L to R): John Fulghman,
Head Coach, Rocky Contreras, Pat Kennedy, Gregg Smyth, Sean
Connolly, Matt Raymond, Glenn Kowalski, Scott Thayer, Jim
Horvath, Assistant Coach, Eric Page, Student Assistant Coach,
Al Iosue, Assistant Coach, Bob Rikeman, Assistant Coach.
#15 Sean Connoly makes
a base hit against Tampa.
Baseball fans enjoy the
game in the best seats
next to the field.
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#24 ScottThayer and#12
wait paiently for the offi-
cial ruling against the
UCF Knights.
#11 Tony Rich catches a
fastball.
SCOREBOARD
2/6 Central Florida 5-1 W
2/8 Warner Southern 5-2 W
2/9 Flagler 5-4 W
2/11 Morehouse 14-0 W
2/12 Morehouse 22-0 W
2/15 Warner Southern 6-0 W
2/16 Palm Beach Atlantic 20-2 W
2/19 Central Florida 7-5 W
2/20 St. Michael's 20-0 W
2/22 Michigan 7-6 W
2/23 Bates 18-2 W
2/25 St. Michaels 8-0 W
2/26 St. Michaels 6-1 W
2/28 Kean 9-6 W
3/3 C. W Post 3-4 L
3/5 Ithaca 1-4 L
3/7 Wake Forest 6-9 L
3/8 Illinois-Chicago 2-1 W
3/9 Fairleigh Dickinson 10-5 W
The 1994 Tars, once ranked #4 in the pre-
season NCAA Division II poll by Baseball
America , were fifth in NCAAII stolen
base percentage last year. The Tars stole
more bases than any college team in
America last year. The Tars hoped to
bring a first NCAA II national title to
Winter Park but were unsuccessful. With
only three seniors gone from last year,
Mike Cecere, Ray Fernandez, and Todd
Deibel, the team is a tightly wound
rubber band this year. Third year coach
John Fulgham returned six position
starters and his entire pitching staff.
Strong pitching will be the determining
factor in a record-making season. This
years recruiting class consists of transfers
"SWING,
BATTER,
BATTER,
BATTER,
SWING!"
and freshmen, filling the positions of
3rd base, 2nd base, right-field, two
pitchers and a catcher. Highlights of the
1994 schedule include single games
with the University of Miami, Michigan,
Central Florida, Rhode Island, and
Massachusetts. The Tars hosted the
47th Annual "Baseball Week" Tourna-
ment March 7-12 at Alfond Stadium.
Wake Forest, Illinois-Chicago and
Fairleigh-Dickson participated this year
in the nation's oldest college tourney.
The Tars honored its 1954 team upon
the 40th anniversary of that group's
appearance in the College World Series.
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SCOREBOARD
Catch me If you can!
J/ 1U Illinois-Chicago 5-3 W
D/ 11 Wake Forest 0-5 L
T /1 9J/ IZ Fairleigh Dickinson 10-5 W
a/ l^t Rhode Island 23-3 W
J / ID Rhode Island 3-0 W
J/ lo Bluefield State 24-0 W
J/ 17 Massachusetts 4-3 W
Graceland 10-2 W
3/23 So. Connecticut St. 15-6W
Florida Tech 9-5W
3 /9£ Florida Tech 6-7 L
3 /97J/ Z/ Florida Tech 7-5 W
3 /9QJ / Z7 Cardinal Stritch 27-11 W
d /1
*/ 1 Barry 2-3 L
4/2 Barry 6-0 W
4/2 Barry 9-5 W
4/5 Miami 4-2 L
4/8 Eckerd 5-6 L
4 /9 Eckerd 14-8 W
d /1 n1/ 1U Eckerd 11-2 W
d /1 9t/ 1Z T \/nn T Tni\/'£»t"cif"\/'Lyllll I—>1 11 Vtl jlly 11-1 w1 V V
d /1 9
-i/ IZ Lynn University 7-5 W
d /1 5f/ lj Tampa 12-14 L
d /1 A
'i/ lu Tampa 2-5 L
d /1 74-/ 1/ Tampa 3-15 L
d /1Q St. Thomas 9-5 W
4 /9T4 / Zj North Florida 4-8 L
/I /914/ZJ North Florida 1-10 L
A /9/I4/Z4 North Florida 4-5 L
4/26 Edward Waters 20-5 W
4/29 St.Leo 15-9 L
4/30 St.Leo 5-7 L
5/1 St. Leo 6-1 W
5/6 Florida Southern 1-6 L
5/7 Florida Southern 4-2 W
5/8 Florida Southern 5-7 L
Veteran pitcher, Matt
Scales warms up for the
big game.
236 • Sports
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Front row: DeAnne Wingate, Jen Nawadi, Lauren Shrensky,
Pam Pushkin, Amy Percy. Middle row: Marni Liebowitz,
Monica Hunsader, Jen Bannon, Jen McBrair, Linn Serran. Back
row: Coach, Israel Ramos, Laurie Levy, Amy Eisinger, Darcy
Bailey, Kristen Schorer, Mary Worthen, Melissa Ritchie, Alison
Michaux, Kara Birbrower.
Serious faces, as the play- Practice is always
ers on the sideline watch and hard work,
an intense match.
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Sandspur field and it's
familiar signs, the spirit
of Rollins.
earn
Front row (L to R): Sam Farmer, Robert Cameron, Tony Lawlor,
Tim Waisanen, Tim Kehrig, Judd Lando, Asst. Coach, Declan
Link. Middle row: Allen O'Neil, Ted Holt, Guy Eldredge,Mike
Nelson, Simon Wiseman, Sean Morton, Kenny Bonnett, Mike
McKee, Asst. Coach, Chuck Gallager. Back row: Asst. Coach,
Ajit Korgaokor, David Hughes, Hamilton Krans, John Smith,
Alex Skodnik, Derrick Laundry, Neil Cohen, Kurt Wells, Steve
Bence, Gregg Slamen, Mike Deaver, Head Coach, Keith Buckley.
SCOREBOARD
WOMEN'S SOCCER
9/25 Flagler College 2-0 W
9/29 Valencia C.C 5-2 W
10/2 Univ. South Fl. 0-3 L
10/3 St. Thomas Univ. 1-2 L
10/5 Stetson 0-10 L
10/11 Flagler 4-1 W
10/16 Brevard, N.C. 0-7 L
10/23 Stetson 0-10 L
10/27 Valencia C.C. 1-2 L
Step by step, inch by inch, the Rollins
College men's soccer program has moved
back toward the elite of the nation's
NCAA Division II soccer programs.
Playing in the nation's toughest soccer
league, the Sunshine State Conference,
Rollins was 14-4 overall in 1993 and had a
final mark of 5-2 in league play-its best
record in conference action since 1990.
The Tars concluded the year with a
satisfying 2-1 victory over crosstown rival
and Division I opponent University of
Central Florida. Rollins finished the year
ranked #17 in the NCAA II national poll
marking the first time a Rollins team has
been in the top 20 all season since 1982.
ROLLINS
SOCCER
TEAM PULLS
OUT ALL OF
THE STOPS
Primarily a sophomore-junior domi-
nated team, Rollins will return nine
starters next season and the Tars have
made the next step back towards being
competive in their league.
The women's soccer club ended it's
season with a 6-6-2 record and increased
enthusiasm over the team's performance.
Head Coach Israel Ramos has worked
hard to build a strong team. Junior
Alison Michaux leads the team with goals
and assist. She is followed closely by
Jennifer McBriar and Laurie Levy. The
club team had a tough schedule with
several division I teams.
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SCOREBOARD
MEN S SOCCER
9/4 Embry-Riddle 2-0W
9/11 St. Thomas 4-1 W
9/18 Florida Southern 5-3W
9/22 Palm Beach Atlantic 5-1 W
9/25 Savannah Coll A&D 7-1 W
9/26 Brewton Parker 5-0 W
9/30 Eckerd 1-0 W
10/3 St.Leo 2-0W
10/9 No. Florida 4-3 W
10/10 Queens 0-2 L
10/13 Webber 6-0W
10/17 Longwood Va. 9-0W
10/20 Flagler 1-0W
10/23 F.I.T 0-3 L
10/27 Stetson 2-3 L
10/30 Barry 4-1 W
11/6 Tampa 0-2 L
# 19 runs away with the
ball.
The men's soccer team is
known for their team
spirit on and off the field.
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SAILING TEAM
TRAVELS FAR
The Rollins College sailing team traveled to
New London, CT to compete in Danmark
Cup at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy in
October. Rollins' only coed team competed
against 6 of the top 20 teams across the
nation. Coach Rich Morris says the trip as
"an incredible experience for sailors, be-
cause we had not had much of an opportu-
nity to get of the South Atlantic region." The
team recognized what they had to to be
more competitive on the national level. The
team was #4 in the district last year and
moved up to #2 this year heading into the
South SAISA Sloop Championships in St.
Petersburg. The Fall season closed at the
Dinghy Championships held at the College
of Charleston.
Rl
151
Front row: Kiomi Johansen, Karen Zagrodny, Vivian
Blanchard, Keith Swaggart, Reed Potter.
Back row: Coach, Rich Morris, Christopher Gilbert,
Diane Hathaway, Maria Mercado, TedSmith, Pete
Crocker, Captain, Will Dunn.
The Rollins Sailing team
prepares for their regatta.
The Cheerleading team
shows what they are
made of
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Sitting in a boat in the
middle of Lake Viriginia
is one of the simple plea-
sures of being on the sail-
ing team.
Front row: Patricia Pasqual, Terra Wright, Lynn
Serrano, Back row: Nyree Triptree, Dan-Ba Mulligan,
Abby Boyle, Chris Sheehan, Captain, Irvin Moore, Stacey
Burnett, Joe Senna, Nicole Weaver, and Coach, Rossi
Mills.
CHEERLEADING
TEAM WOWS
THE CROWD
The cheerleading team has supported
the Rollins College men's basketball
team throughout a challenging season.
A season in which the team lost some of
it's top senior players and had to focus
on developing a predominately new
team. The Cheerleading team came on
strong this year in order to keep spirit
alive. The team is coached by Rossi
Mills, a professional dancer and a
former cheerleader himself, who
Captain Irvin Moore and brought to the team a new style
Terra Wright perform one of consisting of high energy moves and
the new and improved exciting stunts. The captain of the "93-
stunts. 94" team is Junior Irvin Moore, a
cheerleader for the past two years. The
team as a whole has come a long way.
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Rollins battles it out on
the court!
On and off the court, the
women's volley ball team
plays with intensity.
Kendall Goodier work-
ing on increasing her
record for kills.
Team work is a key for
success for any team
sport. The women's vol-
leyball team has it down
pack.
SCOREBOARD
9/13 Eckerd 3-0W
9/15 St.Leo 3-0W
9/18 Tampa 0-3 L
9/22 Florida So. 0-3 L
9/29 No. Florida 1-3 L
10/2 Florida Tech 3-1 W
10/5 Flagler 3-1 W
10/8 Barry 0-3 L
10/9 Nova 3-1 W
10/13 Eckerd 3-0 W
10/15 Mars Hill 3-0 W
10/15 No. Florida 0-3 L
10/16 Alaska-Fairbanks 3-0W
10/16 Alaska-Fairbanks 1-3 L
10/20 St. Leo 3-0W
10/22 No. Alabama 3-1 W
10/22 Presbyterian 3-0W
10/23 Jacksonville State 3-2W
10/23 St. Leo 3-0 W
Coach Mark Headrick started two fresh-
men, three sophomores and a senior in his
first four matches. The team had a full
slate of matches in October as they host
the Rollins Invitational with Alaska-
Fairbanks, North Florida and Mars Hill at
tha Enyart-Alumni Fieldhouse. The
Rollins women's volleyball team con-
cluded its 1993 18-13 season by dropping
a four-game decision to Barry University,
Nov. 13 at the Fieldhouse. Rollins loses
senior Valerie Rihm this season. The
youthful lineup for next season consists
of Sophomores Daniela Brenha who led
the Tars in hitting this season, followed by
WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
SERVES IT
UP
Christine Smilari and Kendall
Goodier. Freshman Jennifer Maloney
proved to be a sparkplug this season.
Maloney established a new Rollins
season record for assists with 1,052,
breaking Melanie Dunbar's mark of
973 from last year. The biggest
highlight of its season was Rollins
winning the Jacksonville State Tour-
nament in Alabama. The Tars were 6-
8 in SSC play for fifth place. Daniela
Brenha was also named Honorable
Mention All-SSC and made All-
Tournament in all three classics in
which the Tars participated this
season.
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Spending
time in the
cold waters
of Lake
Viriginia is
a typical
event for a
skier.
Xearn
Front row: John Meis, Dana Preble, Alison Scott, Christopher
Captner, Melissa Brown, Bill Hawkins. Back row: Rob Piziali,
Gary Bosses, Ian Butler, Matt May, Don Golden, Tom
Cavanaugh, Coach, Mark Bledsole.
An example of grace Grace and athletic ability
are skills needed to
waterski
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As the crowd watches in
awe, so and so performs a
high intensity jump.
Smile ! Watersking is fun!
The Rollins waterski team defeated
Eckerd College in two straight
tournaments after the rival team
finished ahead of Rollins to earn a
trip to the Collegiate Nationals in
California. The team placed second
at the Florida State University
tournament Oct. 23-24 in Tallahassee,
FL and at the Embry-Riddle Tourna-
ment Nov. 6-7. Freshman Matt May
turned in the best jump by a Rollins
skier since 1985 graduate Mike
Morgan ( who finished fifth overall at
the World Water Ski Championship
in Singapore). The jump of 147 feet
earned May a fourth place finish in
Tallahassee.
WATERSKI
JUMPS
TO A
COMPETITVE
FINISH
Other personal bests during the fall
season include jumps of 129 by junior
Rob Piziali and 128 by senior Ian
Butler. Freshman Ali Scott jumped 43
at the University of Central Florida
tournament in September. Senior Bill
Hawkins earned third place at
Embry-Riddle with a trick score of
1,790. Tom Cavanaugh and freshman
Brian Maloney followed at 4th and
5th place with scores of 1,630 and
1,410 respectively. Alaska native
Kerri O'Neill's trick score of 2,010
points were outstanding along with
senior Chris Barrett's slalom with 3
1/2 at 28 off. Dana Preble, a junior
has been out standing for the
women's team. „ .
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Keeping up momentum Making waves
depends on the support backstroke,
of team menbers.
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On your mark, get set, go!
SCOREBOARD
MEN WOMEN
11/13 Eckerd L W
11/21 Tampa L L
11/21 Augustana W L
12/4 Morehouse w
12/4 Tampa L
1/22 Broward C.C. L W
2/6 Morehouse L
2/6 Spelman W
2/8 Florida A&M L L
The men's and women's swim team
opened its season November 13th at
Alfond Swimming Pool. The team looks
impressive with the return of senior Lori
Thompson, who was active all summer
competing for her home team in the
Bahamas. Thompson has also been
named captain for the women's team.
Julieann Feger, last year's team MVP, also
returned and is expected to dominate in
the butterfly.
BACKSTROKE,
FRONTSTOKE,
SWIM TEAM
DOES IT
ALL
Junior Chris Curtis worked to qualify
for nationals in the 100 breast-stroke.
Curtis graduted from Bishop Moore
High School where he was team
captain. This years newcomer is
Derek Boorn, a HighSchool Ail-
American for another year. The Tars
schedule included University of
Tampa, Moorhouse and Spelman.
The women finished their season 2-4
and the men 3-5 finish.
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class o£ 1994
JEFFERY DANIEL ABAR
35 WALNUT ROAD
HAMPDEN MA 01036
LOUIS P. ADDESSO, JR.
1 GRACIE TERRACE
NEW YORK NY 10028
ELEUTERIO ROGER ALILIN, JR.
625 BROOKWOOD LANE
MAITLAND FL 32751
ELIZABETH JAYNE ANDERSON
1630 BRIDGEWATER DR.
HEATHROW FL 32746
KENNETH SCOTT ANDREWS
ROLLINS COLLEGE
CAMPUS BOX 1833
CHRISTINA MARIA APATHY
191 SELMA AVENUE
NGLEWOOD FL 34223
BARTLEY ALLAN ARGO
310 CHADWELL DRIVE
SEFFNER FL 33584
DARCI JEAN BAILEY
WINTERSET FARM
WEST BURKE VT 05871
CANDICE BAINE
661 SHELLBACK WAY
APT. W148
MASHPEE MA 02649
BLAIR WILLIAM BEACH
1890 EDWIN BLVD.
WINTER PARK FL 32789
ERIC BRANDON BEALL
6389 CARDINAL LANE
DAPHNE AL 36526
JOSEPH EDWIN BECK
1 SWEETBRIAR LANE
WESTERVILLE OH 43081
STEVEN MATTHEW BENCE
NO 1, HOME FARM
CLOSE EAST HENDRED,
OXFORDSHIRE ENGLAND
NICOLE LYNN BERG
2765 NORTHRIDGE DRIVE, EAST
CLEARWATER FL 34621
MARY RACHEL BERGMAN-KRIDLER
4670-K MIDDLEBROOK RD.
ORLANDO FL 32811
LINDA SUE BERNARD
POST OFFICE BOX 180275
CASSELBERRY FL 32718
HELEN-ANNE BIGHAM
2 KENDALL COURT
MENDHAM NJ 07945
GREGORY BARLOW BINNEY
340 YELLOWROOT LANE
ATLANTA GA 30350
NOELLE ELIZABETH BITHER
29 PERKINS AVENUE
READING MA 01867
RUSSELL MACFARLAND BLACKMER III
5413 CREEPING HAMMOCK DRIVE
SARASOTA FL 34231
DANIEL SCOTT BLAKE
P.O. BOX 1656
WINTER PARK FL 32790
LOUISE ANN BODACK
12 RUSHBY WAY
YONKERS NY 10701
DOROTHY ELIZABETH BOLLING
1555 DOLPH ROAD
JACKSONVILLE FL 32220
REID JONATHON BOREN
3329 ST. MALO COURT
PALM BEACH GARDENS FL 33410
DAVID CRAIG BOTH
3 GREENTREE DRIVE
RICHMOND VA 23229
STEPHANIE BOTHWELL
38 BARRINGER ROAD
DARIEN CT 06820
ELEANA CHRISTINE BRAVO
5334 SPRING RUN AVENUE
ORLANDO FL 32819
RICKY LEE BRIGGS
4644 9TH STREET
ZEPHYRHILLS FL 33540
ELIZABETH CARRIE BRINDLEY
PLANTATION AT PONTE VEDRA
176 GOVERNORS ROAD
PONTE VEDRA BEACH FL 32082
KRISTEN ANN BROADHEAD
982 LAKE HOUSE DRIVE, SOUTH
NORTH PALM BEACH FL 33408
DANIEL PAUL BROOKS
4116 FAWN LANE
ALLISON PARK PA 15101
MARK ARNOLD BROWN
760 WEATHERLY LANE
ATLANTA GA 30328
MELISSA STEWART BROWN
C/O ALCOA HONG KONG OFFICE
1501 ALCOA BLDG.
PITTSBURG PA 15219
GINGER BRYANT
650 MINNESOTA AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
MICHAEL ANTONIO BRYANT
8 SAN JOSE CIRCLE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
STACEY ELIZABETH BURNETT
1415 RAINTREE LANE
MOUNT DORA FL 32757
DEREK MC CLAIN BURRELL
11318 PARTRIDGE DRIVE
TAMPA FL 33625
IAN JANUARY BUTLER
9 SAW MILL HILL ROAD
MECHANICVILLE NY 12118
JOSEPH CAPUTO
3318 CHESHIRE LANE APT. B
SARASOTA FL 34237
NESTOR XAVIER CARABAJAL
5335 LONG ISLAND DRTVE
ATLANTA GA 30327
MEREDITH MILLER CARLISLE
P.O. BOX 460
ALEXANDER CITY AL 35010
MARY ANN CARMODY 656
WEYBRIDGE COURT
LAKE MARY FL 32746
VANESSA MEREDITH CARROLL
LAGUNA GARDENS V APT. 4-K
CAROLINA, PR 00979
MORGAN DANA CATHERWOOD
622 ROSE LANE
BRYN MAWR PA 19010
JONATHAN MC CAULEY CHARLSON 25
GREENLY ROAD
NEW CANAAN CT 06840
TREVOR ALAN CLENDENIN
2845 SAINT PAUL BLVD
ROCHESTER NY 14617
WINDSOR DEXTER COFFIN
255 SOUTH BEACH ROAD
POST OFFICE BOX 1369
HOBE SOUND FL 33455
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH COHEN
125 EAST WEBSTER AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
ROCKY ALAN CONTRERAS
17546 WILLOW POND DR.
LUTZ FL 33549
JON MICHAEL COVIN
5522 WANETA DRIVE
DALLAS TX 75209
PETER BATCHELDER CROCKER
90 SEAWARD ROAD, BOX 81195
WELLESLEY HILLS MA 02181
ANNA MARIE CRUZ
19 BELVOIR AVENUE
CHATTANOOGA TN37411
JULIA MURRAY CUDDIHY
21 BANK STREET
NEW YORK NY 10014
JOHN OSBORNE CURTIS
1624 BRAMAN AVENUE
FT. MYERS FL 33901
PAMELA FROST CUTRONE
1862 MAHOGANY DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32825
DONALD EDWARD D'ORTO, JR.
711 THUNDER TRAIL
MAITLAND FL 32751
TODD GWINN DAVENPORT
2419 GLENANN DRIVE
CLEARWATER FL 34624
KATHARINE CARSON DAVIS
11 CARDINAL ROAD
GREENWICH CT 06830
YECENIA NATALIA DAWSON
P. S. C. BOX 1101 A. P.O.
MIAMI FL 34005
CARLOS SANTOS DAYAO
646 ROUGHBEARD ROAD
WINTER PARK FL 32792
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JOSETTE FRANCOISE DE COURTEN
1520 SOUTH HENRY AVENUE
ELKINS WV 26241
VERONICA DE LA TORRE
D. A. 6 RAMIREZ ARELLANO
GUAYNABO PR 00657
AMY ELIZABETH DENISON
4138 WALLINGFORD PLACE
DURHAM NC 27707
CHRISTINA LOUISE DETTORE
22 MOHEGAN STREET
NORFOLK MA 02056
CHATA ALISON DICKSON
1609 PARKSIDE PLACE
INDIAN HARBOR BEACH FL 32937
JAMES PETER DILLER
POST OFFICE BOX 226
NORTH BRIDGTON ME 04057
TAMATHA ANN DIMOND
1503 NEAR THICKET LN
STEVENSON MD 21153
CHRISTINE ANNE DORHOUT MEES
APARTADO AEREO 4305
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
ABBY RUST DROSDZAL
11778 HOLLYVIEW DRIVE
GREAT FALLS VA 22066
AUDREY JUNE DUKE
106 PEARCE ROAD
AUBURNDALE FL 33823
RICHARD NICCOLO DUNN
PINE ISLAND
RYE NY 10580
WILLIAM PHILLIPS DUNN
2222 WEST GRANVIEW AVE.
ERIE PA 16506
KATHRYN ELIZABETH EDWARDS
3744 ALLENWOOD STREET
SARASOTA FL 34232
LYNDA LEE EHLE
P.O. BOX 100755
FORT WORTH TX 76185
CRISTINA MARIA EHNTHOLT
15400 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY 27
OCALA FL 34482
GEORGE ELIAS EL-RAHI
2035 S. KIRKMAN RD #113
ORLANDO FL 32811
MONIQUE JOANNE ELIAS DE MARI
9085 GREAT HERON CIRCLE
CYPRESS POINT
ORLANDO FL 32836
MONA ELKABANI
725 SOUTH TROPICAL TRAIL
MERRITT ISLAND FL 32952
JOHANNA LEE ELLIS
417 SEAPORT BLVD.
PORT CANAVERAL FL 32920
EMILY ALICIA EMERSON
583 6TH AVENUE
NORTH NAPLES FL 33940
KR1STA LISE ENDAHL
9845 WEDGEWOOD LANE
LEESBURG FL 34788
AMY REBECCA ESLICK
714 SOUTH DAVIS BLVD
TAMPA FL 33606
ANNE NORTON EVANS
125 S. INTERLACHEN AVE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
STARKE MATTHEW EVANS
24539 WILLISTON ROAD
DENTON MD 21629
LANE ELIAS FAISON
2110 STONEBRIDGE LN
CHARLOTTE NC 28211
LINWOOD MASON FEATHERSTON
7739 WINDBREAK ROAD
ORLANDO FL 32019
ERIN MARGARET FITCH
POST OFFICE BOX 394
WEST SUFFIELD CT 06093
MICHELLE KATHERINE FOWLER
3930 KATHMAR
JACKSON MI 49203
MARY ANNE FRANCIS
20 CHASE STREET
WEST HARWICH MA 02671
PAIGE ALEXANDER FREDERICK
APT. 9 HOVIC P.O. BOX 127
KINGSHILL ST. CROIX VI 00851
JASON HARRIS FRIEDMAN
74 BERNICE DRTVE
FREEHOLD NJ 07728
ROBERT DUDLEY FROST, JR.
338 WEST BEACH ROAD
CHARLESTOWN RJ 02813
JODI LYNNE FULMER
374 NORTH BOYD STREET
WINTER GARDEN FL 34787
CAROLINE ELIZABETH FUTCH
1238 SOUTHEAST 5TH STREET
OCALA FL 32671
KELLIE MARIE GARDNER
1714 PINEKNOLL LANE
ALBANY GA 31707
STACEY ALISON GARFUNKEL
70 EAST 77TH STREET
NEW YORK NY 10021
KEVIN PATRICK GARRISON
1899 MOUNT ROYAL DRIVE
ATLANTA GA 30329
VIRGINIA HUNT GAVIN
339 BELOIT AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
SEAN ALEXANDER GENTRY
31442 WEKIVA RIVER ROAD
SORRENTO FL 32776
CHRISTOPHER ABBEY GILBERT
C/O JOHNSON & HIGGINS
125 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK NY 10004
KATHERINE TAYLOR GILLETT
214 FOREST AVENUE
GLEN RIDGE NJ 07028
KIMBERLY PATRICIA GLISKER
125 STRATFORD AVENUE
GARDEN CITY NY 11530
LESLIE RAE GNADINGER
5405 YE OLDE POST RD #3
LOUISVILLE KY 40219
LISA SHERYLE GOLDBERG
171 LANTERNBACK IS. DRIVE
SATELLITE BEACH FL 32937
JULIAN JOSE GONZALEZ, JR.
3332 STONEWOOD COURT
ORLANDO FL 32806
MARIO DAVID GONZALEZ-CHAVEZ
1650 WALNUT AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
SUZANNE SHAW GRAHAM
1385 HIBISCUS AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
AUDEN LEWIS GRUMET
2863 CAREYGATE NW
ATLANTA GA 30305
ROBERT THOMAS GUILLEM
7769 COUNTRY PLACE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
PHILIP BLAKESLEE HALE
768 PARK MANOR DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32825
ANDREA GORDON HAMLIN
14 CHAPEL STREET
FREEPORT ME 04032
RYAN MICHAEL HANNA
69 HILLSIDE ROAD
WATERTOWN MA 02172
SHIRLEY ANN HAPPEL
6101 DEACON DRIVE
WINDERMERE FL 32876
ALICE ANNE HARDEE
4915 SPRINGFIELD DRIVE
DUNWOODY GA 30338
CHRISTINE AGNES HARLAND
330 CHERRY DRIVE
SATELLITE BEACH FL 32937
SHANNON O'NEILL HARRISON
4757 BEXLEY LANE
MOBILE AL 36608
KIMBERLY ANN HART
2721 WEKTVA MEAD. CT.
APOPKA FL 32712-4054
ALEESE MILLS HARTMANN
C/O CEEBS HARTMANN
3481 LAKESIDE DR. NE STE.1605
ATLANTA GA 30326
DIANE ELIZABETH HATHAWAY
130 WEST ATLANTIC BLVD
OCEAN CITY NJ 08226
HUBERT WILLIAM HAWKINS IV
8 LAKE WOODS SHORE ROAD
SHERMAN CT 06784
HOLLY LEANNE HAWORTH
9310 DANEY ST.
WINTER GARDEN FL 34787
DANIEL WARREN HAZLETT
1626 NO. PROSPECT AVE. APT 1609
MILWAUKEE WI 53202
JONATHAN MAXWELL HECKSCHER
330 FAIRHILL ROAD
WYNNEWOOD PA 19096
ROMY LYNN HEFNER
39 WEST 425 SILVER GLEN ROAD
ST. CHARLES IL 60175
GEOFFREY CORWIN HIGGINS
185 MAIN STREET
CONCORD MA 01742
HOLLI NOELLE HIGHFIELD
3305 TRINITY ROAD
LOUISVILLE KY 40206
ELIZABETH YUNG SHIL GOLDHIRSCH
2 WILLOW PLACE
BROOKLYN NY 11201
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ANDREW BEATTIE HILL
7013 MAPLE AVENUE
CHEVY CHASE MD 20815
BRIAN LEE HILL
1 18 HICKORY ROAD
BRISTOL TN 37620
TARA MICHELLE HIVELY
5109 RALEIGH ROAD
RICHMOND VA 23231
KIMBERLEY ANN HOCKER
107 EAST COTTAGE AVE.
HADDONFIELD NJ 08033
CAROLYN ELIZABETH HODGES
3176 NORTH 18TH STREET
ARLINGTON VA 22201
THEODORE JOHN HOEPNER, JR.
2047 FOREST CLUB DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32804
CHRISTINE ANNE HOLDEN
175 NO. HARBOR DR. APT. #4106
CHICAGO IL 60601
NANCY VIRGINIA HOLLINGSWORTH
600 MUSEUM DRIVE
CHARLOTTE NC 28207
ROBERT LEE HOLLY, JR.
37 GOULDING PLACE
ROSWELL GA 30075
AMANDA FRANCES HORNE
254 OTIS ROAD
BARRINGTON HILLS IL 60010
ASHLEY EVELYN HOVEN
111 OLD ORCHARD
HUDSON OH 44236
JAY CHUNG HSIAO
871 CHESTNUT LAKE DRIVE
MARIETTA GA 30068
DAVID GEORGE HUGHES
821 BRIAR FARM LANE
KIRKWOOD MO 63122
SHANNON ELIZABETH HUNT
626 WARRENTON ROAD
WINTER PARK FL 32792
BARBARA JEAN HUSAR
552A OSCEOLA AVE.
WINTER PARK FL 32789
JEANNIE REBECCA INFANTE
5414 TRIBUNE DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32812
JENNIFER MELINDA JANETTE
932 C LAKE DESTINY DRIVE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
SUZANNA NATALIE JARRETT
100 HARTLAND STREET
HARTFORD CT 06112
OMAR HAMID JE BAILEY
8519 TULIP COURT BAY HILL
ORLANDO FL 32819
KELLY ANNE JENKINS
1330 WOODMOOR DRIVE
FORT WAYNE IN 46804
PAIGE ELIZABETH JENSEN
5001 E LBJ FREEWAY STE 840
DALLAS TX 75244
BRIAN DAVID JOHNSON
2500 HOWELL BRANCH RD. APT. 214
WINTER PARK FL 32792
CHRISTOPHER RICE JOHNSON
1210 ALBERTA DRIVE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
CYNTHIA LORENE JOINER
15351 CAPE DRIVE
N JACKSONVILLE FL 32226
MEGHAN ELIZABETH JORDAN
24 FAIRHAVEN ROAD
NASHUA NH 03060
HEIMA JOSHI
1813 WINGFIELD DR.
LONGWOOD FL 32779
CHARMAINE IFEOMA JOSIAH
1836 METZEROTT RD. #608
ADELPHI MD 20783-3445
LISBETH KATHRYN KAHN
1210 GEORGE BUSH BLVD. APT. 2
DELRAY BEACH FL 33483
KATHRYN GILL KALIN
19210 STABLE FORD LANE
HUNTERSVILLE NC 28078
MUTSUKO KANEDA
1081 S HIAWASSEE
APT #725
ORLANDO FL 32835
REMINGTON RADEL KEATING
40 PHEASANT LANE
GREENWICH CT 06830
PAMELA NORRIS KELLEY
1325 ZAPATA COURT
WINTER SPRINGS FL 32708
ELAINE GAIL KELPIEN
3695 NORTH CARAMBOLA CIR.
COCONUT CREEK FL 33066
FRANCIS CAMERON KENNEDY
430 ARGONNE DRIVE
ATLANTA GA 30305
HEATHER SCHALL KERST
900 SLOEWOOD COURT
LAKE MARY FL 32746
MARC DOUGLAS KLEIN
35 EAST 84TH STREET APARTMENT
NEW YORK NY 10028
HEATHER ANN KLINGER
24 LAKESIDE DRIVE
GRANBY CT 06035
NICOLE LEIGH KORN
4376 TIDEWATER DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32812
JENNIFER SUSAN KOSSOW
145 LAMORAK LANE
MAITLAND FL 32751
HEATHER RENE KUCKLICK
15929 LARKSPUR STREET
ORLANDO FL 32828
KELLY ANNE LA GRECA
917 DONATION DRIVE
VIRGINIA BEACH VA 23455
FAE ANTOINETTE LACHANCE
1707 CRAWFORD DRIVE
SALISBURY MD 21801
RICHARD RANDOLPH LACLE
BARBA DI JONKUMAN STREET
P. O. BOX 362 ARUBA
DUTCH WEST INDIES
AMIR ARDALON LADAN
4653 TIFFANY WOODS CR.
OVIEDO FL 32765
JUDDSON ASCHNER LANDO
6 GRANTLEY COURT
YORK PA 17403
MELISSA DAWN LANES
25 INTERVALE ROAD
LIVINGSTON NJ 07039
ANDREA LATINA
27 MUSKET ROAD
WEST WARWICK RI 02893
NURY JANICE LAVANDIER
9735 NORTH WEST 52ND STREET
APARTMENT #114
MIAMI FL 33178
DONALD PATRICK LEBLOND
20 HOLLY DRIVE
NASHUA NH 03063
CARINA MARIE LEESON
1208 WOLVERINE TRAIL
WINTER SPRINGS FL 32708
MIGUEL ARTHUR LEWIS
3620 FARRAQUT ST.
HOLLYWOOD FL 33021
ALLAN BUTTRICK LIVESEY
101 PHILLIPS WAY
PALM HARBOR FL 34683
PAOLA LOPEZ
9929 NORTHWEST 5TH LANE
MIAMI FL 33172
MARIBEL LOPEZ-GUTIERREZ
7366 LAZY HILL DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32818
JENNIFER CLAUDIA MADIGAN
9318 OLD MANSION ROAD
ALEXANDRIA VA 22309
JOHN CHRISTIAN MAHONEY
78 WEST BARE HILL ROAD
HARVARD MA 01451
JUNAID SYED ABDUL MALIK
503 BARCLAY AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32701
AMY LYNN MARINARI
2 BROPHY DRIVE
TRENTON NJ 08638
LEIGH CROSBY MARKEY
9 RINGBOLT ROAD
HINGHAM MA 02043
GRAEME MC CLUER MARSHALL
136 APAWAMIS AVENUE
RYE NY 10580
SUZANNE MARIE MARTIN
2042 PARK PLACE
BOCA RATON FL 33486
LISA CHRISTINE MARTINEZ
1648 BOMI CIRCLE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
AMANDA EASTMAN MATHEWS
401 WEST TYNE DRIVE
NASHVILLE TN 37205
JENNIFER LYNNE MC CORMACK
1570 EUNICE LANE
CLEARWATER FL 34620
CANDICE SUE MC COY
S-5300 LAKESHORE ROAD
HAMBURG NY 14075
RYLIE R MC HAM
1801 ROXBURY ROAD
COLUMBUS OH 43212
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LISA MARIE MEEHAN
1740 MARLBOROUGH DR.
ATLANTA GA 30350
JENNIFER ANN MELI
112 - 20 72ND DRIVE
FOREST HILLS NY 11375
CAMERON SHIELDS MELVIN
223 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE
GREENVILLE NC 27834
ORLANDO MENDOZA
967 DELCHESTER ROAD
EDGEMONT PA 19028
ERIK ROBERT METZDORF
ROLLINS COLLEGE
CAMPUS BOX 1486
WINTER PARK FL 32789
MATTHEU IRWIN MILLER
10 PARTRIDGE CIRCLE
WINTER SPRINGS FL 32708
RUTH THERESE MLECKO
474 CHAPEL COURT
PITTSBURGH PA 15237
LISA ALLISON MOODY
05640 TWIN PALMS ROAD
FRUITLAND PARK FL 34731
KELLY ANN MORIARTY
614 BIRNIE AVENUE
WEST SPRINGFIELD MA 01089
DAWN ELIZABEH MORRIS
815 BUCKWOOD
ORLANDO FL 32806
JEFFREY HOWARD MORRIS
66 CHERRY VALLEY RD.
GREENWICH CT 06831
CYNTHIA DIANE MOSELEY
4600 N GOLDENROD ROAD
WINTER PARK FL 32792
ALEXA STUART MOTLEY
7822 MIDDAY LANE
ALEXANDRIA VA 22306
MELISSA LYNNE MULLIGAN
P.O. BOX 1116
JACKSON WY 83001
RICHARD PATRICK MULLIGAN
P.O. BOX 1116
JACKSON WY 83001
JOHN CLEMENT MYERS IV
P.O. BOX 2109
PONTE VEDRA BEACH FL 32004-2109
DAVID FRANKLIN NALL
525 TABATHA DR.
OSTEEN FL 32764-9310
THUY-TRAN MAU NGUYEN
8221 LOST LAKE DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32817
TRANG THUY NGUYEN
9515 ROSE WALK CT.
ORLANDO FL 32825
VAN QUYNH NGUYEN
1164 WOODLAND TERRACE TR.
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
SUZANNE MARIE NICOLOSI
611 NORTH MC KINLEY AVENUE
TURNERSVILLE NJ 08012
WALTER LAWRENCE NIEBLING IV
66 HOWE STREET
BAY HEAD NJ 08742
EMILY ANNE NITZ
1440 PERRY STREET
HOLLAND MI 49424
HIRAM TODD NORMAN
4419 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
CORAL GABLES FL 33146
DAWN MARIE NOYES
7457 D. DANIEL WEBSTER DRIVE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
ELIZABETH ERIN O'CONNOR
12541 FOLLY QUARTER ROAD
ELLICOTT CITY MD 21042
PATRICK JUSTIN O'DONNELL
8319 KERRY ROAD
CHEVY CHASE MD 20815
KERRI ANN O'NEILL
2140 ARLINGTON DRIVE
ANCHORAGE AK 99517
CHANG HOON OH
10544 GARDENWOOD RD.
ORLANDO FL 32837
DEREK LEE RODRIGUEZ OHLMS
4172 CROSSTRAILS DRIVE
ST. LOUIS MO 63017
RACHEL VILLAREAL OMO
P.O. BOX 421045
KISSIMMEE FL 34742-1045
HEATHER JOY OPPER
13060 MONET LANE
PALM BEACH GARDENS FL 33410
ERIC EDMUND PAGE
POST OFFICE BOX 206
NORTH HERO VT 05474
NICHOLAS PETER PANAGAKIS
2848 COBBLESTONE DRIVE
PALM HARBOR FL 34684
NELSY MARISOL PEREZ
1075 NORTHWEST 30TH ST. #2
MIAMI FL 33127
TRACY ANN PERKINS
660 8TH STREET N #13
NAPLES FL 33940
CAROL LILLARD PICTON
107 REDBIRD LANE
TERRACE PARK OH 45174
KAREN FAYE PIERSON
617 SE 12TH ST.
BELLE GLADE FL 33430
MICHAEL ANTHONY PILEGGI
7075 VILLA LANTANA WAY
NAPLES FL 33963
RYAN FREDERICK PILLA
P. O. BOX 148 HICKORY RD.
BALDWIN PLACE NY 10505
YOLANDA YVETTE ELLIS PITTMAN
1028 PRINCESS GATE BOULEVARD
WINTER PARK FL 32792
PAUL RONALD PLANTE, JR.
510 NORTH OCEAN BOULEVARD
POMPANO BEACH FL 33062
SUSAN JANE POLAND
6456 KINGSWOOD DRIVE
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46256
LARA JANE POVEROMO
WINTON MEADOWS,
P O BOX 6328SS
NASSAU BAHAMAS
MELANIE DIANE POWELL
113 1/2 N. HOUSTON
GRANBURY TX 76048
CHRISTOPHER LEE PRANCL
1585 MULLET LAND
NAPLES FL 33962
AMY ELIZABETH PRICE
5910 MAUSSER DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32822
KIRK ALLEN PUTT
2 BRIARWOOD DRIVE
ELVERSON PA 19520
ROBERT RICHARD RANS III
10 TIMBERLANE PEMBROKE
BERMUDA H M 6
MARK RASHKOW
2125 BERKELEY ROAD
HIGHLAND PARK IL 60035
TAMARA LYNN REJIMBAL
1109 DORA WAY
MT. DORA FL 32757
AMY CATHERINE REYNOLDS
453 PARK STREET
UPPER MONTCLA1R NJ 07043
ROBERT W' - ARD JOHN RICE
P.O. BOX 23/9
TAMPA FL 33601-2379
VALENCIA DISERY RICHARDS
P.O. BOX 1514 KINGS HILL
ST. CROIX VI 00851
PENELOPE SUZANNE RICHEY
606 31ST STREET
WEST BRADENTON FL 34205
VALERIE JO RIHM
1741 PALMER AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
BRANDON ORMAN RIPPEON
14931 SPRINGFIELD ROAD
GERMANTOWN MD 20874
REBECCA MANVILLE RISLEY
133 CALHOUN STREET
WASHINGTON CT 06794
LA SHALONDA DE SHAE ROBINSON
P. O. BOX 622
SANFORD FL 32772
MONIQUE RODRIGUEZ
2132 ELMCREST PLACE
OVIEDO FL 32765
PEGGY SUSAN RODRIGUEZ
501 LOWERLINE ST.
NEW ORLEANS LA 701 18-3801
ROBIAUN LEURISE ROGERS
3059 POMONA WAY
EAST POINT GA 30344
JOHAN BERTIL ROSQUIST
C/O ROSQUIST MALERI BORRGATAN
25 S-21124 MALMO, SWEDEN
SUSAN LYNN ROSS
17297 ST. JAMES CT.
BOCA RATON FL 33496
DARREN MARTIN ROTHSCHILD
1672 WINDING CREEK ROAD
PALM HARBOR FL 34683
JILLIAN MARIE ROUNDS
2445 DEERMEADOW DRIVE
APOPKA FL 32703
ALEXA ROYDEN
201 SWEETWATER CREEK DR. E
LONGWOOD FL 32779
DIANA ALEXANDER RUDOLPH
1960 KENSINGTON PLACE
AURORA IL 60506
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KIRK THOMAS RUDOLPH
491 HELEN STREET
DUNEDIN FL 34698
RAYMOND DUDLEY RUPURED, JR.
135 STAGHOUND CT
ALPHARETTA GA 30202
PASCALE TAMMIE SALOMON
9 DUKE STREET
MATTAPAN MA 02126
OLGA MERCEDES SANCHEZ DE FUENTES
1482 GRANDVIEW BOULEVARD
KISSIMMEE FL 34744
RONALD WAYNE SANDERS
918 1/2 CAMELLIA AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
RYAN DAVID SANIUK
63 DUTTON HILL ROAD
GRAY ME 04039
MATTHEW BUTLER SCALES
27 POND STREET
MEDWAY MA 02053
KRISTEN LYNN SCHORER
AMERICAN EMBASSY PSC 69
BOX 1000 APO AE 09707
ANDREW JAY SCHWARTZ
6680 N. CLIPPINGER DRIVE
CINCINNATI OH 45243
PETER DIXON SCOTT
33 JUNIPER ROAD
WESTON MA 02193
BRETT AARON SEALY
510 PIERMONT AVE. S.
RIVERVALE NJ 07675
TANIA SAKINA SEBASTIAN
1790 MARKHAM GLEN CIR
LONGWOOD FL 32779
TARA CORRINE SELF
640 ENTERPRISE - OSTEEN ROAD
OSTEEN FL 32764
ROBERT WARREN SELTON
82 LAUREL OAK
AMELIA ISLAND FL 32034
EDMUND CHARLES FREDERICK SERGEANT
716 ST. MATTHEW CIRCLE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
CARRIE ELLEN SHINEMAN
31 ATKINSON LANE
SUDBURY MA 01776
PAUL EGAN SHIPE
1000 SHORE DRIVE
KISSIMMEE FL 34744
ALIZA KAYON SILVER
1541 LYNDALE BLVD
MAITLAND FL 32751
ELISE AYNSLEY SIMKO
49 WARRINGTON DRIVE
LAKE BLUFF IL 60044
DOUGLAS ROBERT SINCLAIR III
4221 SOUTHWEST 72ND TERRACE
DAVIE FL 33314
ROBERT ORLANDO SIVITILLI
158 COCKSFIELD DOWSVIEW
ONTARIO CANADA M3H 3T5
GAYNA PATRICIA SKIDMORE
2021 ROLLINS DRIVE
COCOA FL 32922
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DONNA LYNN SMATHERS
5201 ATLANTIC BLVD. COLONIAL POINT
#153 JACKSONVILLE FL 32207
HEATHER RUTH SMILEY
117 CUMBERLAND GREEN DR.
CARY NC 27513
CATHERINE MACON SMITH
1408 REGENCY OAKS DRTVE
WEST MOBILE AL 36609
MICHAEL JAMES SMITH
2253 CHURCHILL DOWNS CIR.
ORLANDO FL 32825
ROBYN MICHELE SMITH
7013 SNOWHILL ROAD
OOLTEWAH TN 37363
WAYNE ANDREW SORRELL II
3100 LAKESHORE BLVD.
ST. CLOUD FL 34769
FRANK MICHAEL SPITZMILLER III
1765 SEAGROVE DRIVE EAST
VERO BEACH FL 32963
KARA LEIGH SPOFFORD
2724 HILLSIDE COURT
IJAMSVILLE MD 21754
JOHN WILLIAM STEELE
1703 SOUTH HARRISON
ALEXANDRIA IN 46001
DAVID JOHN STEGMILLER
2632 KENT ROAD UPPER
ARLINGTON OH 43221
ANDREW RICHARD STEPEK
31 PARADISE COVE
LAGUNA NIGUEL CA 92677
ALISON MICHELE STROLL
POST OFFICE BOX 780327
SEBASTIAN FL 32978
NICOLE ANGELYN SULLrVAN
38 WICKS END LANE
WILTON CT 06897
LISA MICHELE SUNDVALL
119 RABUN COURT
SANFORD FL 32773
KEITH WINSLOW SWAGGART
8 LITTLE BROOK ROAD
NORTH DARIEN CT 06820
HEATHER ANN SWARD
1218 ASBURY
EVANSTON IL 60202
PAUL EDWARD TAPIA
2590 ENGLISH IVEY CT.
LONGWOOD FL 32779
FELIX GABRIEL TEJADA
6439 FIREBIRD DR.
ORLANDO FL 32810
DARSHANA HEMENORA THAKKAR
P.O. BOX 149428
ORLANDO FL 32814
ERIN ELIZABETH THOMAS
252 REDDING ROAD
REDDING CT 06896
PATRICK SCOTT THOMAS
3354 STANLEY ROAD
AKRON OH 44313
BRETT MC LEOD THOMPSON
2810 RIVERLAND ROAD
FT. LAUDERDALE FL 33312
DOUGLAS O'BRIEN THOMPSON
P.O. BOX 15506
WINSTON-SALEM NC 27113
RUTH HELEN THOMPSON
6410 MERCER ST.
HOUSTON TX 77005-3734
KELLY BARRY TOMPKINS
518A SOUTH EOLA DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32801
CLAUDIA MERCEDES TORRES
309 REDWING WAY
CASSELBERRY FL 32707
RACHEL LYNN TREVISON
42 STAR ISLAND
MIAMI FL 33139
CARRIE ELIZABETH TUCKER
1855 LAKE FRANCIS DRIVE
APOPKA FL 32712
MICHELE JANE TURTON
6649 EDGEWORTH DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32819
MEREDITH AVERILLE DEGROOT TUTTLE
16 NORTH PORCHUCK RD.
GREENWICH CT 06830
PAUL DANIEL TWYFORD
2023 MARCIA DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32807
ADRIANA AYESHA VALDES
2044 SUSSEX ROAD
WINTER PARK FL 32792
MARISEL ANNETTE VALEIRAS
P.O. BOX 789
HUMACAO PR 00792
DEXTER RAY VANZANT
615 SOUTH COUNTRY CLUB RD.
LAKE MARY FL 32746
NICHOLAS LICKDYKE VARNEY
721 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK NY 10022
RAUL VINCI
14 VIA BELLINI ORBASANO,
TURIN ITALY
ELIZABETH EVANS VIVIAN
827 LAMBERTS MILL ROAD
WESTFIELD NJ 07090
DAX VLASSIS
5070 BRIDLE PATH ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE NY 13066
DANIEL JOSEPH VOCCIA II
POST OFFICE BOX 533
WESTHAMPTON NY 11977
TIMOTHY ALAN WAISANEN
157 OAK VIEW CIRCLE
LAKE MARY FL 32746
JENNIFER LORENA WAMHOFF
9041 W. WOODGLADE LANE
BOISE ID 83703
CAROLYN KATHARINE WATERHOUSE
2310 SOUTH RUFFNER ROAD
MELBOURNE FL 32901
SCARLETT DAWN WATTS
1064 LOTUS PKW. #936
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
KRISTINA MARIE WEGMAN
2725 FALCONBRIDGE DRIVE
CINCINNATI OH 45238
GRETCHEN CLOVIS WEISNER
1416 ALOMA AVENUE
WINTER PARK FL 32789
WENDY LYNNE WEISS
110 CAMBRIDGE DRIVE
WILMINGTON DE 19803
DANIEL KIRK WESTMORELAND JR.
1361 CARR AVENUE
MEMPHIS TN 38104
AMANDA ROBIN WHETSELL
725 WETHERBORN PLACE
STONE MOUNTAIN GA 30083
NICHOLE ARLENE WHITE
911 EAST HERON CIRCLE, SE
WINTER HAVEN FL 33884
PAUL NEUMARX WHITE-DAVIS
2870 BERMUDA AVENUE
NORTH APOPKA FL 32703
GRAYSON WETHERILL WILDS
158 ANCHOR DRIVE
VERO BEACH FL 32963
SARAH ELIZABETH WILEY
75 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
TENAFLY NJ 07670
MARK CABOT WILLIAMS
224 PURCHASE ST. A2
RYE NY 10580
TODD STEPHEN WILLS
2040 MAZATLAN RD.
PUNTA GORDA FL 33983
CARTER J WILSON
17440 DALLAS PKWY #103
DALLAS TX 75287
GINGER SUZANNE WILSON
1034 CHATHAM PINES CR. #111
WINTER SPRINGS FL 32708
KATHRYN ANNE WILSON
32 HIDDEN BROOK ROAD
RIVERSIDE CT 06878
REBECCA CLARE WILSON
470 SONGBIRD WAY
APOPKA FL 32712
ROBERT QUAY WILSON
2089 WASHINGTON
MEMPHIS TN 38104
TRACY ELIZABETH WILSON
1443 ADRIEL LANE
ORLANDO FL 32812
SHANNON KATE WISNE
6981 EDGEWORTH DRIVE
ORLANDO FL 32819
CHRISTOPHER STEELE WITHERELL
1170 SOUTH CLAYTON STREET
MOUNT DORA FL 32757
JON CHRISTOPHER WOOD
1016 GROVE ST.
MAITLAND FL 32751
RODNEY ALBERT WOODSTOCK
12818 TOUCHSTONE PLACE
PALM BEACH GARDENS FL 33418
WILLIAM DONALD WRIGHT, JR.
750 LAKEHILL CIRCLE
LEWISBURG TN 37091
JOSHUA ZEV WULKAN
1103 VILLAGE LANE
WINTER PARK FL 32792
DEMETRIOS ALEXANDER XENAKIS
1200 SOUTH EAST 15TH AVENUE
DEERFIELD BEACH FL 33441
JEFFREY LOUIS YOCHUM
405 EAST JACKSON STREET
KISSIMMEE FL 34744
PATRICIA EVANNA YOUNG
2 HILLWOOD DRIVE
GIBSONIA PA 15044
DAVID WILLIAM ZELLER
110 PLYMOUTH ROAD
HARWINTON CT 06791
The Rollins College Class of 1994 begin their parade to the Enyart-Alumni Fieldhouse, and into the world.
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We Threw Out The
Old Drawing Board.
Volvo 's 222 horsepower
850 Turbo Sports Sedan.
THE
STORE
Adjacent to the Winter Park Mall • 628-0550
Congratulations
Class Of 1994
From The City Of Winter Park
CENTRAL FLORIDA
ALARM INC.
24 HOUR COMPUTER
MONITORING SYSTEMS
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL
APARTMENTS TOWNHOMES
CONDOMINIUMS SALES, SERVICE
INSTALLATION
Complete Systems Design & Engineering
for Proprietary Systems
Access Controls CCTV Fire k Sound
Home Buih-ln AM-FM Intercom & Stereo Systems
Air-Vac Built-in Vacuum Systems LI Usled Equipment
CALL THE PROFESSIONALS
678-9200
2310 Winter Woods Blvd., Winter Park, Honda
Slate License HEF00OO740
TODAY'S NAVY
HAS IT ALL
A job in today's Navy has it all — training, benefits,
excitement, a chance to be part of one of the most ef-
ficient and advanced
fighting teams in the
world.
You'll have more than a
job in the Navy. You'll
learn teamwork and
leadership skills, build
con- fidence, earn re-
spect, and develop your
full potential. Plus,
you'll receive medical
and dental care and
earn 30 days of paid
vacation every year.
There's no better place to prepare for tomorrow than
in today's Navy. Call now to find out more.
1-800-342-8123 (FL)
1-800-843-2189 (GA)
MMC(SW) MORGAN
\T ATTV You 211101 the Navy.lli\V I Full Speed Ahead.
good/year
JEFF FLANNERY - Rollins Class of 70
Store Manager
Goodyear Service Store
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
1 070 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
(407) 647-1079
Full Line Auto Service and Repair
STEAK HOUSE®
Home of Serious Steaks
The Management & Staff wish to Congratulate the
Graduates of the Class of '94.
May all your dreams come true!
999 Douglas Avenue Altamonte Springs (407) 682-6444
Winter Park • Orlando
CONTROL—FLEAS—ROACHES—TICKS—RATS & OTHER PESTS
LAWN SPRAYING FOR FLEAS & ANTS
mii — m mi—
PEST CONTROL
<OUK PEST FREE HOME IS OUR CONCERN"
MONTHLY EVERY OTHER MONTH ONE TIME SERVICE - VEARIY SERVICE"
CAll
FOR
PRICES
g* Ottce - at - a udu£e
628-8565 ' CONTRACTS>NOTNEEDED
610 MAITLAND AV MAITLAND
Congratulations
Graduates
Silver Springs Citrus
P.O. Box 771048
Winter Garden
407-656-1122 Phone
407-656-9470 Fax
HaJo» Appliance Repair*
Ml Mahft* * Models
Senior Cillien Discount
Complete Mobile Service
Licensed * Insured
Members ol Hello
Business Bureau
Customer Care Program
Refrigerators Freezers
Icemakers Washers/Dryers
Ranges/Ovens
Dishwashers Garbage Disposals
Water Heaters Microwaves
IVE OFFER
$10.00 DISCOUNT
FOR ALL WINTER PARK CHAMBER MEMBERS
ON A MAJOR APPLIANCE PROTECTION PLAN
Locally owned & operated.
Servicing 30.000 customers since 1986
Orange County
876-6666
A» ABOUT
OUR 1 rEAA
ouAjwrnrl
Seminole County
788 2593
Measuring Success
One Investor At a Time
Best wishes from ail of us
at Dean Witter
200 E New England Avenue
Fourth Root
W.mer Park. FL 32789
DEAN
WITTER
of Winter Part
DIAMONDS
SPECIALIZING IN 1 CARAT 8 ABOVE
CERTIFIED GIA GEMOLOGIST ON PREMISES
JEWELRY
FEATURING THE FINEST LINES -
NOVA STYLING • UNIGEM • PEARLS BY MIKI MOTO
COMPLETE GOLDSMITH SHOP
DESIGNER ON STAFF
WATCHES
AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR
EBEL • PATEK PHILIPPE
BAUME 8 MERCIER
COMPLETE BRIDAL REGISTRY
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION
OF CHINA. CRYSTAL 8 STERLING
152 PARK AVE S. WINTER PARK
MON-SAT 10AM-5PMFREE GIFT WRAPPING
& LOCAL DELIVERY
In Grand Cypress Hotel
In Orlando
644-7119
MEMBER Jewelers of America
Clint Biggers
Sales and Leasing
9951 So. Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, FL 32837-8936
"Your Key to Quality"
Orlando (407) 240-4020 FAX (407) 240-3779
EC
RENTAL SERVICE
422-1001
^ Classic Creation^^
^ CATERING Jfe
"Personalized Catering
...With a Continental Flair"
• Weddings .
1 Grand Openings )a /v--^'
1 Gourmet Dinners T5r?
, i
' Parties
i fl &jfiA ' Real Estate Open
'*gjE Housesm • Special Events
1 Corporate Lunches
Banquets
NINE FOURTY SEVEN NORTH"
Private Dining in A Parlor Suite
628-4491
947 !N. Orange Av. • Winter Park
Congratulations
Class of 1994
from the
Bookstore at Rollins College
Rose Skillman Hall
646-2133
-Phone
646-1525 - Fax
Congratulations
to the New '94 Graduates!
from
RUTLAND'S
Fine Clothing for Men
Since 1935.
Altamonte Mall 834-3061
Fashion Square 894-3061
CON
6RAT
L
UA
HONS
Doi£e
graduating cfass of
1994
SAM FLAX
The Tools To Create
Art, Drafting &
Graphic Supplies
1401 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32801
TEL 407 898 978S
FAX 407 898 9066
I 800 393 3529(FLAX)
COMPLETE AUTO REPAIRS
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
GESggD
Oil Chang*
Approved A/C Repair
Facilities
Computer & Fuel Injection
Brakes & Exhaust
Electrical
Fast Efficient Service
Emergency Road Service
& Towing - 24 Hrs. A Day
KLltGSTKI'SSLK SHELL
657-5010
"vtST 1515 SR 436 Winter Park
Intersection of Semoran Blvd & Howell Branch Rd
Mortgage Loans
Construction Loans
Equity Loans
Consumer Loans
Certificates of Deposit
Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Federal Trust Bank
1211 Orange Avenue, Winter Park, Florida 32789
(407) 645-1201
fit
ItNDER PLUMBING CARE, Inc.
Quality Isn't Expensive
Serving Orlando
Area Since 1976
Licensed • Bonded • Insured
50 Years Combined Plumbing Experience
• Re-Piping • Warranty Work • insurance Claims
• Leak Specialists • Electronic Leak Detector
Radio
Dispatched
WE FEATURE
[jving up lo a higher standard
EmPrThts
,
Inc.
15% Discount on
Wedding Invitations & Accessories
Business Cards, Letterhead, Envelopes
Business Forms, Stamps
Social Stationery
Paula L. Shreve
(407) 339-7494
Post Office Box 950606
Lake Mary, FL 32795-0606
SCHOLASTICADVERTISING, INC.
Yearbook Advertising Specialists
In the East
1-800-964-0777
In the West
1-800-964-0776
Kl \inIX >, f L< )K!HA
OUTBACK
Winter Park
1927 Aloma Avenue
(407) 679-1050
«FMC
Congratulations to
1994 Rollins College Graduates!
Airline Equipment Division
7300 Presidents Drive
Orlando, Florida 32809
407-851-3377
Telex -681 -6649
Facsimile - (407) 857-9180
HP
Kuklnn
INTERNATIONAL®
The Park Inn International - Orlando North Is proudly locat-
ed at the entrance to beautiful Winter Park, Maitland busi-
ness center and downtown Orlando. Conveniently located
near exciting attractions such as the Orlando Arena, Church
Street Station, Universal Studios, Sea World, Walt Disney
World, EPCOT, and the MGM Studios. All the reasons you
need to make Park Inn International - Orlando North your
number one choice in Central Florida.
Park Inn International can offer you more without charging
you more. Newly furbished, large guest rooms feature two
double beds, double vanity basins, individual temperature
controls, shower massager, color T.V. featuring complimen-
tary H.B.O. and cable, and thermasol and therrna-cuzzi spa
in our deluxe rooms. A beautiful courtyard surrounds our
swimming pool and children's wading pool. Park Inn
International, the newest name in quality lodging at a rea-
sonable price.
Conveniently located on Lee Road, one half block west of
Interstate 4, within 12 miles of the Florida Turnpike and
twenty miles from Orlando International Airport.
736 Lee Road
Orlando (Winter Park), Florida 32810
Local (407) 647-1112
Central reservations 1-800-437-PARK
In Florida 1-800-432-6549
National 1-800-262-7003
********
PAINT MIRRORS GLASS
PITTSBURGH
PAINT & GLASS, INC.
Winter Park, Florida
Phone 644-4022
We Specialize in Mirror Walts,
Framed Mirrors, Table Tops, Shower Doors
& Window ftepair
DENNIS McDADE
President
620 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789
^Mountain,
'Valley'
HOT SPRINGS, ARK. CASHIERS, NORTH CAROLINA.
Serving Central and North Florida
1030 Sunshine Lane, Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
1-800-368-8915
(407) 865-6707 Fax (407) 865-5991
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TO CHRISSY, NURY, JESSICA, VANESSA, AMELIA, TORRIE,
THE MC KEAN POSSY, DON, RUBY, AND THE REST OF THE
"CRABS", I LOVE YOU ALL SO MUCH!! NEVER FORGET ALL
THE GREAT TIMES HERE AT JOLLY ROLLY COLLY!
IF WE LEAVE ROLLINS ONLY REMEMBERING ONE THING, LET
IT BE THE TEN RULES OF LIFE!
1. ALL%«# ARE @$$1J-£$$.
2. YOU EITHER EAT OR
3. NEVER SMELL A CUP A LIQUID THE MORNING AFTER YOU
HAD A PARTY!
4. (COMMAND) THE SECOND YOU FEEL A BUZZ, DO AN-
OTHER SHOT!
5. CHRISSY'S MOTTO.
6. ALL %d# ARE <S>$$r«$, SO GO FOR THE ONE'S WITH
MONEY!
7. FRIENDS LET FRINEDS BEER GOGGLE, SO THEY CAN MAKE
FUN OF THEM THE NEXT MORNING!
8. SHOOT IT, THEN BLOW!
9. NEVER TALK ABOUT POLITICS, BUSINESS, OR RELIGION
WHEN YOU ARE DRUNK!
10. DRINK LIKE A FISH AND EAT LIKE A PIG!
J-TCRM AND FOX DHV '94
APRIL 27, 1994- HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY, JESSICA!,
MOLSON ICE, BUD ICE, LITE ICE . .
., THE SLOPPIEST DAY IN
HISTORY, DID JEN EVENS REALLY GET ARRESTED?, "I DO NOT
NEED SUNSCREEN!", "JOSH, YOU WERE CAUGHT ON FILM!",
"L.T., WHERE DID YOU LEARN HOW TO DO A KEG STAND?",
YOU GO BOY!, HOW MANY TIMES CAN WE GO TO SKINNY
MONDAYS' IN ONE WEEK!, BAGEL KING, THE SHOT GLASS,
THE LOFT DIVER, GERN, "I SUPER-GLUED IT INTO MY WAL-
LET!", THE SHOOTER CARD- 1 WON CHRISSY!, THE BAHAMA
MAMA- I KNOW YOU HAVE A CROWN IN YOUR CAR!,
CADDYSHACK LIVES, HARLEY'S, DON'T BE AFRAID!, THE
BOTTLE COLLECTION, ANDSMIRNOFF CITRUS TWIST!
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THE BRA, CRABBY, DIGGER #1, DIGGER #2. DIGGER #3, HI CRAB!, JAMES-"LAID",
WHERE DID YOU MEET PSCYCHO?, YOUR HEADLIGHTS ARE ON!, HANK PANKY, "HEY,
DON'T GIVE ME A WEDGIE, GIRL!", RANDOM RIDGE, THE BLOWOUT, THE OVERPASS,
THE BEE, THE TRIP THROUGH "BITHLO", "MY FRIEND CAN DRINK YOU UNDER THE
TABLE!", "IT'S A HARD DAYS NIGHT AND I HAVE BEEN WORKING LIKE A DAWG!", THE
MATCHES, MOSES, THE SIX-TOED CATS, CHRISSY'S BEAUTIFUL SINGING ABILITY,
"NURY, I'M GOING TO KILL YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN!", GRRRRRRRRR!, RANDOM
RICK, HOG'S BREATH-MUDSLIDES, THE GAY RESORT, " RED AND DELICIOUS!",
RUMRUNNERS STENCH, "GET HER HEAD UP!", THE TEN HOUR DRIVE, "A LITTLE PIECE
OF HEAVEN ON EARTH!", "HEY NAKED NOODIE, ARE YOU WORKING TONIGHT?", AND
HOW CAN WE EVER FORGET THE BOOZE CRUISE?, "YOU THINK YOU ARE SO PREEETY!"
RANDOM
€V€NTS
HOLLOWEEN- THE
MARGARTIA PARTY,
"TAR", EM-CUBAN
GOLFER, DEARCOSMO...,
THE FOOD FIGHT AT
DENNY'S, SEINFELD,
MELROSE, MARTIN, LIV-
ING SINGLE, ROSEANNE,
CHINESE ON SUNDAYS,
"HOW CAN SOMEONE
FALL OUT OF A LOFT?",
"DO YOU HAVE ANY GOS-
SIP?", AND "I WOULD
NEVER DO ANYTHING
HARMFUL TO MY BODY!"
ueeley
The 94 BSU, my support group and my best friends. I luv U Trey Perkins.
To all of the alumni, good luck and lots of happiness!
Rex Beach
Gang!
We've
made it
thus far to-
gether and
I Luv U
All.
Gavin and
Lisa,
congratu-
lations on
your
engage-
ment.
You both
are very
lucky to
have
found
each
other.
Good
luck!
The school year of 93-94, oh, what a year it was!
It was a year filled with tears and laughter, but
mostly tears. It gave me experiences that I
wouldn't have wanted to happen any other
time but while I was in a protected environ-
ment like Rollins, with the support of great
friends and staff people such as Linn over at
Lakeside, and Vera my housekeeper from
sophomore year. During this time I got
intouch with who Shelley really is, and what
my goals are for a successfull and happy fu-
ture. I want to thank Fred Battenfield for his
patience and help with the sports section. To
Don, Linda, and Brian, you guys were great, I
appreciate all of your hard work. Peace, love,
and happiness to Jean Henry and Drew Will-
iams. The 1994 Tomokan was made possible
because of everyone mentioned, and will go
down in Rollins history as one of the best year
books ever published.
Kim, Eric,
and
Penny,
Just a
couple of
role
models, I
found
here at
Rollins.
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Tucker, now you know why getting this picture was so important to me.
Doug, if
you had
looked
closely,
you
would've
noticed I
was
wearing
my badge
under the
gown.
At TKE
Holiday
Formal.
"Your
what's
falling
out,
Candice?"
JCM'69: Again, thanks for your support. I've learned from your example
that my graduation does not mean the end of Rollins in my life. MLM'65:
Thanks for your insight when I was blind. I'm glad to see brotherhood
extends past the shores of Lake Virginia. PNM: You did the right thing, you
listened to wisdom. Sorry I've been such hell to deal with this year. TBN:
You have a lot of potential, just let us see you. I'm glad we shared the journey
from Rex Beach. Is it Y.I.T.B. or Y.M.B.? BGS: You're an awesome kid,
always remember that. To believe in someone is whatfriendship is all about.
DBS: My "big brother," thanks for all the countless hours on the telephone.
Without you, the year would've been a lot tougher. I've missed not having
you here, but it's nice knowing the miles don't mean distance. I hope they
never will. JDT: You've done so much without even knowing it. I'll never
forget that. Thanks for being there when I needed you. No matter where I
go from here, we'll never be far apart.
TKE and Tomokan may have given me much success, but my
greatest success of this year is to have these people a part of my life. I may
have written much of this book, and taken countless photographs, but this
page in Tomokan is my favorite because it features the people I love.
Fiat Rollins . . . Fiat Tomokan .
.
. Fiat Teke . . . Fiat Beer . . . Fiat Lux.
May 21, 1994, 9:14 p.m.. It's been fourteen
months since PBU Chair Adriana Valdes approached
me about putting a Tomokan editorial team together.
Now, we are at the end of the journey, and the end of the
team.
With my senior yearbehind me, and my gradu-
ation tomorrow, it is only fitting I end the year reflecting
on my successes. I'm glad to have had the opportunity
to lead the team that has made this book the best
Tomokan Rollins has ever seen! (Yeah, Doug, I did make
my mark.) WithTau Kappa Epsilon, I revived the Eagle,
organized TKE Reunion '93, and adopted us a highway.
My only regret occurred in February. I failed in trusting
my brothers. I realize it is Utopian to trust all of you, but
I failed in trusting the one's I should've. I became a Teke
to have some compassionate brothers with an under-
standing of human imperfection. I guess that's why I
still am one." I thank those who understood, and all
those who will one day understand. Through it all, I
never stopped caring and believing in you guys, in us.
I'd like to use my page to thank some people
who made this a truly special year. RLA'64: You started
the reconciliation there outside the chapel on Alumni
Weekend. I never walked away, nor could I. RSH:
More than anyone else, you saw this page develop in
my head months before it was put on paper. CSM:
You're my favorite girl at Rollins, whether you're a
blonde or a brunette. What else can I say? Hmmm.
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Ayear in the life ofRollins College
ended with the seniors taking
their walk and receiving their
diplomas. • But, before the
end, April yielded the comple-
tion of the controversial rose
garden. • The college made
news soon after Spring Break
with the arrest of five students
using the Bush Computer lab
to make fake IDs. The result
was disasterous on all of us
possessing a fake California ID,
which we had to tear up. •
The new SGA Constitution
was passed as new blood
flowed into the SGA execu-
tives. • Meanwhile, our com-
munity service efforts resulted
in the completion of another
Habitat House.
(cont. on next page)
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268 -Closure
George El-Rahi,
Laura Hall, and Bob
Rice battled the rain
during the 14th An-
nual World Hunger
Concert.
-
Closure* 269
Luke
Miller
packs
up in
prepara-
tion for
the end
of the
Cabot Williams and
Larry Niebling talk
with their families
during the
President's Gradua-
tion Reception.
The seniors parade
from Knowles
Chapel to the
Fieldhouse. With
each step, they are
closer to becoming
alumni.
270 -Closure
Fox Day roulette ended on
April 27, and regardless of the
national day of mourning for
President Nixon's funeral,
Rollins was still able to play. •
On the academic side, students
were disappointed at the nix-
ing of the Communications
major. • The end of finals
marked the beginning of Se-
nior Week, when all of Rollins
came out to bid farewell to the
graduates. • Throughout the
year, we grew to know each
other, and realized how special
this place we call Rollins really
is. • It is here where we learn,
not only from our textbooks,
but from each other. We learn
about ourselves and how to
appreciate our classmates. We
learn how lucky we are to
share this experience and this
year in our life.
Closure* 271
And that was our life,
September 2, 1993 to
May 22, 1994.
272 •The End 9




